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ABSTRACT
I will consider the influence of Chinese mathematics on Seki Kowa. For this 
purpose, my thesis is constructed in four parts,
introduction,
I the studies of editions; Shu Shn Jin Zhang and Yang Uni Sum Fa,
II the conception and extension of method for making magic squares,
and
1  the analysis for solving indeterminate equations.
In the introduction, I will explain some similarities between Chinese 
mathematics in the Song dynasty and Seki Kowa's works. It will become clear 
that the latter was influenced by Chinese mathematics.
Then I introduce some former opinions concerning which Chinese mathematical 
book influenced him. I shall show that two Chinese mathematical books, Shn Shn 
Jin Zhang and Yang Hni Sum Fa, are particularly important.
Some Chinese mathematical books were republished and studied by Japanese 
mathematicians, but these two books were not accessible to Japanese 
mathematicians. Thus we must study them for considering questions of 
influence. I will consider two subjects, the treatment of magic squares in 
Yang Hni Snan Fa in chapter H and the method of solving indeterminate 
equations in Shn Shn Jin Zhang in chapter M.
Before considering the contents of these subjects, we must know more about 
the available versions of these two books in chapter I , otherwise we cannot 
know whether Seki Kowa could have obtained them.
It seems certain that Seki Kowa studied the Yang Hni Snan Fa, but I camot 
know whether he studied the Shn Shn Jin Zhang. However, Seki Kowa’s method of 
solving indeterminate equations is very similar to that of Qin Jiushao, 
especially when their methods of changing negative constants into positive are 
similar. Thus I would like to propose that Seki Kowa studied the Chinese 
method of solving indeterminate equations.
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INTRODUCTION
(1) Aims of this thesis
The influence of Chinese mathematics was felt in most East Asian countries. 
In the case of Japan, it was introduced into the country two times. The first 
time was in the eigjhth century, when many mathematical arts were introduced and 
taught in the University, but Japanese mathematicians only imitated the work of 
Chinese authorities, and its level was limited. The second time was at the aid 
of the sixteenth century— at which point, Japanese mathematicians applied 
Chinese mathematics, and were to produce brilliant achievements.
It is difficult to make a comparative study of the mathematics of two 
completely different civilizations, because they do not have the same 
intellectual background. But Chinese mathematics said Japanese mathematics used 
the same language, rather than just the same Chinese characters, thus 
mathematicians could understand mathematical notions easily. That is to say, if 
Japanese mathematicians had Chinese mathematical books, they could have had the 
same background as Chinese mathematicians. I wonder whether it is possible to 
make a comparative study of them using historical method. Instead, through 
studying Japanese mathematics in the 17th century, we may be able to understand 
strong and weak points of Chinese mathematics in the 13th century.
I would like to consider the case of Seki Kowa ii#$J (1642?-1708), the 
best mathematician in Japan. He very probably studied Chinese mathematics, but 
it is difficult to demonstrate precisely how he studied Chinese mathematics 
from his biography. Because his son-in-law gambled away his post, nobody could 
hand down Seki Kowa’s biography. Thus we cannot know exactly the nature of his 
education. Therefore, I will have to try, in this thesis, to consider his 
education in light of the similarity between his works and Chinese mathematics.
—  9 *-
(2) Biographical study of Seki Kowa
Because nobody could hand down Seki Kowa's biography, we cannot even fix his 
birth year exactly. He became revered as a "Sansei" ^Ig (mathematical sage), 
and the scientific studies of his biograpy was neglected. However, since Mikami 
Yoshio’s — (1875-1950) study , there are some good studies (*2) ,
and his biographical tabIe<+3) is as follows
Seki Kowa’s biography
1637? or 1642?
Bom in Fujioka (now Fujioka-shi, Gumma prefecture ) *
Son of Uchiyama Nagaakira (father), and of the daughter (name
unknown) of Yuasa Yoemon His other names are Sinsuke
, Shihyo Tfif and Jiyute 
year unknown
Became a son-in-law of Seki Gorozaemon 
1 6  6 1
Transcribed the Yang Hui Suan Fa (Yang Hui’s Method of
Computation) at Nara 
16 6 3
Wrote the Kiku Yomei Sampo (Essential Mathematical Methods
of Measures)
1 6 7 2?
Wrote the KetsvgiSho Td-jutsu (Answers and Methods of the
Sampo Ketsugi-'Sho).
16 7 4
wrote the Huttan Kai To-jutsu (Answers and Methods of the Sampo
Hut tan Kai)-
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In Dec., published the Hatsubi Sampo (Mathematical Methods for
Finding Details).
1 6 7 6 ?
Became a retainer of Tokugawa Ienobu's family.
16 7 8
Became a Kanjo Ginmiyaku (auditor) of Tokugawa Ienobu's
family.
1 6 8 0
In Mar. wrote the Jyji Hat sum (Comments of the Works and Days
Calendar).
In July, wrote the Happo Ryakketsu. (Short Explanations of Eight
Items).
1 6 8 1
In Apr., wrote the Jujireki-kyd Risse no Ho (Methods of
Manual Tables of the Works and Days Calendar).
16 8 3
In June, wrote the Shoyafm no Ho (Methods of Reduction),
Sandatsu Kempn no Ho (Methods of Solving Josephus
Question), Hojin Ensan no Ho (Methods of Magic Squares and
Magic Circles).
In Aug., wrote the Kaku. Ho (Methods of Angles and Figures of
Japanese Algebra).
On 9th Sep., wrote the Kai Hukudai no Ho # f ( M e t h o d s  of Solving 
Secret Questions).
16 8 5
In Aug., wrote the Kai Indai no Ho (Methods of Solving Conceal
ed Questions).
Wrote the Byodai Meichi no Ho (Methods of Correcting Failures
as Questions).
In Nov., wrote the Kaiho Hanpen no Ho (Overturn Methods of
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Solving Higher Degree Equations).
In Dec., wrote the Daijutsn Bengi no Ho Sllif (Methods of
Discriminant).
Wrote the Kai Kendai rw Ho (Methods of Solving Findable
Questions), Kyuseki (Computations of Area and Volume), Kyuketstu 
Henke So (Manuscript of Transformation of Spheres) and Kaiho
Sanshiki (Formulae of Solving Higher Degree Equations).
1 6 8 6
In Jan., wrote the Seki Tesho PITSr (Seki Kowa’s Amendments).
16 9 7
In May, wrote the Shiyo Sampo (Mathematical Methods of Computing
Four Points on the Lunar Orbit).
16 9 9
In Jan., wrote Tetmon Sugakn Zatcho (Notes of Astronomy and
Mathematics).
17 0 4
In Nov., gave a “Sampo Kyojo" (Licence of Mathematics) to Miyaji
Shingoro
In Dec., when Tokugawa Ienobu became Shogun, Seki Kowa became a Nando 
Kumigashira (chief treasurer). His salary was 250 Pyo H  and
Junin-budii 10Affcl# (ten retainers1 salary), which was increased to 300 
Pyo.
1 7 0 6
In Nov., retired, and became a member of Kobushin-gumi /Jv^ff^L (lit. 
small builders group).
1 7 0 8
On 24th Oct., died from a disease.
17 10
The Taisei Sampo (Complete Works of Seki Kowa) was edited.
17 12
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The Katsuyo Sampo (Essential Mathematics) was published.
17 14
On 30th Mar., the Shukivyd Sampo (Mathematical Methods of
Constellations).
17 2 4
Seki Kowa’s son-in-law, Shinshichiro became Kofu Kimban
(member of Kofu city office).
17 2 7
Shinshichiro lost his position owing to his ganbling activities.
As above, Seki Kowa's works are quite huge, however, there are few evidences 
about his education and his personal inforaation. Even his exact name is not 
known to foreign scholars. Now, let us consider this problem.
In Eastern Asian countries, an adult had some names, which were called "Zi” 
(or "Azana" in Japanese) ^  (alias) or "Hao" (or "Go" in Japanese) (pen 
name) and so on. Their real name was used only in the family, "Zi" (alias) was 
used officialy, thus the real name was not known to unrelated person.
In the case of Seki Kowa, his alias ("Azana") was Shinsuke and his
styles or pen-names ("Go”) was Shihyo and Jiyuteigg^, and real name was 
Takakazu #$]. He used his real name when he published books, it was a custom 
of Japanese mathematicians in that age. Thus readers did not know how “#$J" 
was read.
It does not mean that the education of readers was inferior. It was a 
characteristic of Japanese names. Ancient Japan had no written characters of 
its own; Chinese characters were introduced in the Nara period, and not
before. Chinese characters have no element of pronunciation, i.e., they are 
not phonetic signs. Therefore Japanese could read one Chinese character in 
several ways of pronunciation.
For example; the character of (numbers) is read "Shu" by Chinese. 
Japanese imitated this sound, but the system of Japanese utterance was not the
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same as that of the Chinese, thus Japanese spoke with an accent to read this 
character to "Su"* It is called "On" ^  (Chinese pronunciation) reading. And 
this character means "number", In Japanese it is read "Kazu", which means 
"number". This is the translation, it is called "Kun" §|| (Japanese 
pronunciation) reading.
Moreover Chinese culture was introduced for many years and from many 
localities in China, sometimes the pronunciations were different. Thus there 
are three "On" readings in Japan, basically.
On ^  (Chinese pronunciation)
Kun f[[ (Japanese pronunciation)
Kan-on (Han dynasty's) ^1)
Go-on (Wu dynasty's) ...-(2)
So-on (Song dynasty's) — (3)
...............................  - .............U )
Usually, Confucian terms are "Kan-on" reading and Buddhist's terms are "Go­
on" or “So-on" reading.
The two characters and “ftj" can be read in the followings ways:
(1}K6
(2) Kyo
(3)”
(4) Takashi (adv.) 
(Tsukaeru (v.))
(I) Ka 
"fU" (2) Wa
(3)-
(4) Kazofu (v.) 
(Yawaragu (v.)) 
(Nagjomu (v.))
Therefore it is possible to read “^ fn" in nine ways.
There are some rules to read a set phrase, which is consisted of two Chinese 
characters. If “On" reading is used for the first character, the same would 
apply in reading the second character; if “Kun" reading is used for the first 
character, it is also used in reading the second character. Usually "On" and
- 1 4 -
“Kun" readings are not used together, but there is no absolute rule. Japanese 
personal names are often too difficult to read.
In Japan, when there is uncertainty concerning how a name is read it is 
customary to use the “On" reading to avoid serious mistake. Seki Kowa became 
too famous, most Japanese mathematicians knew him only through his mathematical 
arts. Thus Seki Takakazu became known as Seki Kowa. Therefore he is called 
Seki Kowa in this thesis.
For Japanese mathematicians I give the original pronunciation of the real 
name if possible, but sometimes I cannot read the name. Thus all nemes of 
Oriental persons are given in Chinese characters, together with birth year and 
death year in the text of this thesis.
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(3) Similarity between Chinese mathematics and Japanese mathematics
As we considered in section 2, Seki Kowa's works are in many fields. 
According to Hirayama Akira's^ pdjifr (f1.1359) studies <*4) , these are classified 
under 15 categories, as follows:
Seki Kowa's works
(1) “Bosho-ho" and "Endan-jutsu" Japanese algebra
(2) solution of higher degree equation
(3) properties (e.g., number of solutions) of higher degree equation
(4) infinite series
(5) "Reyaku-jutsu" approximate value of fractions
(6) “Senkan-jutsu" indeterminate equations
(7) "Shosa-ho" the method of interpolation
(8) Obtained Bernoulli numbers by "Ruisai Shosa-ho"
(9) computing area of polygons
(10) “Enri" HU, principle of the circle 
dl) Newton's formula by
"Kyusho" g||gj Enethod f (a)
/?= a — ---------
f' (a)
02) coaputing area of rings 
dS) conic curves line
d4 "Hojin" magic squares, and "Ehjin" @[1$, magic circle 
d$ “Mamakodate" Josephus question
“Metuke-ji” 0#^, game of finding a Chinese character
Table 1 Hirayama's classification of Seki Kowa's works
Each of Seki Kowa's works was a great one, but most of the subjects he took
up were not his original ideas, being typical works of Chinese mathematics in
the Song ^  and Yuan JL dynasties. These are, according to Li Yan's 3|E{jg 
(1892-1963) studies'*51, as follows:
a) "Cheng-Chu Ke-Jue" (verses for multiplication and division)
Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui's Method of Computation)
Sum Fa Tong Tong (Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic)
b) IlCong-Huang-Tu Shuo" (magic squares)
Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui's Method of Conputation)
Sum Fa Tong Tong (Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic)
c) "Shu Run" |$fjnj (nunbers theorems)
Shu Shu Jiu Thong (Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sectio
ns)
d) “Ji-Shu Run" BMSk (series)
Msng Xi Bi Dum (Dream Pool Essays)
Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui's Method of Computation)
Si Yum Yu Jim E37u3£iE (Precious Mirror of the Four Elements)
e) “Fang-Cheng Run" (higher degree equations)
Ce Yum Hai Jing M R i i  (Sea Mirror of Circle Measurements)
Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections)
Sum Xus Qi Msng (Introduction to Mathematical Studies)
f) "He Yuan Shu" (the method of dividing the circle)
Shou Shi Li (Works and Days Calendar)
Table 2
Classification of Chinese mathematics works and important books 
in the Song and Yuan dynasties
Considering to which categories each Seki Kowa's work belongs in table 2, we
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see that only (1) and {14 are Seki Kowa’s original subjects, the others belong 
to inherited Chinese subjects in the Song and Yuan dynasties, as illustrated in 
table 3.
categories
..  ■ i
Seki's work
a) verse -
b) magic squares
c) indeterminate eqs. (5X6X19
d) series (4X7X8XU)
e) higher degree eqs. (2X3)
f) circles (9XlO)tt2)
Table 3
Similarity between Chinese Mathematics and Seki Kiowa's Works
In table 3, category f) describes one of the most popular subjects in 
Eastern mathematics. Since the Jiu Zhang Suan Shu (Nine Chapters on
the Mathematical Arts), most mathematical books described this subject. Thus 
it is not worth our while considering this origin. While category a) is one of 
the most important subjects for primary pupils of mathematics, it is not 
necessary to consider it in this thesis. Therefore we will consider categories
b) to e) in the next section.
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(4) Opinions of how Chinese mathematics influenced on Seki Kowa
As we considered above, there is no doubt that Seki Kowa was influenced by 
Chinese mathematics. Of course, he, as the other Japanese mathematicians, 
studied two popular texts, the Sum Fa Tong Tung and the Sum Xus Qi Meng. But 
the main works of the former fall into categories a) and b) of table 2, and the 
latter falls entirely into category e). Moreover, these are only introductions 
to these subjects. Thus it is not only these two books that influenced Seki 
Kowa. We must consider the more important books.
But his biography is unreliable so much so that, we cannot know even his 
birth year. We have some indirect evidence about which Chinese mathematical 
arts influenced Seki Kowa. We will consider this first.
(a) Opinions that Seki Kowa studied Chinese mathematics
According to chapter 5 of the Burin InkenrokiL (Anecdotes of
Mathematicians) by Sai To Ya Jin (18c), written in 1738, Seki Kowa
discovered a difficult mathematics book in Nara and studied it.
There was a Chinese book with Buddhistic bocks in Nanto 
(lit. northern capital, Nara , but nobody had been able to 
understand it. That bode was not a Buddhistic book, a Confucian bode 
nor a medical book. It was not known what kind of book it was, so it 
was only mended and given a sumer airing. Shinsuke (Seki Kowa) 
knew it, and he guessed that it might be a mathematical book. He 
took vacations and went to Nanto to borrow it. He stayed there and 
sat up all night to copy it. Then he brought this hand-copied bode 
back to Edo iLp (Tokyo j^ ig). He studied it day and night for 
three years, at last he mastered the secrets. He became the best
nnthematician in Japan U6) .
And Aida Yasuaki (1747-1817) criticized the alleged fact that Seki
Kowa had burned this text-book in the Toyoshima. Sankyd Hyorin
(Toyoshima* s Couments about Mathematical Manual), written in 1804:
Toyoshima Masami (?-?) said, "Seki Kowa was a good
mathematician but his manner of study was poor. He burned his 
mathematical text book which he found." It seems probably that he 
burned the book because he had plagiarized Chinese mathematical
methods and then wrote about them as if they were his own work. (*7)
It had been known that Seki Kowa referred to Chinese mathematical texts 
since that time. Very probably he had studied some Chinese mathematical books 
that were not popularly known, and obtained certain ideas for his own works.
Many scholars concluded what Seki Kowa’s text book was. Here I introduce 
the former opinions and would like to comment on them.
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(b) Opinion concerning the Snan Xue Qi Meng (Introduction to
Mathematical Studies)
In a memorandum which is kept in Mi to Shokokan (Mi to private
school), Honda Toshiaki (1744-1821) concluded that the book Seki Kowa
copied was the Sum Xue Qi Meng.
Seki Kowa was self-educated. First, he studied three
mathematicians' bocks, Imamura Chisho (?-?), Yoshida Mitsuycs
hi n T O M  (1598-1672) and Takahara Yoshitane (?-?), and he
mastered these mathematicians' strong points. He became the best 
mathematician.
Then he borrowed Sum Xue Qi Meng (Introduction to Mathematical 
Studies) at Kofuku~ji (Kofuku temple) in Nanto, hand-copied it
and mastered “Tengen-jutsu" ("Tian Yuan Shu" in Chinese,
technique of the celestial element). Then he continued to study 
mathematics, and completed the great works. (*8)
The Sum Xue Qi Meng is the introduction to "Tian Yuan Shu” (Technique of 
the Celestial Element); this view is directed at Seki Kowa's work in higher 
degree equations. However, the Sum Xue Qi Meng was already republished in 1658 
in Japan.— Hisada Gentetsu (?“?) translated it to Japanese (*3). So,
of course, Seki Kowa studied the Sum Xue Qi Meng, but it would not have been 
necessary to go to Nara to find this text book. Mikami Yoshio jELhlK (1875- 
1950) suggested that it was Hisada Gentetsu that found the Sum Xue Qi Meng at 
T5fuku-ji (Tofuku temple) in Raku (Kyoto iRfft) (10), not at Kofuku-
ji (Kofuku temple) in Nara. Moreover the works of higher degree equations had 
been realized by Sawaguchi Kazuyuki ~2_ (?-?)(11) * Therefore, we cannot
accept this evidence.
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(c) Opinion concerning the Ce Yuan Hai Jim (Sea Mirror of Circle 
Measurement)
Kano Ryokichi (1865-1942) also pointed to the work of higher degree
equation, but he concluded the textbook in question was the Ce Yuan Hai Jing
(12) , which is the speciality book about “Tian Yuan Shu” (Technique of the 
Celestial Element).
It, however, was introduced into Japan for the first time in 1726 <13), so 
Seki Kowa could not have read it. The fact that it had not been introduced 
before 1726 is supported by the evidence as follows: the letter which Mukai 
Motonari (?-?) sent to Hosoi Kotaku (?-?), published in the
Sokuryo Higen M B I T  (Secret Comments of Surveying) by Hosoi Kotaku, states
The chapter of Choken-jutsu (Surveying); Seme methods were
described in the Ce Yuan Hai Jing Len Rei Shi Shu 
(Classified Methods of the Ce Yuan Hai Jing ) a4), Li Suan Qian Shu 
(Coaplete Works on Calendar and Mathematics), Gou Gu Yin Meng 
(Introduction to Sides of Triangle) and Shu Du Yan 
(Generalisation on Numbers) which are thereby introduced into Japan
(1 5) ^
This evidence is very reliable because the Li Sum Own Shu was introduced 
into Japan this same yearU6>. Therefore, we can conclude that the Ce Yum Hai 
Jing was first known to Japanese mathematicians in 1726. Therefore we cannot 
accept Kano Ryoki chi's opinion.
(d) Opinion concerning the Zhui Shu (Bound Methods)
Uchida Itsumi (1805-1882) told Okamoto Noriyoshi (1847-
1331) that Seki Kowa’s text book was Zhui Shu'm , which is Zu Chongzhi’s 
(429-500) work, however, this work was lost in the Northern Song 
dynasty.
If the Zhui Shu was extant in Seki Kowa’s time, it would be the biggest 
discovery in the history of mathematics in Eastern Asia. A handwritten 
manuscript entitled Zhui Shu is kept at Tokyo University Library 
UHL It is an 1837 copy from a manuscript of Okamoto’s collections, so it must 
be Uchida’s 4 Zhui Shu It, however, describes series, which was a very 
popular subject among Japanese mathematicians only after Seki Kowa developed 
Japanese algebra. Probably this MS. was forged much after Seki Kowa’s time. 
Thus we can not agree with Uchida*s claim.
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(e) Opinions concerning the Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui’s Method of 
Computation)
Fujiwara Shozaburo jppjffift — (1881-1946) and Shimodaira Kazuo (fa-
1928) concluded that the lxx>k Seki kowa used was Yang Hui Sum Fa{1S) .
There are two pieces of evidence. The first is that Seki Kowa hand-copied 
it in his youth (see section I-2-a). The other is that the term Seki Kowa 
used to refer to his treatment of indeterminate equations is the same as
"Senkan-jutsu" (technique of cutting tube) of Yang Hui Sum Fa.
Seki Kowa, however, did not bum the text book he used, rather, he retained 
it. And the explanation of solving indeterminate equations of this book is too 
simple to complete Seki Kowa's works on indeterminate equations (I will discuss
in chapter M)- Thus I think that he used other text books, as well as Yang
Hui Sum Fa, as sources in his development of method for solving indeterminate 
equations.
Seki Kowa did not open his manuscript to other mathematicians, thus it is 
worth to consider the influence of Yang Hui Sum Fa for analysing his original 
works. Yang Hui Sum Fa is one of the best works about magic squares. Magic 
squares were a very popular subject for Japanese mathematicians, and most of 
them worked on this subject. Therefore, we will have to consider the influence 
of Ymg Hui Sum Fa with respect to magic squares in chapter 2, in order to 
determinate how Seki Kowa mid Japanese mathematicians influenced the design of 
magic squares beyond the treatment found in the Yang Hui Sum Fa .
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{f) New Opinion: Opinion concerning the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang
(Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections)
We introduced some opinions, but these cannot perfectly explain the 
influence of Chinese mathematics (see table 4). In particular, these opinions 
do not explain Seki Kowa’s treatment of indeterminate equations. Some 
mathematical books we have discussed above describe indeterminate equations, but 
they are too simple. Therefore we will consider the subject of whether 
Japanese mathematicians were influenced by Chinese mathematical arts.
Because the best and the only work of indeterminate equations in China is 
Qin Jiushao's work, we will consider whether Seki Kowa's text book was Shu Shu 
Jiu Zhang-
categories SekPs work Opinions of SekPs text
a) verse - (Sum Fa Tcmg Zong )
b) magic squares (14 Yang Mi Sum Fa?
c) indeterminate eqs. (5X6X19 -
d) series (4X7X8XO) Zhui Shu?
e) higher degree eqs. (2X3) Sum Xus Qi Msng 
Ce Yuan. Hai Jing
f) circles (9X10X155 (Jiu Zhang Sum Shu)
Table 4 Opinions of Seki Kowa’s text
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Notes
(*1): Mikami Ycshio, 1932.
(*2): Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol.2: 133-46. Hirayama Akira, 1959. Hirayama 
Akira et al (eds.), 1974.
(*3): See Hirayama Akira et al (eds.), 1974: 14-24.
(*4): See Hirayama Akira, 1959.
(*5): Li Yan, 1937.
(*6): See Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol. 2: 142-3.
(*7):
(*8): Hosoi Sosogu, 1941: 93.
(*9): Chinese characters are also used in Japanese, so with the help of some 
“Kaeriten" jR 0 gft (reading order symbol) and “Okurigana" 
(traditional Japanese pronunciation to support reading Chinese), Japanese 
scholars could understand Chinese. The republished book of Suan Xue Qi
Meng was published by Hisada Gentetsu and Haji Doun ±f5]Klll (?-?) •
(10): Ehdo Toshisada, 1896; 1981: 73-4, Mikami's ccmment.
(11): Jochi Shigeru, 1991.
(12): Kano Ryokichi In* 1902. "Seki Kowa 200-Nensai Kinen Honcho Sugaku 
Tsuzoku Koen-Shu" (Transcript of
Lectures for Popularising Japanese Mathematics, in Remembrance of Seki Kowa 
on 200th anniversary of his death) (Nihon Gakushi-in, 1954, vol. 2: 143).
(13): Oba Qsamu, 1967: 689. Moreover Ce Yuan. Hai Jing Xi Cao
(Comments of Ce Yuan Hai Jing) was also introduced in 1726 (Oba Qsamu,
1967: 689).
(14): It is not Ce Yuan. Hai Jing (Sea Mirror of Circle Measurement) itself, but 
it quotes the whole sentence of Ce Yuan. Hai Jing) so Japanese mathematicians 
had access to the contents of Ce Yuan Hai Jing.
(15): Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol.5: 428.
(16): Oba Qsamu, 1967: 687.
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(17): Nihon Ghkushiin, 1954, vol.2: 143.
(18): Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol.2: 7 and 17. Shimodaira Kazuo, 1965, vol.1: 
188.
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I : T H E  S T U D Y  O F  E D I T I O N
(1) The Shu Shu Jiu Zhang
The subjects of the text of Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical
Treatise in Nine Sections) has already been studied by several scholars. The 
first was Qian Baocong (1892-1974) (*l) , then Libbrecht (fl. 1973) f*Z)
succeeded in making a diagram showing manuscript traditions. Moreover, Li Di 
(b. 1928) (*3) continued these studies; most problems were solved by these 
scholars. They solved most of the problems relating to the period before the 
compilation of Si Ku Quan. Shu EOT:£llr (Complete Works of the Four Categories, 
1789) and to the period after publication of the Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu
(Collection of Yijiatang, 1842). This thesis will deal with three periods 
divided as below;
(1) before completion of Si Ku Qian Shu (1789)
(2) from Si Ku Qian Shu to publication of Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu (1789-1842)
(3) after publication of Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu (1842)
Now, I cannot add to what has already been said about era (1) and era (3), so 
I will summarize the former studies and answer two remaining problems 
concerning era (2). After discussing this point, we will consider whether the 
Shu Shu Jiu Zhang was introduced into Japan.
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(a) Before completion of the Si Ku Quan Shu
The Shu Shu Jiu Zhang was written by Qin Jiushao in 1247, but at that time 
its name was Shu Shu Da his (literally, Outline of Mathematical Art)
(*4) , which had nine chapters or Shu Xus Da his (literally, Outline of
Chinese Mathematics) {*5). The art of printing was already invented in that age, 
but it was not published.
In 1421, in the Ming dynasty, thousands of books were transported from 
Nanjing to Beijing the new capital. A version of this work was
included, then it was kept at Wenyuange (Wenyuan building) in the
Palace. This copy was probably the version copied into the Yong is Da Dian
(Great Encyclopaedia of the Yongle Reign-period, 1403-1408). Its name 
was changed to Shu Xus Jiu Zhang (in literally, Nine Chapters of
Chinese Mathematics), which had three volumes{*B) comprising eighteen chapters.
But the Yong Le Da Dian was the emperorTs personal encyclopedia; 
mathematicians and other scholars could not read it.
In the Wanli period (1573-1620), the war period between China, Korea 
and Japan (1592-3, 1597-8), Wang Yinglin BEjllii (1545-1620) 7) made a
manuscript copy from the Wenyange text, then Zhao Qimei (1563-1624) (*8)
recopied it by hand in 1616<+9) . The name was changed again to the one used 
today, Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections), which has 
eighteen chapters. This is one of the most important versions, and is usually 
called the “Zhao Qimei version11.
Qian Zeng (1626-1701)<10) probably had a copy of this versionai), then 
this book was kept by Zhang Dunren {HUfcd (1754-1834)(12) <13), but he did not 
open it to the public, he only coomunicated it to Shen Xinfei (19c),
his disciple (see section I-l-c).
A poet, Qian Qianyi Iglggt (1582-1664)<14>, recorded Shu Shu Jiu Zhang in 
his personal book catalogue, and it was a nine chapters version a5) . No 
further details are known.
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(b) From completion of the Si Ku Qijwi Shu to publication or Yi Jia
Tang Cong Shu
In the Qianlong period (1736-1795), in the Qing Jjjf dynasty, a big
project was executed; the vast collection, Si Ku Quan Shu , was edited. Dai 
Zhen Hfg (1724-1777) <1S) made a manuscript copy of the Shu Xus Jiu Zhang from 
the Yong Le Da Dian, which had nine chapters because he conflated two chapters 
of the Yong Le Da Dian version into one new chapter, that is, he reestablished 
the original structure (chapters). It was usually called "Guan-ben" f£;$; 
(literally, [Si Ku Quan Shu’s] official book).
The name and numbers of chapters of the main versions are as below;
version name chapters
original Shu Shu (or Xus) Da hie (^ P) 9
Yong he Da Dian Shu Xue Jiu Zhang 18
Zhao Qimei Shu Shu Jiu Zhang 18
Guan-ben Shu Xus Jiu Zhang 9
The "Guan-ben" was widely current among mathematicians in the Qing dynasty, 
and lZhao Qimei version" was also read. It is therefore difficult to know the 
correct filiation path to follow. The study of this era is much indebted to Li 
Di. We explain the outline of his conclusion have.
Kong Guangsen (1752-1786)(17) was from the same town as Dai Zhen, so
he obtained “Guan-ben” from him and studied it(18).
Li Huang (d. 1811) (19) took part in editing Si Ku Quan Shu} so he
must have had “Guan-ben". Then Zhang Dunren (1754-1834) obtained this version, 
and studied “Da Yan Zong Shu Shu"^^?!^^^ (The General Dayan Computation). 
He wrote Jiu Yi Sum Shu ^ftr (Mathematics Searching for One, 1803) based 
on this version of Shu Xus Jiu Zhang t20>.
One of the most important persons in restoring our knowledge concerning the
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filiation of these books was Li Rui (1768 czn -1817)(see his biography). 
He was friendly with Jiao Xun (1763-1820) (22) and Wang Lai (1768-
1813) (23). These three mathematicians obtained different versions, and 
discussed what the true method of Shu Shu Jiu Zhang was.
Li Rui obtained a handwritten copy from Gu Qianli (1770-1839)<24),
this manuscript was owned by Qin Enfu (1760-1843) (25) <2G), but we cannot
know which version it was.
Li Rui obtained the “Guan-ben" from Zhang Dunren(27), too.
Moreover, Li Rui obtained one more "Guan-ben" from Qian Daxin (1728-
1804) (2 8) . Li Rui based his version on this book, and made "Li Rui’s 
manuscript". It is now kept at Seikadb Bunko (Seikado Lib.) in
Japan. Qian Daxin’s annotation about the question 2 of "Gu Li Kuai 
(the accumulated years from the epoch of old almanacks) in chapter 2 (or 
chapter 1 part 2, because this version is JlGuan-ben" so it has nine chapters) 
was written on 10th Feb. 1798, according to this book. Then Li Rui added his 
annotation, and made this manuscript. Jiao Xun added comments in red ink. But 
only two volumes remain of this manuscript, as far as chapter 6 (chapter 3 part 
2) p.13, that is, question 2 of "Huan Tian San J i " ^ H H ^  (square of three 
loops), Much later has been lost.
"Li Rui’s manuscript" was used in editing Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu, then Lu 
Xinyuan (1834-1894) had kept it<29>.
According to this evidence, we solved two remaining problems concerning 
which origin of "Li Rui’s manuscript” was (30) , and which versions Lu Xinyuan 
had C31).
Wang Xuanling ££§$& (?-?) handcopied "Li Rui’s manuscript", and the book is 
now kept at Beijing Tushuguan (National Lib.)<32).
Mien Jiao Xun commented on "Li Rui’s manuscript", Jiao Xun probably referred 
to the other versions. We know that it is one of the “Zhao Qimei versions", as 
Jiao Xun wrote the foreword, then Li Shengduo^g^p (?-?) obtained it. It is 
kept at Beijing Daxue Tushuguan (Beijing Univ. Lib.) now.
Jiao Xun did not only keep the book, but also studied Shu Shu Jiu Zhang,
then wrote Da Yan Jiu Yi Shu (The Method of Searching for One of
Dayan Rule), which has one chapter, and Jiu Yi Gu Fa — ^7^  (The Old Method
of Searching for One), which are kept at Beijing Thshuguan (National Lib.).
The other historical materials are fragments.
The version of the Shu Xue Jiu Zhang that Sun Xingyan (1753-1818)
kept probably came from the Yong Le Da Dian, because it bore the title Shu Xue
Jiu Zhang and had eighteen chapters (33).
Zhou Zhongfu (1786-1831) also copied the book of "Wenyange" by hand,
but the detail is not known <3° ,
Luo Tengfeng (1770-1841) studied Shu Shu Jiu Ztog<35).
(c) After publication of the Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu
"Zhao Qimei version", Miich was treasured by Zhang Dunren, was communicated 
to his disciple, Shen XinfeiC3G), then it was obtained by Song Jingchang T^ fcl!
(?-?) (37) _
Li Chaoluo (1769-1841) also retained a "Zhao Qimei version"; Song
Jingchang later obtained it <38) .
Li Rui’s manuscript was communicated to Mao Yuesheng (^) £  (1791-
1841), and it was also obtained by Song Jingchang.
That is, Song Jingchang obtained at least three versions and established a 
definitive version. His manuscript was then published by Yu Songnian 
{?-?) in 1842. This is the Yi Jia Tang Ccmg Shu version. At the same time, 
Shu Shu Jiu Zhang Zha ji M  (Impressions of Mathematical Treatise in
Nine Sections), written by Song Jingchang, was published. It was the first 
printed version and the best version.
Then Zou Anchang (?“?) corrected it, and published Gu Jin Suan Xue
Cong Shu <1898) -
The Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu edition was republished in a movable type printed 
version in 1936, in both Cong Shu Ji Cheng Chu Bian edition and
Guo Xue Ji Ben Cong Shu by Wang Yunwu (20c). These
editions are currently in general circulation.
Moreover, Si Ku Quan Shu was published photographically in Taiwan H$f from 
1984 to 1988, and is now generally available.
(d) Conclusion to section I -1
If Seki Kowa !$#$] (16427-1708) was influenced by Sku. Shi Jiu Zhang, 
it must have been introduced into Japan by the end of the seventeenth century
(39)  ^very probably during the Korean War. Probably the control of the Yong 
le Da Dian became loosened, so Wang Yinglin would have had the chance to copy 
it. I think there were not only Wang Yinglin’s but also Zhao Qimei's 
manuscripts in circulation.
But no trace of the "Zhao Qimei version" (or " Yong Le Da Dian version" and 
"Wenyange version") has yet been discovered in Japan. The oldest version in 
Japan today is the Yi Jia Tang Cong Sku version <40) . This version was 
published in 1842, more than 130 years after Seki Kowa's death.
In Tohoku Univ. Lib. there is a manuscript version of Shu
Shu Jiu Zhang with eighteen chapters. This indicates a “Zhao Qimei version" or 
a "Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu version". But, to our regret, we cannot know when it 
was copied, so we cannot conclude which versions it is. However the evidence 
described below, dated in 1840, shows the improbability that any versions of 
Sku Sku Jiu Zhang before the Yi Jia Tang Cong Sku version were introduced into 
Japan.
Qin Jiushao was a skillful (mathenntician) and Zu Cbongzhi 
(429-500) was a meticulous (mathematician), they could be called 
those who knocked can the door of mystery. <4 n
We cannot tell whether Japanese mathematicians obtained Sku Sku Jiu Zhang 
itself, however this material shows that they had some information<4 2) about Qin 
Jiushao at least by 1840, two years before the publication of Yi Jia Tang Cong 
Shu.
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(2) The Yang Hui Sum Fa
The studies of editions of the Yang Hui Sum Fa (Xang Hui’s Method
of Computation) began from Mikami Yoshio’s (1875-1950) study (43).
Li Yan (1892-1963) discussed Yang Hui Sum Fa in his books and articles
(44). Yan Dunjie (d. 1989) analysed Yang Hui's books and techonical terms
(45) . Kodama Akio’s A (f1.1966) works (46) will be often quoted in
this thesis. Lam Lay-Yong’s ||J!il (f1.1977) work <47) is one of the best 
studies in English. However, the study of the editions of the Yang Hui Sum Fa 
is still ineonplete. I use these works and newer works (48) and will make 
diagrams to show the transmissions of various versions in the forms of 
manuscripts and books.
The Yang Hui Suan Fa is the collective name for a collection of three 
mathematical books written by Yang Hui (f1,1274-5). These are Cheng Chu
Tong Bian Suan Boo (Treasure of Multiplication and Division —
three chapters, 1274), Tian Mu Bi Lei Cheng Chu Jie Fa (Fast
Method of Multiplication and Division in Field — two chapters, 1275) and Xu Gu 
Thai Qi Sum Fa (Continuation of Ancient Mathematical Methods for
Elucidating the Strange— two chapters, 1275). These books were published 
during the tumultuous time when the Southern Song dynasty was close to
collapse, and the original editions are lost.
The most widely circulated editions of these works are those contained in 
Zhi Bu Zu Thai Cong Shu (Works of the Library of Zhibuzuzhai)
published in 1814 and Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu (Works of the Library of
Yi jiatang) published in 1842. But the latter covers 6 volumes of Yang Hui Sum 
Pa fs total 7 volumes and does not cover the first chapter of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Sum 
Fa - And the former covers only half of this chapter.
As a result, there are two versions of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Sum Fa, tiiich are the 
Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu edition in the Qindetang family of edition and the
edition the Zhi Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu in the Yong Le Da Dian (Great
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Encyclopeadia of the Yongle reign-period) family of edition. Therefore, we can 
understand which versions Japanese mathematicians used by researching contents 
of vol.l of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Suan Fa. Let us consider these two versions in this 
thesis.
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(a) Versions of Qindetang press family of edition
In 1378, in the Ming dynasty, a mathematical text was published by 
Qindetang ifrfi&lt; at Hangzhou This was most likely the first publication
of a collection of three books, Cheng Chu Tcmg Bian Sum Boo, Tian Mu. Bi Lei 
Cheng Chu Jie Fa and Xu Gu Thai Qi Sum Fa. The book was named Yang Hui Suan 
Fa in reference to the author’s name. This edition was later destroyed, but it 
was republished in Korea nearly half a century later, so we know its contents.
It is not known how Yang Hui Sum Fa was introduced into Korea, but the Ming 
dynasty and Yi ^  dynasty were on friendly terms, so it was probably introduced 
as a diplomatic gift. However, as trade grew in the Ming dynasty, especially 
at Hangzhou and in southern China, it was possible that Yang Hui Sum Fa was 
introduced by commercial trade.
In 1392, Yi Sung-gye ^$££1 (reign 1392-1398) founded his kingdom because 
the influence of Mongolia which had helped Koryo jfFfgi had been removed. In the 
15th century, Se-jong (reign 1456-1468) ascended to the throne. He
wanted to develop culture, so many government enterprises were set up with this 
aim in view. In particular, printing technology using movable copper type was 
developed; many classical texts were republished in this era. Mathematics was 
no exception (48): Yang Hui Sum Fa was republished on 25th August, in the 15th 
year of reign (1433). According to the Se-jong Sillok U t k M I  (History of the 
Se-jong Reign) of Yijo Sillok (History of Yi Bynasty in Choson)
The Kyongsang-do Kamsa (governor of Kyonsang-do)
republished one hundred copies of Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yan$iwi Sanpop) 
and sent them to the king; they were distributed to the Chiphoijon ^  
(Advisory Body), Ho jo p H  (civil administration), Sdun'gwan #  
H$i (Royal Observatory) and Supsan'guk (school of mathsmaticsX
(50)
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Kyong-ju fgjff is one of the most famous places where paper was produced, so 
many books were printed there.
This edition is the best of Yang Hui Suan Fa up to the present; it is still 
found in Korea, Japan and China.
In Korea itself, it was in the Yi Royal Library (5i) before the
Second World War. Yang Hui Suan Fa was sent to the king, as we have seen, of
course it was the Korean edition.
In Japan, four books are confirmed{52).
Ttoo books are preserved in the Library of Tsukuba University
and one was republished in 1966 by Kodama Akio. These two books were plundered 
during Bunroku-Keicho no Eki (the Hideyoshi (MS) cf War) in
1592 and 1597. This is shown by the fact that they have the seal of J1Y6anin!'
otherwise known as Dr. Manase Shorin (1565-1611), who was
the physician of Ukita Hideie (1573-1655) (53> , Commander of Japanese
troops<54).
The other book is to be found in the Sonkeikaku Bunko which
was founded by the Marquis Maeda family. This book gathers three prefaces 
of Yang Hui Suan Fa moved from original place and inserted before the text. 
Maeda Toshiie fijBTfijsit (1538-1599) C5 G) worked as a supply officer in the 
Hideyoshi War, so probably it was also introduced during this War.
The text found in the Kunai-cho Syoryo-bu (Library of the
Inperial Household Agency) is in good condition. At first glance, this book 
does not lode like one published 500 years ago. The first page of this book has 
the seal of "Kanzanbyoei" "Nam-Kwung Si Hwu" Itl'lTJS:]?- (?-?) and
“Saeki-ko Mori Takasue, Azana Baisho Zosho Kaku no In"
Ifel=|J (the seal of the collection of the Marquis Saeki, Mori Takasue, also 
known as Baisyo (1755-1801)). We do not know even which nationality Nam-Kwung 
Si Hwu was, because Nam-Kwung (Nangong in Chinese, Nangu in Japanese) is a 
common surname in Korean, Chinese and Japanese. Then it was obtained by Mori 
Takasue. And Mori Bunko (Mori’s collection), were presented to Shog
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un Tokugawa Ienari (reign. 1787-1837) by Mori Takayasu
(1795-1852) in 1827.
In China, there was only Mao Jin's (1598-1652) text which will be
described below, so there was no complete version in the Qing dynasty.
However, Yang Shoujing (19c) visited Japan in 1880, and bought the
Korean edition (57) . Then this book was placed in the Beijing National Library 
jfcMlMFM<58) > now it is in the Library of Taiwan Gugong Bowuyuan
But the condition of the print is much worse than the text of the 
Kunai-cho Syoryo-bu in Japan, I suspect that this book was republished in Japan 
at the Edo yT~R period using the technique of “Okkabuse” f  , or that
the original copper blocks was brought from Korea, then printed in Japan.
Before Yang Shoujing, there were no Korean editions in China, but only the 
text hand-copied by Mao Jin and preserved in his library, Jiguke 
However, this book lacked chapter 1 of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Suan Fa. This book has 
the curious feature, that the characters of "chapter 2" have been painted over 
by white ink, so I wonder whether Lu Xinyuan took chapter 2 away intentionally.
Moreover this book was not known, so it was not copied into the Si Ku Quan 
Shu. It was later acquired by Lu Xinyuan (19c) ceo) at his library of
Shiwanjuanlou (the Library of One Hundred Thousand Books), and it now
preserved in the Seikado Bunko U S S t S  (Seikado Library) in Japan.
In 1814, Huang Pilie (1762-1825) (61) found this book in the Jiguke
and He Yuanxi (19c) (62) , who was a subordinate of Ruan Yuan Wxjt
(1764-1849)(see his biography), hand-copied it. However, this book had many 
errors, so Ruan Yuan extended an invitation to one of the most famous 
mathematicians in this age; Li Rui (1768-1817) (see his biography) and
asked him to correct this text which Huang Pilie found. The result was the Bai 
Song Yi Chen W5^-“M (63) version.
Li Rui finished collating on the 10th of October in that year. Then this 
book probably became the Yang Shi Suan Fa (Mr. Yang’s Method of
Computation), one of Wan Wei Bie Tan (Another Complete Works of Si Ku
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Qum Shu) series. We must pay attention to the fact that this name is Yang Shi 
Suan Fa not Yang Hui Suan Fa. Why did Ruan Yuan, v&o was the editor of Wan Wei 
Bie Tan choose this name, though he had probably already heard the name Yang Hui 
Sum Fa ?
The Wan Wei Bie Z m  edition, in which chapter 1 of the Xu Gu Zhai Qi Suan 
pais missing is the same as Mao Jing's edition. And Ruan Yuan had already 
gotten chapter 1 of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Sum Pa from the Yong Le Da Dim , which will 
be described in the section I -2-b. Therefore, he knew Wan Wei Bie Z m  ’s 
version was not complete, so that may be why he chose this new name.
This edition was proofread by Song Jingchang (19c) (S4) on 17th July
1842. It was published by Yu Songnian (19c)<65) in May 1842, in the Yi
Jia Tang Cong Shu which is the most popular edition. This manuscript is 
preserved in the Zhongguo Kexueyuan Ziran Kexue-shi Yanjiusuo Tushuguan
(the Library of History of Science Institute,
Academia Sinica).
Some Korean editions were introduced into Japan, but all of them were 
collected by the Daimyo (feudal lords), so Japanese mathematicians had no
chance to study them. Seki Kowa (16422-1708), however, hand-copied a
Korean edition in 1661. This manuscript is no longer extant but Ishiguro 
Nobuyoshi (1760-1836) (e6>, a mathematician of the Seki School
copied it by hand and his manuscript remains at the Koju Bunko at
Simminato, Toyama Japan.
This edition corrected the disorder in pagination of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Sum Fa 
in the Korean edition, so it is one of the most important reference editions 
when correcting the Korean edition, but it contains so many mistakes, that it 
cannot be said to be the best edition.
Mikami Yoshio copied it by hand and sent to Gakushiin JpTJrf^ n (Japanese 
Academy) and Li Yan. Ogura Kinnosuke (1885-1962) also copied
MikamiTs MS by hand, but it was only chapter 1 of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Sum Fa, now it 
is kept at Waseda University Library
—  40 —
Li Yan proofread it minutely. It remains at the Zhongguo Kexueyuan Ziran 
Kexue-shi Yanjiusuo Tushuguan C671. About 1926, Qiu Chongman (fl. 1926)
<88) inserted three pages of the preface and contents of Tian Mu Bi Lei Cheng 
Chu Jie Fa and Cheng Chu Tong Bian Suan Bao, twenty-one pages of the preface and 
contents and three pages of the text corrected by Seki Kowa of Xu Gu Zhai Qi 
Sum Fa, into the Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu edition, and made a "Bai Na Ben"
{lit. hundred patches edition, composite book) which is preserved in the 
Zhejiang Library
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(b) Versions of the Yong Le Da Dian
In 1408, the sixth year of the emperor Yongle’s reign, he ordered scholars 
to edit the great encyclopedia, Yong Le Da Dian, comprising the astonishing 
number of twenty-two thousand chapters — even its contents also spanned sixty 
chapters — collected in seven or eight thousand books. The part on mathematics 
consists of chapters 16329-16364, thirty-five chapters. Xu Gu Thai Qi Suan Fa 
was the only material from the Yang Hui Suan Fa copied into this collection.
One more copy of this book was made in 1562, but some parts of both books 
were lost during internal disturbances at the end of the Ming dynasty, Chinese 
scholars could not restore it to its original state.
In the early Qing dynasty, scholarly work was done using the Yong Le Da 
Dian, the most famous work was editing Si Ku Quan Shu in 1782. Thus some parts 
of the Yong Le Da Dian are preserved in the Si Ku Quan Shu. But, in the 
disorder of the end of the Qing dynasty, most of the Yong Le Da Dian was lost. 
Only seven hundred volumes remain in the world. Of the mathematical parts, 
only chapter 16343 and 16344 remain in the Cambridge University Library.
Before this loss, some of the mathematical parts had been copied out by 
hand. Parts of first chapter of the Xu Gu Thai Qi Suan Fa are collected in the 
Thi Bu Tu Zhai Cong Shu series 27, which also has the other two mathematical 
books.
The Thu Jia Sum Fa WiWt&fe (Records of Mathematical Methods and Prefaces 
of all Schools, one volume), which had been owned by Mo Youzhi (1811-
187i) was found by Li Yan in 1912. The texts of Xu Gu Thai Qi Sum Fa in Thi 
Bu Zu Thai Cong Shu and in the Thu Jia Sum Fa are not conplete but they have 
much significance as historical materials because Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu lacks 
chapter 1 of Xu Gu Thai Qi Sum Fa and the lost material remains in these books.
Thi Bu Zu Thai Cong Shu series 27 are from chapter 16350-16264 of Ycrng Le Da 
Dian, while Zhu Jia Sum Fa are from chapter 16361-16364 of it (69>.
We will now consider the date of copies of the Zhu Jia Sum Fa•
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Before the Si Ku Quan Shu was compiled in 1782, even high officials had 
little chance to see Yong Le Da Dian under the Qing dynasty’s control. Then the 
project of editing Si Ku Quan Shu was started. Yong Le Da Dian was used 
intensively because it was the most important source for collection purposes. 
Therefore few people had a chance to see the Yong Le Da Dian apart from the 
editors of the Si Ku Quan Shu It was very difficult for even
editors to refer to the Yong Le Da Dian privately. They could only refer to the 
part related to their work. Yang Hui Suan Fa was not collected into Si Ku Quan 
Shu, thus Zhu Jia Suan Fa, which is including Yang Hui Suan Fa , probably was 
not copied at this stage. After edited Si Ku Quan Shu, the control of Yong Le 
Da Dian became a little loose. Members of Hanlinyuan became able to gain
access to it. Thus the oldest limit of the copying of Zhu Jia Suan Fa must be 
in 1782.
We can guess the latest limit considering the contents of Zhu Jia Suan Fa. 
That is to say, it is the same question as the Zhi Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu series 
27. They both are not only the same question, but also list the same order. 
Thus it is certain that the editors of Zhi Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu referred to Zhu 
Jia Suan Fa. Therefore we ought to conclude that Zhu Jia Suan Fa was copied 
before Zhi Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu was published in 1814.
There is only historical evidence to contend with in the short period from 
1782 to 1814; “Yang Hui" section of the Bu Chou Ren Zhuan (Supplement
of Biographies of Mathematicians and Astronomers) on Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu 
edition of Yang Hui Suan Fa says:
In 1810, I (Ruan Yuan) became a scholar of Hanlin 
researcher of Wen Ying Guan (70) ■ I copied one hundred and
more questions of Yang Hui Zhai Qi and (blank of four words)
and the others from Yong Le Da Dian.
We know of no other person who copied from the Yong Le Da Dian. In addition
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to this, Mo Youzhi, the first owner of Zhu Jia Sum Fa, had a connection with 
Ruan Yuan. Mo Yuchou (18c), the father of Mo Youzhi, obtained Jinshi
(the doctoral degree) in 1799, and the vice-president of the liul Shi 
(examination which is held by Li-bu $fg|5 (National Personel Authority), 
virtually the final examination) was Ruan Yuan (the president was Zhu Gui 
(18c)). In Chinese custom, the examiner was regarded as the teacher because he 
gave candidates their status, making a teacher-student relation. I wonder if 
Mo Youzhi had a chance to get Zhu Jia Sum Fa from Ruan Yuan (7I) . Therefore, 
we have good reason to believe that Zhu Jia Sum Fa was copied by Ruan Yuan.
Zhu Jia Sum Fa, which remained at the Zhongguo Kexueyuan Ziran Kexue-shi 
Yanjiusuo Tushuguan, lacks the record of this book and preface, and contains 
only fifty-six questions. So is it not possible that this book is vol.2 or 3 
(last volume) of the original book? If so, it is in accordance with the 
statement that Ruan Yuan recorded one hundred questions (7Z) and no preface. 
Because if the extract from vol. 16350-16364 of Yong le Da Dian, which is Zhi 
Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu Ts part, comprised one hundred questions, Zhu Jia Suan Fa 
which extracts from vol. 16361-16364 of Yong Le Da Dim would comprise fifty- 
six.
Then Zhu Jia Sum Fa was copied by Qiu Chongman and remains at the Zhejiang 
province Library.
It is no doubt this manuscript of Ruan Yuan which we call Zhu Jia Sum Fa 
was sent to Jiang Fan M  (18c)<73) who was an assistant of Ruan Yuan, and 
Jiang Fan proofread it. Then it was probably proofread by Ma Yigen (19c)
and became Zhi Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu because the editor of it, Bao Yanbo 
(19c)(74) was also on the staff of Ruan Yuan when they {75) edited Si Ku Wei 
Shou Shu Mu Ti Yao (Catalogue of Uncollected Books of Si Ku
Qum Shu)-
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(c) Conclusion to section I -2
The version of Zhi Bu. Zu. Zhai Cong Shu was covered by Ruan Yuan and his 
staff. All versions in China were created by Ruan Yuan. Yang Hui Suan Fa was 
not collected in Si Ku Quan Shu, and would have been doomed to extinction had it 
not been for the activities of a genius, Ruan Yuan, who obtained “Jin Shi" (the 
doctoral degree) at only twenty-six years old. Thus we can read Yang Hui Suan 
Fa now.
However, Japanese mathematicians in the Edo period did not use Ruan Yuan’s
works. They used the Korean editions directly. And I wonder whether Yang Hui
Suan Fa was republished in this age? The reasons are as follows.
Firstly, some Japanese mathematicians studied it. Nozawa Sadanaga 
(17c) (7G) referred to Yang Hui Suan Fa. He tried to make a 19 degree magic 
square (77), but he failed, and commented;
I could not find the method. It was not described in Yang Hui 
Suan Fa (78).
The works of Sawaguchi Kazuyuki jpp—  (17c) <79) , about higher degree 
equations were influenced by Yang Hui Suan Fa (80).
Seki Kowa copied Yang Hui Suan Fa by hand, so he had not had the original 
Korean edition itself. Therefore he borrowed Yang Hui Suan Fa, but Shogun’s Jjf 
j|lC81) Library, Momiji-yama Bunko and Shogun’s school, Shdheiko
did not include it (82> because Tokugawa leyasu (1542-1616)<83),
who was the first Shogun of the Edo period, did not attend the Hideyoshi War.
The possibility of Seki Kowa borrowing from his teacher (84) , Sawaguchi 
Kazuyuki is the strongest.
Secondly, the printing quality of the Korean edition of Yang Hui Suan Fa was 
excellent. However sane books are faulty, moreover they had no official seal. 
I think these books were republished editions.
In any case, it is certain that Seki Kowa studied Yang Hui Suan Fa. But 
that book was not publicly available, so it was difficult for the other 
Japanese mathematicians to study it. If Seki Kowa studied Shu Shu Jiu Zhang, 
the situation would be the same as the case of Yang Hui Suan Fa• Therefore, we 
will consider how Seki Kowa referred to Yang Hui Suan Fa in chapter E before 
considering the influence of Shu Shu Jiu Zhang on him. The most important work 
of Yang Hui Suan Fa must be the method of making magic squares, thus we wiil 
focus on magic squares.
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Xian Urn Cong Shu J C M & W c (Collection of Wsnxianlou) and Huang Qing Jing 
Jie JliW®? (Collection of Monographs on Classical Subjects Written During 
the Qing Dynasty). The former was introduced in 1846, the latter was 
introduced in 1840 (Cba Qsamu, 1967: 453 and 516), the same year that Tan! i 
Sampo (Searching of Bringing-up in Mathematics) was written. We must, 
however, be attentive to the fact that these books were kept in Mcmijiyama 
Bunko (Lib. of Momijiyama, which was Shogun's Lib.) and
Shoheizaka Gakumonsho (University of Shohei zaka, which was
Shogun's university). Before retaining any books these libraries, had to 
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process took months, and sometimes as long as one year, thus it is 
difficult to believe that Tbnimtsu Shigeru read Huang Qing Jing Jie in 1840.
(43): Mikami Ycshio, 1932.
(44): Li Yan. 1928. “Yong Le Da Dian Suan Shu” (Mathematical
Booksin the Yang Le Da Dian) in pp.47-53 of vol.2 of Li Yan, 1933. Li Yan. 
1930. “Song Yang Hui Suanshu Kao” (Studies of Yang Hui's
Mathematical Bocks in the Seng Dynasty) in pp. 54-47 of vol.2 of Li Yan,
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(46): Kbdana Akio, 1966.
(47): Lam Lay-Yong, 1977.
(48): See Guo Shuchun, 1988. Zhang Jiamin, 1988. discussed the Yang Hui Suan 
Fa.
(49): According to 12th October 12th year of Sejong reign (1430) on Sejong 
Sillok (Veritable Records of the King Sejong Era) of Yijo Sillok
(Veritable Records of Yi Dynasty), another mathematical book was 
republished.
The King (Sejong) studied the Kemongsan (Elementary
Mathematics) and said to Chong Inji (fl.1433, who was Pujehak
(vice-minister of Educational Department)), "Mathematics is 
usually not of practical value, but it was founded by sages, so I would 
like to know mathematics." (vol.3: 267)
Ihe Kemungsm (Elementary Mathematics) probably refers to Sum Xue Qi 
Meng (Sanhak Kemong) (Introduction to Mathematical Studies).
Therefore it must have been republished near this year, and a Korean edition 
of Sum Xue Qi Meng is still found in only the Thukuba Univ. Lib.
There is a report that the Korean edition of Xiang Jie Jiu Zhang Sum Fa 
(Yang Hui’s Comment for Nine Chapters on the Mathematical 
Arts), republished in 1482 written by Yang Hui in 1261, is kept at the 
Beijing Naticnal Library (Dongbei Shifan Daxue (ed), 1987: 567).
But the catalogue of Beijing National Library is not arranged yet so we 
cannot confirm it, and there is no record in Sejong Sillok about this 
edition.
(50): Kuksa P’yorch'an Wiwcnhoe edition, vol. 3: 501.
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(51): Hirayama Akira, 1988: 57.
(52): According to Mikami Yoshio's research (Mikami Yoshio, 1932-5), it remained 
at Tokyo Kioto Shihan Gakko (now Tsukuba Univ. ,
Kunaisho Zushoryo (Library of the Imperial Household Agency,
now Kunaicho Shoryobu ^ F^ |r#f|^ p[5) and Naikaku Bunko FlJlJAFP (Library of 
Cabinet, now Kokuritsu Kobunshokan Iffi&jfcflFfff).
Naikaku Bunko’s one, however, was lost until Kodama Akio 
researched (Kodama Akio, 1966: 7). In that time, two books were kept at 
Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku jf[A#:WALp (now Tsukuba Univ.) and one book at 
Scnkeikaku Bunko
(53): General of the Azuchi-Momoyama period. His other Japanese name was Ukita 
Hideie He became the son-in-law of Tcyotomi Hideyoshi
then one of Gotairo 3 £ A ^  (Five Ministers (of Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s 
Cabinet)). In the Hideyoshi War, Ukita Hideie became the commander of 
Japanese 8th Corps. After Hideyoshi’s death, he fought with Tokugawa 
leyasu in Sekigahara PJAIIRl however he lost the war, then fell
from his position.
(54): Mikami Yoshio, 1932-5.
(55): Kodama Akio, 1966: 10.
(56): General of the Aznchi-Momoyama period. His other name was Inuchiyo A A  
ft;. He became one of the Five Ministers of Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s Cabinet. 
In the Hideyoshi War, Maeda Toshiie worked in general support at Nagoya £  
jHH (now Chinzeicho Saga prefecture). The abacus which he
used at that tine, the oldest one in Japan, remains in his family. In the 
Sekigahara War, his son supported Tokugawa leyasu and they won, so his 
family became the biggest Daimyo in the Edo period.
(57): On pp.36-9 of chapter 7 of the Ri-Bei Fang Shu Zhi (Research
of Chinese Bocks in Japan, 1881). Guangwen Shuju edition, vol.2:
493-9.
(58): Li Yan, 1933, 1954; vol.2: 60.
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(59): Okkabuse was one of the popular techniques of republishing in that age. 
One book was sacrificed to make a newer printing block. Each page was 
wetted and reversed, then put on a wood block and cut with original paper in 
place to make printing block. Wet paper was somewhat larger than dry 
paper, so the republished edition is a little larger than original one.
(60): His other names were Gangfu P3U#, Qianyuan jgll} and Zunzhai Was
bom at (Man (now Huzhou, ZheJiang province hi the Qing
dynasty. He obtained Juren l|§A (master’s degree) in Xianfeng reign 
(1851-1861), then he became FuJian Yanyunshi (Transporter of
Salt in Fujian province). Lu Xinyuan collected lots of books; his Song and 
Yuan dynasties books vere preserved in the Pi Song Lou §03® (the Library 
of two hundred books in the Song dynasty), his hand-copied books were 
preserved in the Shi Wan Quan Lou ("the Library of One Hundred
Thousand Books), the others were preserved in the Shou Xian Ke 3F5fc[SJ (the 
Library of Keeping Antiquity). Most of them were collected from Yi Jia Tang 
(see note 57). After his death, most of his books are preserved in the 
Seikado Bunko in Japan now. He published Shi 'Han Qum Inn Cong Shu
(Complete Works of the Library of One Hundred Thousand Books) in 
1879, and wrote Pi Song Lou Zang Shu Zhi 003®M L S  (Catalogue of the 
Library of two hundred books in the Song dynasty) and Yi Gu Tang Ji 
H  (Songs of Yi Gu Tang) (Zang Lisu, 1921: 1114).
(61): His other names were Shaowu Racpu HH, Fuweng Wni and Ningscngjus 
hi He was bom at Wuxian (now Suzhou, Jiansu province tYM
^^fff) hi the Qing dynasty. Huang Pilie became Fenbu Zhushi (6th
grade JEAno) - He obtained Juren IflA (master’s degree) at Qinglong 
reign (1736-1795). His library's name was Bai Song Yi Chan U3?— M- 
(Zang Lisu, 1921: 1229).
(62): His other names were Menghua Jingzhi and Huiyin 41$§. He
Yuanxiwas bom at Qiantang im? (now Hanzbou, Zhejiang province
fff) in the Qing dynasty. He became Zhubu (secretary, 9th grade TEA
(Zang Lisu, 1921: 285).
(63): However, there were no records about Yang Hui Sum Fa in Bai Song Yi Chm 
Shn Lu IMF# (Catalogue of the Library of One Hundred Bocks in the
Song Dynasty) or Bai Song Yi Chan Fu U5^-— (Songs of the Library of 
One Hundred Bocks of the Song Dynasty).
(64): His other name was Junmian ^#4. Song Jingchang was bom at Jiangyin fT
(now Jiangyin, Jiangsu province £l$^WTO[>LLL[^$|) at the Qing 
dynasty. He became Xian Xuesheng (post graduate student). He
proofread some mathematical books in the Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu. He wrote 
Xing Wei Ce Liang JllWJjl (celestial surveying). Qing Shi Gao 
(Manuscript of History of the Qing Dynasty), CHSJ, vol.44, p. 13416.
(65): His other name was Wanzhi Taifeng H H .  Yu Songnian was bom at
Shang Hai in the Qing dynasty. He obtained En Gengsheng
(Bachelor emeritus). He founded Yi Jia Tang TZMTt (the Library of good 
agriculture) (Zang Lisu, 1921: 718).
(66): Mathematician of Seki Kowa’s School. His other names were Toemon
H  and Koju rtilat* Ishiguro Nobuyoshi was bom at Shinminato, Toyama
prefecture, Japan
(67): ihen a microfilm was made from it, and it was sent to The Needham Research 
Institute, Cambridge. Using this microfilm, Lam Lay-Yong iggi^ completed 
the English translation of Yang Hui Suan Fa.
(68): His other name was Han Xing Qiu Chongman was bom at Sheng-xian,
Zhejiang province in the Mingguo period. He collected
three hundred mathematical books, which now remain in the Zhejiang Province 
Library in the room known as Shuangxiaoshi (Double
Cries Room). He wrote “2hong Guo Suan Xue Shu Mu Hui Bian"
if (Mathematical Catalogue in China) in Qing Hua Xue Boo i f ( J o u r n a l  
of Qing Hua Univ.) 1926-1: 43~92.
(69): Yan Dunjie, 1987.
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(70): Ruan Yuan, who was the governor of Zhejiang (Govemer of Zhejian
province), dispatched Liu Fenggao (19c), who was the head of the
Education department of Zhejiang province to be president of
Ningbo Examination for the master degree on 20th Aug., 1809.
However, Liu Fenggao did not have the award licence, moreover, dishonesty 
occurred, therefore Ruan Yuan was relegated to the rank of Hardin Xueshi
(scholar of Hanlin) (Section Gengxu (17th) of 8th month in
1809, Chapter Jiaqing Benqi HIHA&l, (Records of emperor Jiaqing) on Qing 
Shi Gao (Manuscript of History of the Qing Dynasty), ZHSJ vol.3:
597). But, therefore, he had a chance to research the Yong Le Da Dian.
(71): Mo Yuchou (was bom in Deshan at the Qing dynasty. His other
names are Youren Jiefu Mo Yuchou became Zunyi Fuxue Jiaoshou
(Professor of Zunyi-fu Univ.) (Zang Lisu, 1921: 1027)), and 
took appointment of Hanlinyuan Shujushi cfdr (Fellow of
Hanlinyuan). So he also had a chance to see the Yong Le Da Dian himself, we 
cannot deny it.
Mo Yuchou collected some books from Yi Jia Tang (the Library of good 
agriculture), but Zhn Jia Sum Fa was not published for Yi Jia Tang Cong 
Shn, but rather in Zhz Bu. Til Zkai Cong Shn, so the possibility that he got 
Zhn Jia Sum Fa from Yi Jia Tang was not strong.
(72): Li Rui recorded in the preface of Yi Jia Tang Cong Shn (Complete Works of 
the Library of Yi Jia Tang) edition:
In 1810, I attended the Shuntian Shi (examination at
Shuntian (Capital) for the master degree), so I stayed at Beijing. At 
the house of Li Huang I found one hundred mathematical questions 
which were hand-copied from Yong Le Da Dim by Ruan Yuan then he was a 
researcher of Wenyingguan Some questions on the Yang Mi
Thai Qi remain.
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questions.
(73): His other names are Zibing -J-hf- and Zhengtang Jian Fan was bom
at Ganquan (now Yangzhou, Jiangsu province in the Qing
dynasty. He became Lizheng Shuyuan Shangzhang If IE Archill: (Master of 
Lizheng school) when Ruan Yuan was Waian Ducao (Minister of
Shipping Trade in Waian). Wrote Han, Xue Shi Cheng Ji (Relation
between Teachers and Students about Chinese Studies) and others (Zang Lisu, 
1921: 276).
(74): His other names are Yiwen LISC and Luying '/Mfc. Bao Yanbo was bom at 
Shexian (now in Anhui province in the Qing dynasty. He
collected lots of books, and sent six hundred books to the emperor when Si 
Ku Quan Shu was edited. He published the Zhi Bu Zu Thai Cong Sku in thirty 
series, which turned out to be one of the best collection of his time. In 
Jiaqing |g||g period (1796-1820), he obtained En-juren JE|IA (Master 
honoris causa) when he was eighty-six years old (Zang Lisu, 1921: 276).
(75): The other staff was He Yuanling fnfjr^ p.
(76): Mathematician of the early Edo period. His other name is Chubei
He wrote the DokaiSho (Introduction for Pupils) in five chapters in
1664.
(77): It was “Idai" ifM (Leaf Question) of the Sampo Ketsugi Sho 'MJhMWTP 
(Solving Mathematics Questions).
(78): Question 100, chapter 4 of the Dokai-Sho (Introduction for 
Pupil); the same comment is also in question 99 (Nihon Gakushiin, 1959: 
vol.1, 333).
(79): Mathematician of the early Edo period. His other names are Saburozaemon H
Sbiu tf||. Sawaguehi Kazuyuki was a student of Hashimoto 
Masakazu Ife lined in Kyoto, and published the Kokon Sampo Ki
(Mathematics of All Ages), seven chapters, in 1671.
(80): Jochi Shigeru, 1991.
(81): Seki Kowa was a subordinate of the Shogun {{ppr ( ® | A # ® ), and his rank
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was 250 Koku (later became 300 koku). In the Edo period, a Samurai’s 
(or Bushi) jgit; rank was indicated by their salary or territory equivalent 
of rice. 1 Koku 7S meant about 180 litre. Among the subordinates of the 
Shogun, those with ranks of Hatamoto and above could see their master 
directly. The hierachy, indicated by salaries expressed in terms of 
quantity of rice is shown below:
10,0QCk- Cbijiyo
3,000- 9,999 Yoriai pfn
200- 2,999 Hatamoto
199- Gokenin wmx
(82): These bocks usually remain at the Kbkuritsu Kobunshokan but 
there are no Yang Mi Suan Fa , though the work of Mikami Yoshio was found 
here (see note 45).
(83): First Shogun of Edo Eahufu (Shogun's Cabinet). His other names are
Takechiyo Metonobu ih'iW and Motouasu TcJIft. Tokugawa leyasu
supported Toyotomi Hideyoshi in unifying Japan, then became the first 
minister of the Five Ministers. After Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s death, he won 
the Sekigahara War in 1600, then became a Shogun in 1603.
(84): Araki Mu.rah.ide Sadan (Talks of Araki Murahide) says that
Seki Kowa was a teacher of Sawaguchi Kazuyuki, but Seki Kowa solved the 
question of Kokon Sampo Ki (Nkthematics of All Ages) written by
Sawaguchi Kazuyuki in 1671, so this is impossible to believe (Nihon 
Gakushiin, 1959, vol.1: 349). Probably Sawaguchi Kazuyuki was Seki Kowa’s 
teacher. At least their relation was close.
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Diagram of manuscript tradition of the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang
Qin Jiushao 
(1247)
Wenyange’s version (1421) 
Wang Yniglin (1545-1620) 
Zhao Qimei (1563-1624)
Yong Le Da Dian (1403)
Si Ku Quan Shu (1772) 
Dai Zhen (1724-1777)
Qian Zeng Li Huang 
(1626-1701) (?—1811)
L? lZhang Dunren  ----
(1754-1834)
Qian baxin 
(1728-1804)
Kong Guangsen 
(1752-1786)
Qing Enfu ->Gu Qianli ^Li Rui 
(1760-1843) (1770-1839)(1769-1817)
Wang Lai 
(1768-1813)
- t --
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I
Jiao Xun 
(1763-1820)
Shen Xinfei
Li Chaoluo 
(1769-1841)
L
Mao Yuesheng 
(1791-1841)
Wang Xuanlin
Song Jingchang 
Yu Songnian
Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu 
(1842)
-----i
Lu Xinyuan 
(1834-1894)
Gu Jin Suan Xue Cong Shu Ji Chang (1936)
Cong Shu{ 1898) Guo Xue Ji Ben (1936)
many
I
many
Li Shengduo
National Library of China (Beijing)
Gansu Province Library (Lanzhou Bgfjff)
Gugong Bowuyuan (Taiwan)
Y Y r r
many Seikado National Beijing *
Lib.(J) Lib.(C) Univ. Lib.
Diagram of manuscript tradition of the Yang Hui Suan Fa
(A) Diagram of Jin De Shu Tang ed.
Yang Hui (1274-75)
Jin De Shu I'ang ed. (1378)
Korean ed.(1433)
Seki Kowa (1660)
Ishiguro Nobuyoshi 
(1760-1836)
Mao Jm(1598-1652)
Koju
Mikami Yoshio
The JapanYi Royal Lib. (K) (1)
Sonkeikaku Bunko (J) Lib.(J) Academy
National document Lib. (J)(2> Lib.(J)
Tsukuba Univ. Lib. (J) m  * q
Japan Royal Lib. (J) (To C)
Palace Mus. Lib.(T) (4)
Sei <ado
Lib.(J)
Wan Wai Bie Zang 
(1813-20)
Li Rui(1814) 
Song Jingchang 
(1840)
Yijiatang 
Congshu ed 
(1842)
Inst, of many 
History of 
Natural Sci. 
Lib.(C)
Palace Mus. Lib.(T)
1 Researched by Dr. Hirayama Akira, but now unknown.
2 It was lost since 1966.
3 Two books.
4 From National Lib. at Beijing.
(B) Diagram of the Yong le Da Dian
Yong Le Da Dian (math.vol.16329-16364)(1409)
Copy of Jia-Qing (1567)
vol.16343-4
Cambridge Univ. Lib. (UK)
vol.16350-60 vol.16361-4
Ruan Yuan(1809) 
Jiang Fan(1813)
Ma Yigen (1814)
Zhi Bu Zu Zhai 
Cong Shu ed.(1814)
Zhu Jia Suan Fa (1799-1809?)
Qiu Chongman
many Inst, of History of ZheJiang 
Natural Science Prob. Lib.
Lib. (C) (C)
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(C) Diagram of Mikami Yoshio’s MS
Inst, of History of 
Natural Science 
Lib.(C)
* C 
Li Yan (1917)
(micro film) Qiu Chongman
Lam Lay-Yong 
Englished. (1977)
The Needham 
Research Inst. 
(UK)
many Zhejiang 
Prob. Lib. 
(C)
(D) Main Reprints
original year press
(l)Korean ed. (Tsukuba ver.) 1966 Kodama Akio, Tokyo, Japan
(2)Zhi Bu Zu Zhai ed. 1921 Shanghai Gushu Liutongzhu
(3) (2) 1980 Chubun press, Tokyo, Japan
(4)Yi Jia Tang ed. 1936 SWYSG, Shanghai, China
(SWaTi Viei Bie Zang 1981 SWYSG, Taiwan
(6)Ycmg Le Da Dian 1959- ZHSJ, Beijing, China
Ruan Yuan's biography
17 6 4
Bom in Yizheng (now Yizheng district, Yangzhou, Jiang-Su province 
tlriUME, grand son of Yutang who was Hunan Canjiang (Major
General of Hunan province).
1 7 8 6
Obtained the Juren P A  (master degree).
17 8 9
On 25th Apr., obtain the Jinshi agrfc- (doctoral degree) and was appointed 
Hanlinyuan Shujishi (Fellow of Royal Academy).
17 9 0
Became Hanlinyuan Bianxiu (Vice Editor of Royal Academy, 7th
grade Urban).
17 9 1
On 3rd Feb., obtained good result of the examination of Hanlinyuan, became 
Xiao-Linshi (Associate Director, 4th grade TFpq^).
Wrote the Zhang Heng Tim Xiang Fu (Verse of astronomer Zhang
Han).
On 24th Oct., became Linshi Jgijl (Vice Director, 3rd grade JEHoo).
17 9 3
On 23rd June, became Shandong Tiduxuezheng (Minister of
Educational Department of Shandong province).
1 7 9 5
On 28th Aug., became Zhejiang Tiduxuezheng (Minister of
Educational Department of Zhejiang province).
12th Sep. 1795, became Neike Xueshi |*jpp|± (Deputy Minister of Cabinet, 
2nd grade #£Zlnq) and Libu Shilang (Vice Minister of Personal
Department).
Started to edit the Chou. Ren Zhum BiA# (Bibliography of Mathematicians
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and Astronomers).
17 9 7
Edited the Jing Ji Sum Gu (Dictionary of Old Literature), his
chief assistant was Zang Yong 
17 9 8
On 16th July, became Bingbu You-shilang (Vice Minister of
Defence Department).
On 18th July, became Libu You-Shilang ItplS^^SlS (Vice Minister of 
Personnel Department).
Drafted the preface of the Zhong Ke Ce Yum Hai Jing Xi Cao 
(Commentary of Ce Yum Hai Jing ) written by Li Rui
17 9 9
Completed the Chou Ren. Zhum.
On 18th Jan., became Libu Zuo-Shilang (First Vice Minister of
Personal Department).
On 2nd Mar. 1799, became Hebu Zuo-Shilang (First Vice Minister
of Civil Administration Department).
On 6th Mar. 1799, became Huishi Fu-Kaoguan (Vice Examiner of
doctoral degree), Mo Yuchou obtained the doctoral degree.
In Sep., became Guozijian Suanxue (professor of mathematics).
1 8 0 0
On 8th Jan., became Zhejiang Xunfu (Governor of Zhejiang
province, 2nd grade
Founded Gujing Jingshe (School of Classical Literature), where
Wang Chang 3lM  and Sun Xingyan taught literature, astronomy,
geometry and mathematics.
18 0 5
Edited the Shi-San Jing Jiao Kan Ji -pHM&t&fS (Study of Thirteen 
Classics).
On 23rd intercalary 6th month, resigned his post.
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18 0 6
In Nov., became Henan Anshi (Chancellor of Henan province).
18 0 7
Published the Si Ku Wei Shm Shu Mu Ti Yao (Catalogue of
the books not collected in the Si Ku Quan Shu (Catalogue of the Wan Wei 
Bie Zang 95®iM)), and sent it to the enperor. His assistants were Bao 
YanboM^ jtif and He Yuanxi ffffjiijP- 
On 29th Nov., became Bingbu You-Shilang.
On 16th Dec., became Zhejiang Xunfu.
18 0 9
On 20th Aug., dispatched Liu Fenggao gijjlf£ who was a Zhejiang 
Tiduxuezheng (Minister of the Educational department of Zhejiang province) 
to be a Ningbo Xiangshi Zhukao (Chief Examiner of master
degrees for the Ningbo Examination). Dishonesty occurred, and so Ruan 
Yuan was relegated to the rank of Hanlin Xueshi (Scholar of Royal
Acadeny).
18 10
Became Hanlinyuan Bianxiu and Guoshiguan Tidiao (Researcher of
Historical Library). Copied questions of mathematics from the Ycmg Le Da 
Dian.
In Apr., became Shijiang Xueshi (Associate Director of
Hanlinyuan) and Guoshiguan Zongsuan (Director of Historical
Library).
Edited the Ru Lin Zkuan HfcMi (Bibliography of Confucians).
In Aug., Li Rui found the manuscript of Xu Gu Zhai Qi Suan Fa in Li 
Huang's house.
In Sep., became Rijiangqiguan (Historian of the emperor).
In Nov., became Shi jing Jiaokanguan (Researcher of Arts on the
Stone).
18 11
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In July, became Xiao-Linshi.
On 10th Dec., became Neike Xueshi and Libu Shilang.
18 12
On 7th May, became Gongbu You-Shilang (Vice Minister of
Department of Works).
On 14th Aug., became Caoyun Zongdu (Minister of Shipping Trade
in Iluaian 2nd grade
18 14
On 12th Mar., became Jiangxi Xunfu (Governor of Jiangxi
province) and Taizi Shaobao (Vice Instractor of Prince).
Jiang Fan proofread the manuscript of Xu Gu. Thai Qi Sum. Fa- Then Ma 
Yigen jg§J£(jl; recalculated the result, published Zhi Bu Zu Zhai Cong Shu 
collection.
He Yuanxi ftlixM copied the Yang Hui Sum Fa which Mao Jin copied
and Huang Pi lie owned that time, then it became the Yang Shi Sum
Fa WiR&ffe of Van. Wei Bie Zang
On 10th Oct., Li Rui drafted the preface of the Yang Hui Sum Fa-
Edited the Shi-San Jing Chu Shu (Commentary of Thirteen
Classics).
18 16
On intercalary 6th month, became Henan Xunfu (Govemer of Henan
province).
On 7th Nov., became Hu-Guang Zongdu (Viceroy of Hezhou and
Guangzliou, 2nd gradelEHan).
Publ ished the Shi~Sau Jing Chu Shu• 
18 17
On 12th Sep., became Liang-Guang Zongdu (Grand Govemer of two
Guangzhou)
Edited the Gum Dong Tong Shi (Guangdong Gazetteer).
18 2 0
6 5 —
Founded Xuehai tang Sdxxd.
Edited the Huang Qin Jing Jie (Imperial Elucidations of the
Classics).
18 2 2
On 9th Feb., became Auhaiguan Jiandu J|$g®§£1iF (Director of Auhaiguan) 
and Tiduxuezheng.
1 8 2 6
On 17th May, became Yun-Gui Zongdu (Grand Govemer of Yunnan and
Guizhou).
18 3 2
On 20th Aug., became Xiebian Da-xueshi (Vice Minister of
Cabinet, 1st grade *na)*
18 3 3
On 6 th Mar., became Huishi FuKaoguan (Deputy Examiner at the third degree 
Jinshi Examination).
18 3 5
On 25th Feb., became Tirenge Da-xueshi (Tirenge Cabinet
Minister, 1st grade IE— *&).
18 3 6
On 21st Apr., became Dianshi Dujuanguan (Examiner of the last
examination of doctoral degree).
On 5th May, bacame Hanlinguan Shujishi Jiaoxi (Supervisor
for Fellows of Royal Academy).
1 8 3 8
Retired. Became Taizi Taibao (Grand Guardian of the Crown
Prince).
18 3 9
Drafted the preface of the Suan Xue Qi Meng (Introduction to
Mathematical Studies) in Yangzhou 
18 4 0
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Sun Jinchang f^cjphll proofread the manuscript of Li Rui's Yang Hui Suan. 
Fa- 
18 4 2
Published Yi Jia Tang Cong Shu version of the Yang Hui Suan Fa- 
18 4 6
On 29th June, became Taizhuan {Grand Tutor).
18 4 9
Died, the posthumous name was Wenda 3£jit.
Li Ruifs biography (see Yan Dunjie, 1990)
1 7  6 8
On 8th Dec., bom in Yuanhe 7t$] (now Suzhou, Jiangsu province 
Tff). His other names are Shangzhi and Sixiang ggfjp.
17 8 4
Studied the Sum Fa Tong long (Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic)
at primary school.
1 7 8 8
Obtained the Xiucai (Bachelor degree), became Shengyuan £J|
(graduate student) of Yuanhe Xianxue je#[]!&PP (School of Yuanhe province),
17 8 9
Studied mathematics from Qian Daxin at Ziyang Shuyuan
(Ziy School).
17 9 0
Zhao Xun sent the Qun Jing Gong Shi Tu (Figures of
Palace and Roans in Many Classics) to Li Rui.
17 9 1
Wrote a postscript of the San Tong Li Yan Qian (Commentary of
the San Tong Li, by Qian Daxin).
17 9 5
Was invited to Hangzhou Irytf by Ruan Yuan studied mathematics.
17 9 7
Wrote the Thong Ke Ce Yum Hai Jing Xi Coo (Coomentary of
Ce Yum Hai Jing) -
Comnented on the Yi Gu Yan Dum (New Steps in Computation).
Studied the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang M W f l M  (Mathematical Treatise in Nine 
Sections).
17 9 8
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Wrote the Hu Shi Sum Shu. Xi Coo {Coomnentry of Calculations
of Arcs and Segments).
Thong Ke Ce Yum Hai Jing Xi Cao was published.
17 9 9
Wrote the Ri Fa Shun Yu Qiang Ruo Kao B ( S t u d i e s  of 
Denominator of Tropical Year).
Chou Ren Zhuan P H A #  (Bibliographies of Chinese Mathematicians and 
Astronomers) was published.
1 8 0 0
Studied mathematics with Jiao Xun in Hangzhou.
1 8 0 2
His wife (name unknown) died.
Wrote a postscript of the <3i Gu Sum Jing Xi Cao (Commentary
of Qi Gu Sum Jing, by Zhang IXmren jjjH&C) •
1 8  0 6
Wrote the Gou Gu Sum Shu Xi Cao (Commentary of Studies of
Traiangles).
18 0 7
The Gou Gu Sum Shu Xi Cao was published.
18 10
Went to Beijing to take the master degree examination (but failed), stayed 
at Li Huangfs house and found Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui's
Method of Computation) there.
18 13
Wrote the Kai Fang Shuo W a M  (Theory of Equations of Higjher Degree).
18 14
The Yang Hui Suan Fa (Zhi Bu Zu Thai Cong Shu ed.) was published, and he 
wrote the postscript.
18 16
Studied the Si Yuan Yu Jian (Precious Mirror of the Four
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Elements).
18 17
On 30th June, Died.
18 2 3
Li Shi Suan Xue Yi Shu (Mathematical Remains of Mr. Li) was
published.
H :THE C O N C E P T I O N  AND EX TENT I ON OF M E T H O D  
FOR M A K I N G  M A G I C  S QUARES
(1) Introduction
(a) Magic squares as “mathematics"
Seki Kowa and his school1 s mathematicians studied the Yang Hui Sum Fa W M  
(Yang Hui's Method of Computation). But the other Japanese mathematicians 
did not have access to it. The Yang Hui Sum Fa is the best work for studying 
magic squares. Therefore, Seki Kowa’s work on magic squares must be influenced 
by the Ymg Hui Sum Fa- In this chapter, I will analyse both the works of 
Yang Hui and Seki Kowa, and will consider how Seki Kowa applied the works of 
Yang Hui to his work.
Magic squares involve arranging integers in a square grid such that the sums 
of individual rows and columns are the same. Also all integers from 1 to n 2 
(for an n degree magic square) are used uniquely. For example, Fig. 1-1 is the 
most simple magic square, and the order is three, thus we call Fig. 1-1 three 
degree magic square hereafter. Therefore, Fig. 1-2 is a four degree magic 
square, \diich is in the picture “Melancholia" by Durer (1471-1528) in 1514.
4 9 2 16 3 2 13
3 5 7 5 10 11 8
8 1 6 9 6 7 12
4 15 14 1
“Luo Shu" “Melancholia"
Fig. 1-1 Fig. 1-2
Today, the study of magic squares is not regarded as a subject of 
mathematics. There is no mathematical school which teaches the subject of
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magic squares. However many mathematicians in China and Japan had studied it. 
The study of magic squares was “mathematics" for mathematicians in that age. 
Japanese mathematicians studied the Chinese method of making magic squares as 
“normal science" and applied the works from China to their own works. 
Henceforth I am going to trace the development of studies of magic squares in 
this chapter, in addition to Seki Kowa’s works.
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(b) History of Chinese magic squares
Chinese philosophy was strongly coloured by mathematics. Since the magic 
square has mysterious mathematical character, so it was connected with 
philosophy in the Song ^  dynasty(*n . The term used was Kongzi’s 7LrF- (B.C. 
551-479), "Luo Shu" (the writing of Luo river, three degree (three by
three) magic square)(see section H-2-c).
Therefore the magic square was studied in two fields, mathematics and 
philosophy. I will consider the point of contact between Chinese philosophy and 
Chinese mathematics as deeply as possible, however the theme of this thesis is 
a study of mathematics in the Song dynasty and in Japan. I will focus on the 
magic square as “mathematics". Then we will consider the weak points of Chinese 
studies by researching Japanese studies.
The magic square was usually thought of as a religious, divine or 
philosophical matter. There are a few studies from a mathematical point of 
view. Scientific studies of magic square were started by Andrews (fl. 1908) 
'*2); his book was one of the oldest and most complete works. Then Li Yan 
(1892-1963) c*3) using his theories, appraised the magic square as Chinese 
mathematics. CammannTs (f1.1963) (+4) work is one of the best studies in 
English. Lam Lay-Yong (fl-1977) (*5) translated the Yang Hui Suan Fa
into English and discussed magic squares. Yang Hui Sum Fa is the best study of 
magic squares thus some of her works are studies of magic squares. We must 
also note the works of J. Major (f1.1976) (*6) and Ho Peng-Yoke (b.1926) <*T>, 
since their approach was based on Chinese philosopy, and is of great use in 
designing magic squares.
In Japan, most historians of Japanese mathematics studied magic squares. 
Mikami Yoshio — (1875-1950) (*8) concluded various studies of Chinese and
Japanese magic squares. Kato Heizaemon jQjgFpSiX.H (f1.1956) (*9) composed 
magic squares in Japan and China, and Abe Gakuho (f1.1983) C10) is a
specialist on magic squares, Fujiwara Shozaburo’s (1881-1946)
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complete work(ll) is also one of the best studies in this field.
I will use these works and reconsider studies of magic squares, then 
consider how Seki Kowa studied magic squares from Chinese mathematics.
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(2) Before the Yang liui Sum Fa
(a) Characters of “Luo Shu”; three degree magic square
Magic squares are that the suns of individual rows and columns are the same.
With only this condition, magic squares are mysterious. Moreover the simplest 
magic square in China, “Luo Shu” embodied Chinese philosophy. In Zhang Huang’s 
(fl. 1562) explanation, chapter 1 of the Tu Shu Birn H U M  (On Maps and 
Books of Encyclopeadia), there are two more conditions as follows;
In “Luo Shu", “Yang” [H (odd numbers) are on four sides, and 
“Yin" (even numbers) are on four square. Five is the pivotal 
number, and sums of numbers symmetrical (about the pivot) are ten, 
excepting the number at the centre. That is to say, one-nine, three- 
seven, two-eight, four-six, are all sums of verticals and 
horizontals. According to the idea of “Wu Xing" iff? (Five Phases), 
however, this order is the reverse of the Heaven, i.e. one-six of 
Water conquers two-seven of Fire, two-seven of Fire conquers four-nine 
of Metal, four-nine of Metal conquers three-eight of Wood, three- 
eight of Wood conquers five of Soil on centre, moving in a counter­
clockwise direction as in Heaven. (12)
That is to say, he investigated three characteristics, these are
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(1) Odd numbers are on the edge, even numbers are in the corners,
(2) Sum of symmetrical positions are the same, therefore the sum 
of rows and columns are the same,
(3) This order is the Principle of Mutual Conquest of the Five 
Phases <l3).
TABLE 1 CHARACTERISTICS OF "LUO SHU" BY ZHANG HUANG
(conquest)- Fire
Metal
(conquest)
niiiii!!
(conquest)
Wood
Water
(conquest)-
□  odd number 
even nunber
Wood : 3, 8 
Fire : 2, 7 
Soil : 5 
Metal: 4, 9 
Water: 1, 6
Fig. 2-1
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(b) Origin of "Luo Shu”
This order of “Luo Shu" is a counter-clockwise direction as in Heaven, 
according to the Principle of Mutual Conquest of the Five Phases (14> . 
Therefore one of the origins of “Luo Shu" came from observing the Heavens.
Another alleged origin is from the ancient social system. According to Zhu 
Xi tfeWr (or Zhuzi (1130-1200)) Cl5) , this mysterious magic square was
designed according to an ancient system of land ownership.
Zhuzi said, “Ming Tang" 0^^ (Hall of Light, it was a three 
degree magic square, see section H-l-c) was discussed but not with 
clarity. It has nine rooms according to the law of “Jing Tian Zhi" 
(Well Field System, the nine square system of land ownership in 
China's early society)" (16).
This opinion may be correct, since "Luo Shu" resembles "Jing Tian Zhi". 
Thus it was thought that “Luo Shu" symbolises not only Heaven but also 
Earth. Therefore it was thought that “Luo Shu" embodies Chinese micro-cosmos.
4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
a-h: private field 
jijj : cannon field 
Fig. 2-2 “Luo Shu" Fig. 2-3 "Jing Tian Zhi"
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(c) “He Tu" and “Luo Shu" (t7>
The oldest reference to the magic square in China is in the chapter Xi Ci 
Zhrnm Shang (Cocnnentary on the Appended Judgments, part I ) of the Yi
Jing JvM (the Book of Changes). It was written by Kongzi U8) , according to
the Shi Ji (Records of the Historiographer). But, according to the Yi 
Tong Zi Wen (Pupils Question about “Change") which was written by
Ouyang Xiu DdiHtfl (1007-1072) (19) in the Song dynasty, the chapter of Xi Ci
Zhuan Shnng was not written by Kongzi(20). It was probably written by Kongzi*s 
students in the Warring States period. Anyhow it was the oldest reference in 
China. It states:
The Yellow River (jit) brought forth a map (“Tu" JU) and Luo 
River brought forth a writing (“Shu" fl|): the sage took these as 
models. C21)
We cannot understand what JlTu" and “Shu" were from this material alone. But 
according to the commentary of Kong Anguo (2-lc B.C.) (2 2) in the
Chapter Hang Pan Zhuan (Section Law of Heaven and Earth) in the Shang
Shu fajllr (Historical Classic) as follows:
Heaven gave King Yu ^  the writing (“Shu" jgO of nine numbers on 
the back of a spirit turtle in Luo River. King Yu understood the 
meaning, he conducted the affairs of state by “Jiu Lei" f (Nine 
Parts). It became the law of Heaven and Earth.<2 3)
Therefore we know "Luo Shu" was something to be divided into nine parts
(24)
In 1977, the explanation of “Nine" was uncovered. 'Taiyi Jiu-Cong Zhan-Pan" 
(The Diviner1 s Board of Nine Palaces in Heaven) which was made in
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B.C. 173 was unearthed from the tomb of Ruyin-hou (Marquis Ruyin) of
the Western Han dynasty, at Shuangudui, Fuyang district, Anhui province ^  
. It is laid out as follows;
SUNER SOLSTICE 
SUCCESS
FIRST DAY OF SU?*ER FIRST DAY OF AUTUMN
MASSES
VERNAL
EQUINOX HAPPIVESS 3 MINISTER EQUINOXGENERAL 7
KING
FIRST DAY OF SPRING FIRST DAY OF WIN1ER
GRIEF
WINTER SOLSTICE 
Fig. 2-4 "Tai-Yi Jiu-Gong Zhan-Pan"
The numbers on this board were arranged as a magic square.
4 9 2 4 9 2
3 7 3 5 7
8 1 6  8 1 6
“Luo Shu"
Fig. 2-5 “Nine Palaces" and “Luo Shu"
Thus we know that “Luo Shu" was 'Nine", and was a three degree magic square. 
The first historical material, see.66 <2S) of Shsng De (Fullness of
Power) section, chapter 8 of the Da Dai Li Ji (Record of Rites Compiled
by Dai the Elder)(27) was written as follows:
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The “Ming Tang" (Hall of Light) was founded in the old days. It 
had nine rooms, two-nine-four, seven-five-three, six-one-eight.
4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
Fig.2-6 (the original book does not have figures)
'Wing Tang" was one of the real palaces <28). On the other hand, “Jiu Gong1'
(Nine Palace) was a ficticious palace in Heaven<29).
Again, in a sub-section "Jiu Gong Suan" of the Shu Shu Ji Yi
(Memoir on some Traditions of Mathematical Art) (30), a mathematical text of the
public school in the Tang jff dynasty, another method is described for
composing the magic square. The magic square was likened to the body of man.
"Jiu Gong" (Nine Palace): to make "Jian" Jpf (shoulders), use two 
and four, to make "Zu" (legs), use six and eight, on "Zuo" 2c 
(left) is three, on "You" (right) is seven, put (|£) nine as the 
bead, put (Hi) one for the shoes, five is in "Zongyang" (the centre).
Five Phases of numbers are arranged by this rule, Five Phases are 
described at the previous section. (3 n
4 9 2 M  tt M
3 5 7 £
8 1 6  £  Wi &
Fig.2-7 (the original book does not have figures)
From these evidences, we can conclude that the three degree magic square was 
called "Jiu Gong11 or "Ming Tang11 before the Song dynasty. Although the term of
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"Luo Shu" had been known, it was not known what "Luo Shu" meant exactly.
We must also note the term of "Jiu Gong" and "Ming Tang". That is, “nine" 
meant "all" or "the best". I include these evidences to support any 
proposition that "Luo Shu" had been thought of as the embodiment of the J1micro- 
cosmos".
Then phi losophers in the Song dynasty tried to connect the magic square and 
philosophy, rather than idea of Confucius. So they called the magic square "Luo 
Shu", the term used by Confucius. It has been clearly called "Luo Shu" since 
the Song dynasty, but sometimes the three degree magic square lias been called 
the “He Tu" ^[g (the map in the Yellow River), because there was no 
established theory.
Firstly Liu Mu (1011-1064)(32) drew the picture of "He Tu” and "Luo
Shu". However he thought the three degree magic square was "Ten", "Nine" 
referred to a magic circle. That is to say, "He Tu" means the magic square. In 
Chapter 3 of the Yi Shu Goil Yin Tu (The Hidden Nuraber-Diagrams in
the Bode of Changes) states;
Section 49: “He Tu" ?6I[iJ;
4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
Fig. 2-8 after SK£$
Five is main, to make knees, use six and eight, to make shoulders, 
use two and four, on the left is three, on the right is seven, put 
nine as the head, put one for the shoes.
Section 53: "Luo Shu" Wu Xing Sheng Shu (Producing
Numbers of Five Elements in "Luo Shu");
Section 54: "Luo Shu" Wu Xing Cheng Shu (Produced
Numbers of Five Elements in "Luo Shu");
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7 7
2 2
3 5 4  8 10 9 8 3 5 4 9
1 1
6 6
Fig. 2-9 Fig. 2-10 Fig. 2-11
(SKQS) (“Hs TU" now)
Che is water, two is fire, three is wood, four is metal and five 
is soil. (33)
He insisted that “Ten", the number at the centre in Fig. 2-10, meant "Luo 
Shu". Because “Luo Shu” was described after “He Id" in the Yi Jing (the Book of 
Changes) and “Yang" precedes “Yin11 |^ , thus "Luo Shu" must be “Yin" and “He 
Tu" must be “Yang". All matters (including ideas) lias the character of "Yin" 
or "Yang1', In the case of integral numbers, “Yin" is even and “Yang" is odd. 
Therefore, "Luo Shu" which is “Yin" must be even, i.e., ‘Ten". It was natural 
that he thought "Luo Shu" was “Ten". Liu Mu thought very logically.
However, from the historical evidence given above, it was clear that "Nine" 
meant a magic square. Zhu Xi criticized Liu Mu’s views in chapter 1 of the Yi 
Xus Qi Meng (Introduction to the Study of the Book of Changes);
Guan Ziming (13c){34) pointed out that the paragraph of "He
Tu"; front is seven, rear is six, left is eight, right is nine, the 
paragraph of "Luo Shu"; front is nine, rear is me, left is three, 
right is seven, left front is four, right front is two, left rear is 
eight, right rear is six"(3 5).
Zhu Xi’s opinion<36) was based on the opinions of many earlier scholars, 
that is, it was a historical view. He argued in detail that "He Tu" means 
Fig. 2-11 and “Luo Shu" means Fig.2-8 which is a magic square.
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Because it was thought that these classics were absolutely true in China, 
Zhu Xi’s opinion became the established theory.
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(d) Making magic squares and the concept of “Changes"
The philosophical view and the historical view were different. It was 
proved that magic squares were not a systematic part of Chinese philosophy in 
early ages. They had been connected with "Luo Shu" since the Song dynasty.
If so, why did the magic square become "Luo Shu"? There was no historical 
material relevant to this question because philosophers in the Song dynasty 
imagined it had been an ancient matter.
I wonder whether the reason was that the method of making magic squares was 
solved in this age, and it was thought of as the concept of "Changes".
The idea of "Yin Yang" "was planned by the changing of day and night, sun 
and moon. It was the doctrine that all phenomena in Heaven and Earth could be 
explained by the theory of changing ‘Yin’ and ‘Yang’, which were divided into 2, 
4, 8, 16 and more, and that they were confronting each other. <37) ."
On the other hand, magic squares are usual ly made by the exchanging method, 
as follows.
A square tabular arrangement of numbers in order is called a "natural 
square". The sums of the lines have regular differences. For example, in Fig. 
2-12: the average of nine numbers is five, and one line has three numbers, so 
the sum would be fifteen. But the lines whose sums are fifteen are only the 
middle rows and colimns. In Fig. 2-13, the sims of the lines would be 65.
1 2 3 -9 1 2 3 4 5 -50
4 5 6 0 6 7 8 9 10 -25
7 8 9 +9 11 12 13 14 15 0
-3 0 +3 16 17 18 19 20 +25
21 22 23 24 25 +50
-10 -5 0 +5 +10
Fig. 2--12 Fig. 2-13
It seems obvious, therefore, that by interchanging numbers in some regular 
way, we should be able to obtain a magic square, i.e., a square array of 
nunbers in which rows and columns have a constant sum (see section ]J-3-b and 
H--3-d).
Interchanging by a particular theory, we could obtain the mysterious square.
I wonder if it embodies the concept of interchanging "Yin" and "Yang". 
Otherwise the magic square had not been studied deeply during the Song dynasty.
Though the interchanging of "Yin" and “Yang" is a hypothesis, it is a fact 
that philosophers in the Song dynasty tried to explain the idea using magic 
squares. For example, Ding Yidong (13c) explained the number of "Da
Yan" using magic squares. "Da Yan" was the principal concept in the Yi 
Jing* however examining the many theories that were advanced, there was no 
concensus. The classic reference to "Da Yan" is;
The number of the total ("Da Yan") is fifty. Of these, forty-nine 
are used (38).
In Chapter 2 of da Yan Svo Yin (Studies about Da Yan) written by
Ding Yidong:
The case of "Luo Shu", the sum of 1 and 9, 2 and 8, 3 and 7, 4 and 
6 is 10. The 5, in the centre, was added to itself so it also
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becomes 10. Although the name is "Jiu Gong" (Nine Palace), the value 
is 10. C39)
That is to say, the sums of symmetrical positions are one more than the 
number of items in the magic square. Therefore the number of "Da Yan" is also 
one more than the lumber 49 (see section H-3-f).
(3) Concerning Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui's Method of Computation)
(a) Yang Hui's term for magic squares
Although it was published after Zhu Xi had proposed his theory, Xu Gu Thai 
Qi Suan Fa (Continuation of Ancient Mathematical Methods for
Elucidating the Strange) follows Liu Mu's theory. In other words, the magic 
square is named "He Tu" and the magic circle is named "Luo Shu" in the Xu Gu
Thai Qi Sum Fa.
This mistake is probably not Yang Hui’s for the following reasons.
The Korean edition of Yang Hui Sum Fa draws the figure of "‘Luo Shu"1 first 
and this figure is not a magic square, but a magic circle. Then “‘He Tu'", 
which is the three degree magic square in this edition, is drawn next.
But “He TU" and “Luo Shu" are fixed in their order. We use the phrase “TU 
Shu" gill, to means books in modern Chinese and Japanese, but never use “Shu 
Tu", so the figure of "He TU" must be drawn before "Luo Situ". The order of two 
terms in the Korean edition is very strange. Yang Hui very probably understood 
that the first must be the magic circle, and next is the magic square.
If so, did Yang Hui introduce earlier scholars' opinions? In many other 
fields, Yang Hui Sum Fa collects theories and methods from many other books, 
thus he again collected the former magic squares. However, the magic squares 
of the Yang Hui Sum Fa are systematic, and are made by one person, i.e., Yang 
Hui himself <40). Therefore, this possibility is not strong.
Yang Hui's knowledge of the Yi Jing (the Book of Changes) is quite detailed; 
for instance, he explains “Hu Huan Shu" (proportion) in question 5,
chapter 2 of the Tim Mu Bi Lsi Cheng Chu Jie Fa (Practical
Rules of Arithmetic for Surveying);
A few examples are now selected and illustrated with detailed 
diagrams for the benefit of the reader. The others can be easily
understood by to “continue and go further and add to the situation all 
their transitions" Similar examples are far too
many and do not require individual discussions. <4 n
This quotation, "continue and go further and add to the situation ail their 
transitions", is from section Xi Ci Zhuan Shan of the Yi Jing (42). Yang Hui 
was educated as a mandarin, and had wide general knowledge.
Moreover, there is a strong possibility that Yang Hui studied Yi Xue Qi Meng 
(Introduction to the Study of the Book of Changes), because Yang Hui 
used the same term for magic squares as Zhu Xi, i.e., "Zong Heng Tu"$£;{$rjll 
(Vertical and Horizontal Figure)
The vertical and horizontal of "Luo Shu" are fifteen <43>.
Zhu Xi generalized this characteristic of the "Luo Shu" to the sum of 
eolmuns and rows being the same. Then Yang Hui used this term as the general 
name of magic squares.
Yang Hui had very probably studied Zhu Xi's works. Therefore I conclude 
that this mistake is a misprint, probably made by the editors of the Korean 
version.
Yang Hui describes how to make the three degree magic square ("Luo Shu") and 
four degree magic square, and then continues to give figures until the ten 
degree magic square without any explanation. So we will consider Yang Hui's 
description of how to make the basic magic squares, and then try to explain how 
he made higher degree magic squares.
(b) Composing the three degree magic square (“Luo Shu”)
Yang Hui made a verse for making the "Luo Shu”. Making verses was the 
popular way to discribe mathematical methods in that age, this verse is quoted 
in the Swan Fa Tong Tung (Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic) in the
Ming dynasty. It is;
Arrange the nine numbers diagonally (Fig. 3-1).
Interchange the top number and the bottom nimber (Fig. 3-2). 
Interchange the left nunber and the right number (Fig. 3-3). 
Four numbers on the corner are projected outwards (Fig. 3-4) (4,I)
1 9 9 4 9 2
4 2 4 2 4 2
7 5 3  7 5 3  3 5 7  3 5 7
8 6 8 6 8 6
9 1 1 8 1 6
Fig. 3-1 Fig. 3~2 Fig. 3-3 Fig. 3-4
This is the "arrangement method" U5) , all odd degree magic squares can be 
made by this method. Therefore he probably suceeded in making all odd degree 
magic squares. However Yang Hui did not use it generally (46) but only used it 
in part-to make a five degree magic square (see section H-3-d). He should have 
tried other methods, since new magic squares could not keep the characteristic
(3) of Zhang Huang, the counter-clockwise order.
Anyhow we should call this “Yang Hui’s method".
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(c) Cooposing four degree magic sqdares
Yang Hui explains two methods for making four degree magic squares.
The first, “Zong Shu" (general method) or "Huan Yi Shu" (4T)
(Interchange Method) is:
Arrange the sixteen numbers in four colunns (Fig.3~5)
First interchange the numbers in the four comers; [interchange 1 
and 16, 4 and 13.] (Fig.3-6)
Similarly interchange the numbers in the four inner corners; 
[interchange 6 and 11,7 and 10.] (Fig.3~7)
The horizontal, vertical and diagonal sums are all 34.
The small numbers are thus balanced by this interchange. This 
can also be regarded as a general method. U8)
13 9 5 1 4 9 5 16 4 9 5 16
14 10 6 2 14 10 6 2 14 7 11 2
15 11 7 3 15 11 7 4 15 6 10 4
16 12 8 4 1 12 8 13 1 12 8 13
Fig. 3~5 Fig.3-6 Fig. 3-7
This method is the “symmetrical interchange method" (49) , it can be used 
for all 4 n degree magic squares. The magic square produced by this method 
is “Uua Shi-Liu Tu Yin Th" (Yin Flower Sixteen Figure).
The second method, “Qiu Deng am" (method of finding equal sums) is
as follows:
Divide the numbers into two colunns [1, 16; 2, 15; 3, 14; 4, 13; 
5, 12; 6, 11; 7, 10; 8, 9] so that all pairs of numbers have equal 
sums [17] (Fig. 3-8).
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First arrange these numbers into four colunns so that the (sun of 
the horizontal) rra-E have equal sums [34] (Fig. 3^ 9).
Next, without changing the amount for each row, arrange the 
numbers in the columns so that all columns have the original sum [34] 
(Fig. 3-10).
Cnee this rule is fixed there shouid be no doubt that the required 
result cannot be obtained. C50)
16 1 12 5 16 1 12 5 16 1
15 2 11 6 15 2 6-^ 11 2<-15
14 3 10 7 14 3
ot 3^ -14
13 4 9 8 13 4 9 8 13 4
12 5
11 6 +8 -8 +24 -24
10 7
9 8
Fig.3-8 Fig.3-9 Fig.3-10
However Fig.3-10 is not "Hua Shi-Liu Tu" (Flower Sixteen Figure).
We can make the “Hua Shi-Liu Tu" figure by "Qiu Deng Shu" method, but the 
sums of the rows, which have already been made equal to thirty-four, are 
confused again during the process of rearrangement.
The "Huan Yi Shu" method is described before the “Qiu Deng Shu" method. And 
the "Hua Shi-Liu Tu Yin Tu" figure is made by the "Huan Yi Shu" method. Thus 
it is doubtful whether the "Hua Shi-Liu Th" figure is made by the “Qiu Deng Shu" 
method. But the "Hua Shi-Liu Tu" figure can easily be composed by the improved 
"Huan Yi Shu" method. Abe Gakuho explained as follows <51>:
i ) Arrange the sixteen numbers in four colunns starting from the bottom 
left (Fig.3-11).
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ii) Interchange the left and right halves of figure (Fig.3-12).
iii) Use the “Huan Yi Shu" method (Fig. 3-13).
13 14 15 16 15 16 13 14 2 16 13 3
9 10 11 12 11 12 9 10 11 5 8 10
5 6 7 8 7 8 5 6 7 9 12 6
1 2  3 4 3 4 1 2 14 4 1 15
Fig. 3-11 Fig. 3-12 Fig. 3-13
Therefore we conclude that the "Hua Shi-Liu Tu" figure was made by the 
improved "Huan Yi Shu" method. The magic square by "Qiu Deng Shu" method is 
not even a “middle level magic square" <52) (see Fig.3-10), so it was not drawn 
in the Yang Hui Sum Fa,
However the "Qiu Deng Shu" method is very useful for higher 4 n degree 
magic squares, which will be described in the section concerning eight degree 
magic squares (section H-3-g).
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(d) Composing five degree magic squares
First, a five degree magic square in the Yang Ihii Suau Fa is made using the 
following procedure (53) ;
i ) Arrange twenty-five items as in Fig. 3-14.
h) Select the inner three degree square, and arrange it using the 
"arrangement method" (Fig. 3-15).
iii) Reverse them (Fig. 3-16).
iv) Arrange the other items so that sum of pairs become 26, in the outer 
stratum (Fig.3-16).
1 2  3 4 5 1 23 16 4 21
6 7 —  8— 9 10 12(4) 19(9) 8(2) 14 7 18 15 14 7 18 11
11 12— 13— 14 15 9(3) 13(5) 17(7) 17 13 9 24 17 13 9 2
16 17— 18— 19 20 18(8) 7(1) 14(6) 8 19 12 20 8 19 12 6
21 22 23 24 25 5 3 10 22 25
Fig. 3-14 Fig. 3-15 Fig. 3-16 Fig. 3-17
This magic square, Fig. 3-17, is "Wu Wu Tu” ESS! (Five by Five Figure). 
This method can be classified as an "arrangement method".
Moreover we must note that Yang Hui arranged items in a stratiform pattern, 
and the sums of pairs in symmetrical positions (or diagonal positions) are 26, 
twice the average value <54) .
Yang Hui did not comnent on this point, but Cheng Dawai iibfcffr (1533-1606) 
commented clearly in the Suan Fa Tong Zong. His term was "Huan Yi Shu" 
(interchange method) but it was not the same method as Yang Hui Suan. Fa! s 
"Huan Yi Shu". That method is more similar to the "Qiu Deng Shu" rather than 
the “Huan Yi Shu". It is as follows.
First, Put 13 at the center. The circumference consists of three 
strata. Arrange numbers as follows.
1 ~ 25, diagonal, outer stratum.
2-24, symnetrical, outer stratum.
3-23, symnetrical, outer stratum.
5 23 16 4 25 +8 4 - 22, symmetrical, outer stratum.
15 14 7 18 11 0 5 - 21, diagonal, outer stratum.
24 17 13 9 2 0 6 - 20, symmetrical, outer stratum.
20 8 19 12 6 0 7 - 19, symmetrical, inner stratum.
1 3 10 22 21 -8 8 - 18, diagonal, inner stratum.
Fig. 3-18 9 - 17, symnetrical, inner stratum.
10 - 16, symnetrical, outer stratum.
11 - 15, symmetrical, outer stratum.
12 - 14, diagonal, inner stratum.
However, this is not a magic square (5 5): the sum of the top row is
plus eight, the sum of the bottom row is minus eight(5 G).
No rule is given for the arrangement method of the perimeter. This was 
probably done by trial and error, so it would be more difficult for larger 
squares. However this method became the starting point for studying the magic 
squares in the Edo period in Japan (see sections H -4). Let us name this 
method the "stratiform pair method" <57) . This method keeps characteristic (2) 
of Zhang Huang. However it does not keep character (1), four corners are odd 
numbers and four sides are even numbers(58).
"Wu Wu Yin Tu" TTTTp^p (Negative Five by Five Figure) is made with the 
nunfcers from 9 to 33. All other magic squares are made by using numbers from 1
upwards, but this is an exception. Of course if each number of a magic square
is increased by the same value, a new magic square is created. It is a simple 
principle, but it is easy to miss, unless care is taken.
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If all nunfcers are decreased by eigjht, we obtain:
( 4) 19 (25) 15 ( 2)
20 10 5 18 12
( 3) 17 (13) 9 (23)
14 8 21 16 6
(24) 11 ( 1) 7 (22)
Fig. 3--19
So we can notice that the frame of "Wu Wu Yin Hi" figure is "Luo Shu"; the 
nine nunfcers with parentheses in Fig.3-19 abide by the order of "Luo Shu". The 
centre of the bottom row starts from 1, centre position of the magic square is 
13 which is the average of all nunfcers, so the case of "Luo Shu" is 5, the 
centre of the top row ends in 25, which is the last number of this magic square 
so "Luo Shu" is 9.
We will call this method in which the frame is made by "Luo Shu" the “Luo 
Shu frame type method". This method can fix only nine numbers, however it tries 
to keep characteristic (3) of Zhang Huang, counter clock wise.
Four corners of this magic square are even nunfcers and four sides are odd 
nunfcers <59).
Then the others were arranged using the "stratiform pair method". In this 
case, sane of the positions of symmetry nunfcers by the "stratiform pair method" 
are symmetrical by line. For example, 15 and 11, 19 and 7 in Fig.3-19. 
However there was no general theorem, and Yang Hui arranged the nunfcers by trial 
and error, so it is more difficult to make larger magic squares (see section H 
—3-f).
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(e) Composing six degree magic squares (6Q)
The number six is not prime, so Yang Hui used the principle of “complex 
magic squares". He divided the magic square under construction into smaller 
magic squares, then solved these problems.
Six is a multiple of three, which is the degree of "Luo Shu". Therefore 
Yang Hui divided thirty-six blanks into nine blocks, each block with four 
blanks. Firstly, he arrange nine blocks as in Fig.3-20 and 3-21, in which each 
sum of columns and rows 15.
2 3 
4 1
2 3 
4 1
2 3 
4 1
2 3 
4 1
2 3 
1 4
2 3 
4 1
2 3 
1 4
2 3 
4 1
2 3 
1 4
15 15 15 15 15 15
Fig. 3-20 
“Liu Liu Tu" t'o 's®  
(Six by Six Figure)
1 2 4 3 4 1 15
3 4 2 1 2 3 15
1 3 3 4 3 1 15
4 2 1 2 2 4 15
2 3 3 4 1 2 15
4 1 2 1 3 4 15
15 15 15 15 15 15
Fig. 3-21 
"Liu Liu Yin Hi"
(Yin Six by Six Figure)
And Yang Hui applied “Luo Shu", numbering to each block. For example, the 
top left block in Fig.3-20 is the position of 4 in “Luo Shu" therefore they 
become;
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2 3
4 1
13 22
31 4
13= 9x ( 2-l)+4 22= 9x ( 3~l)+4 
31= 9x ( 4-l)+4 4= 9x ( 1 -l)+4
Other blocks are the same, therefore;
M M  18 27 11 20 
Hill 36 9 29 2
12 21 14 23 16 25
30 3 5 32 34 7
17 26 10 19 15 24
8 35 28 1 6 33
Fig. 3-22
We will called this method of dividing nine blocks and then apply by "Luo 
Shu" the "Luo Shu block type method" (e n . This method is very useful, but can 
be used only for 3n degree magic squares.
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(f) Cooposing seven degree magic squares
Seven degree magic squares are named uYan Shu 1X1" (the Yanshu Murfcer
Figure) and "Yan Shu Yin Tu" (the Yin Yanshu Number Figure). These
figures require forty-nine items and the number of "(Da) Yan (Zhi) Shu" is 
forty-nine, thus these are named "Yan Shu Tu" and “Yan Shu Yin Tu". Ding 
Yidong TJgJ^ (13c) gives an interesting explanation as follows:
Twice tiie average value of these (see Fig. 3-23) numbers, which 
is the sum of symmetry numbers, is fifty. However forty-nine numbers 
are used, which is "Da Yen Zhi Shu" (G2) .
49 1
48 2
47 3
26 24 
25
Fig. 3-23
He connected the method of making magic squares, the "stratiform pair 
method", and the concept of "Da Yan".
The "Yan Shu Tu" figure is made by the "stratiform pair method", the method 
of Yang Hui was explained as follows (G3> ;
i ) Arrange forty-nine nunfcers as a "natural square" in Fig. 3-24.
ii) Select nine nunfcers with parentheses (Fig. 3-25).
iii) Using the "arrangement method", arrange them to get Fig.3-26.
iv) Then arrange the circumference using "stratiform pair method" so that 
the sum of symmetrical pairs becomes 50 (Fig.3-27) and again (Fig.3-28)
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49 42 35 28 21 14 7
48 41 34 (17) 20 13 6 27
47 40 33 26 (19) 12 5 33 19 33 23 19
46 (39) 32 (25) 18 (11) 4 39 25 11 11 25 39
45 38 (31) 24 (17) 10 3 31 17 31 27 17
44 37 30 (23) 16 9 2 23
43 36 29 22 15 8 1
Fig. 3-24 Fig. 3--25 Fig. 3-26
46 8 16 20 29 7 49
40 12 14 18 41 3 40 12 14 18 41 47
37 33 23 19 13 44 37 33 23 19 13 6
15 11 25 39 35 28 15 11 25 39 35 22
24 31 27 17 26 5 24 31 27 17 26 45
9 38 36 32 10 48 9 38 36 32 10 2
1 42 34 30 21 43 4
Fig. 3-27 Fig. 3-28
The “Yan Shu Yin Tu11 figure (Fig. 3-29) is made by the "Luo Shu frame type 
method" and “stratiform pair method". However all pairs are arranged 
symnetrically about the centre <G4) . Four comers of this magic square are 
even numbers and four sides are odd numbers, thus this magic square keeps the 
"Luo Shu" characteristics (1).
“ 99 —
( 4) 43 40 (49) 16 21 ( 2)
44 8 33 9 36 15 30
38 19 26 11 27 22 32
( 3) 13 5 (25) 45 37 (47)
18 28 23 39 24 31 12
20 35 14 41 17 42 6
(48) 29 34 ( 1) 10 7 (46)
Fig. 3-29
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(g) Composing eight degree magic squares
The eight degree magic squares were named “Yi Shu Tu" JaMU (Magic Square 
of the Yi Jing Number Sixty-four) and “Yi Shu Yin Tu" (Yin Magic
Square of the Yi Jing Number Sixty-four). These figures require sixty-four 
numbers, and sixty-four ( 2 6 ) is also the number of “Chong Gua” Jr^ 
(hexagram) in the Yi Jing (the Book of Changes), so the number sixty-four was 
called “Yi Shu".
These magic squares were made <G5) by the “Qiu Deng Shu” method. However 
Yang Hui rearranged the magic square obtained, since more complex magic squares, 
are more mysterious. Using the “Qiu Deng Shu” method, we obtain Fig. 3-30 
tfiich is already a magic square.
1 64 9 56 17 48 25 40
63^2 55-*10 47-->18 39^26
62-* 3 54^11
<35t3 38->27
4 61 12 53 20 45 28 37
5 60 13 52 21 44 29 36
59->6 51->14 43-^ 22 35-*30
58-*7 50-*15 42-*23 34->31
8 57 16 49 24 41 32 33
c8 c7 c6 c5 c4 c3 c2 d
Fig. 3--30
Interchanging columns and then transposing (columns -> rows) would still 
preserve the magic square property. Then reverse four rows.
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direction columns
in Fig. 3-30
57 7 6 60 61 3 2 64 < c7
16 50 51 13 12 54 55 9 - c6
24 42 43 21 20 46 47 17 c4
33 31 30 36 37 27 26 40 - cl
25 39 38 28 29 35 34 32 - c2
48 18 19 45 44 22 23 41 - c3
56 10 11 53 52 14 15 49 - c5
1 63 62 4 5 59 58 8 — > c8
Fig. 3-31
Then reverse the right half and left half, to obtain the "Yi Shu Yin Tu".
61 3 2 64 57 7 6 60
12 54 55 9 16 50 51 13
20 46 47 17 24 42 43 21
37 27 26 40 33 31 30 36
29 35 34 32 25 39 38 28
44 22 23 41 48 18 19 45
52 14 15 49 56 10 11 53
5 59 58 8 1 63 62 4
Fig. 3-32
The “Yi Shu Th" figure is more conplex: divide Fig. 3-30 into eight blocks, 
so that the sum of each block is the same value.
1 64 9 56 17 48 25 40
63 2 55 10 47 18 39 26
62 3 54 11 46 19 38 27 CD (2) © 0
4 61 12 53 20 45 28 37
5 60 13 52 21 44 29 36
59 6 51 14 43 22 35 30 © © CD
58 7 50 15 42 23 34 31
8 57 16 49 24 41 32 33
Fig. 3-33
Arranging items regularly and making rows by each block, the magic square 
would be obtained. These patterns are;
1 2 2 1 7 8 8 7
3 4 4 3 5 6 6 5
5 6 6 5 3 4 4 3
7 8 8 7 1 2 2 1
A B C D
Fig. 3-34
A  being the basic order, B is symmetrical by vertical line, C is 
symmetrical by horizontal line and D is a rotation. Then rows are made from 
each block as in Fig. 3-34. to produce Fig. 3-35.
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block pattern
61 4 3 62 2 63 64 1 < - A
52 13 14 51 15 50 49 16 - © C
45 20 19 46 18 47 48 17 < — A
36 29 30 35 31 34 33 32 < — C
5 60 59 6 58 7 8 57 - dD D
12 53 54 11 55 10 9 56 - (2) B
21 44 43 22 42 23 24 41 < — CD D
28 37 38 27 39 26 25 40 <- ® B
Pig* 3-35
These figures are quite complex, but their construction is based on the "Qiu 
Deng Shu" method. The "Qiu Deng Shu" method is the method of making for 2 n 
degree magic squares.
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(h) Composing a nine degree magic square
This magic square whose name is "Jiu Jiu Tu" /l/l®  (Nine by Nine Figure) 
is made by the "Luo Shu block type method". Nine is three by three, so it is 
one of the most typical cases when the "Luo Shu block type method" can be used.
Yang Hui did not explain how to make a nine degree magic square. However Ding 
Yidong, who was a contemporary of Yang Hui, made the same figure as the “Jiu 
Jiu Tu", under the name of "Luo Shu Jiu Shu Cheng" (Nine Times
Nurribers of "Luo Shu"), and explained it clearly in chapter 2 of the Da Van Sm 
Yin (Studies of Dayan).
These two figures (he drew two figures but the second is not a 
magic square) are variations of "Luo Shu". In the first figure (the 
same as Fig. 3-37): each block has nine items, so there are 81, 9 by 
9, items. The order is the same as "Luo Shu". The sum of each 
coluun and row is 369. All sums of symmetrical pairs are 82 (S6).
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Therefore the position of each number is indicated;
9 x{"Luo ShuMts order in the block — 1 ) +"Luo Stif's order of the block
4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
34 79 16 
25 43 61 
70 7 52
34= 9x (4-l)+7 79= 9x(9-l)+7
25= 9x (3~l)+7 43= 9x(5-l)+7
70= 9x (8-1)+7 7= 9x (l-l)+7
Fig. 3-36
76 13 36 81 74 11
40 58
28 49
Fig. 3-37 the complete “Jiu Jiu Tu"
16= 9x (2-l)+7 
61= 9x (7-l)+7 
52= 9x(6-l)+7
(i) Composing a ten degree magic square
This magic square named the "Bai Zi Tu" (One Hundred Figure) is
obtained by application of the "Qiu Deng Shu" method (G7) . The "Qiu Deng Shu"
is the method for making 2 n degree magic squares, but 10 is not 2 n so the
method is a little more complex ;
i ) Arrange one hundred numbers as Fig.3-38.
ii) Reverse odd horizontal lines, but there are some exceptions which are
indicated with parenthesis (Fig.3-39).
100 81 80 61 60 41 40 21 20 1
99 82 79 62 59 42 39 22 19 2
98 83 78 63 58 43 38 23 18 3
97 84 77 64 57 44 37 24 17 4
96 85 76 65 56 45 36 25 16 5
95 86 75 66 55 46 35 26 15 6
94 87 74 67 54 47 34 27 14 7
93 88 73 68 53 48 33 28 13 8
92 89 72 69 52 49 32 29 12 9
91 90 71 70 51 50 31 30 11 10
Fig. 3-38
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1 20 21 40 41 60 61 80 81 100
99 82 79 62 59 42 39 22 19 2
3 18 2 3 3 8 4 3 5 8 6 3  78 8398 
97 84 77 64 57 44 37 24 17 4
5 16 25 38 45 56 65 76 85 96
95 86 75 66 55 46 35 26 15 6
(14-* 7)(34—>27)(54—>47)(74->G7)(34—*87) 
(88-^ 93) (68-*73)(48-*53)<28-*33)( 8^13) 
(12-* 9)(32->29)(52-*49)(72-*69)(92^ 89) 
91 90 71 70 51 50 31 30 13 10
Fig. 3-39
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(J) Conclusion
First of all, let us made a table of Yang Ifui’s magic squares for the sake 
of clarity. Yang Hui's six methods for designing magic squares are as follows;
0  "Luo Shu" method or Yang HuiTs method (arrangement method)
0  "Huan Yi Shu" (Interchange method)
0  "Qiu Deng Shu" (Seeking Equality Method)
0  “Luo Shu frame type method"
0  “Luo Shu block type method"
(g) “stratiform pair method"
lie used these six methods and made new 12 magic squares, which are;
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degree name of magic square method interpreter
3 "Luo Shu" ® Yang Hui, 1275
4 "Hua Shi-Liu Tu” © Yang Hui, 1275
"Hua Shi-Liu Yin Tu" © Abe Gakuho, 1976
no figure © Yang Hui, 1275
5 "Wd Wu Tu" ® + © Xiong Jisheng, 1955
"Wd Wu Yin Id" © + © Li Yan, 1933
6 "Liu Liu Id" © Li Yan, 1933
"Liu Liu Yin Id" © Li Yan, 1933
7 "Yan Shu Tu" ® + ® Lam Lay-Yong, 1977
"Yan Shu Yin Id" ® + ® Li Yan, 1933
8 “Yi Shu Tu" © Li Yan, 1933
“Yi Shu Yin Tu" © Li Yan, 1933
9 "Jiu Jiu Id" © Li Yan, 1933
10 "Bai Zi Id" © Li Yan, 1933
TABLE 3 Magic Square Conposition Methods
As shown in table 3, the magic squares of the Yang Hui Sv/m Fa were based on 
"Luo Shu", and Yang Hui used two methods to apply the "Luo Shu".
One is to decide nine nuribers which are in the centre, four comers and the 
middle of each side first, then to arrange the other numbers. I named it the 
"Luo Shu frame type method". But this method decides only nine numbers. It 
would be difficult to make higher degree magic squares because we must decide 
n 2 — 9 numbers by the "stratiform pair method". However Yang Hui could not 
find the method for arrangement.
The other is to divide the magic square under construction into nine blocks, 
making nine conplex magic squares of "Luo Shu". I named it the "Luo Shu block 
type method". However this method can be only applied to 3 n degree magic 
squares. The numbers of 3 n include odd numbers and even numbers, and the 
process of making odd number magic squares is not the same as even number magic
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squares. But Yang Hui made both magic squares using one method.
Yang Hui based his study of the "Luo Shu" on Chinese philosopy. He retained 
the characteristics mentioned by Zhang Huang in table 1 when he made larger 
magic squares. It was a strong point for demonstration but it became a weak 
point for mathematics.
Now, let us analyse his methods for magic squares of every degree. He 
solved the case of double-even ( 4 n) degree magic squares completely, however 
the case of oddly-even ( 2 n ) degree magic squares were not completely solved.
Yang Hui adopted the concept of compound magic squares. Therefore he could 
compose multiple degree magic squares from smaller magic squares. Thus we car? 
make most larger even degree magic squares using his six methods.
On the one hand, Yang Hui did not explain the general method for odd degree 
magic squares, and so these remained problems for prime number degree magic 
squares for later ages, since all magic squares can be reduced to magic squares 
of prime degree.
We must note that he used the "stratiform pair method"; this method 
influenced later mathematicians strongly, the details will be described in 
sections . H-4. This method requires a lot of four figure calculations (see 
Seki Kowa’s method), and therefore difficult to calculate using counting rods. 
I wonder if Yang Hui used an abacus for its speed in calculation, hence making 
the "stratiform pair method" more practical. This method is an application of 
the “Yi Xue" (studies of the Yi Jing), i.e., characteristic (2) of Zhang 
Huang in table 1.
Yang Hui’s passion for making magic squares, however, was not just 
philosophical, but also because it was mathematically interesting. For 
example, eight degree magic squares were made via the “Jiu Deng Shu" method, 
but he rearranged them into more complex forms. If he pursued the 
philosophical principle, it was enough to explain the "Jiu Deng Shu" method. 
But he advanced one more step. This was done out of his interest in 
mathematics.
The Yang Hui Suan Fa is one of the best mathematical books for magic 
squares, but there is no magic square in the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. Both the Shu 
Shu Jiu Zhang and the Yang Hui Suan Fa are strongly influenced by traditional 
Chinese philosophy, the "Yi Xue" {Studies of the Yi Jing)> thus they had the 
same philosophy. However, Qin Jiushao looked down on magic squares as little 
more than fortune-telling, instead of seeing magic squares as important 
“mathematics" as Yang Hui did. The difference in opinion between the two 
mathematicians is very interesting. I wonder if one of the reasons is their 
occupations. Qin Jiushao was a bureaucrat, and Yang Hui was probably a teacher 
of a private school. I think that making large magic squares was a good 
advertisement for pupils.
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(4) Before Seki Kowa
(a) Before the Edo period
In Japan, the oldest evidence of magic squares is probably in the 
Kuchizusmi (Humming) in 970, the three degree magic square (G 8> is
described as follows:
The verse is, “TV» is In ‘Kaku' fa (comer) (G9) , *Sa' (left) 
is three, ‘Yu1 ;£f (right) is seven, Six and eight are 'Soku' 
(legs), nine Is ‘15' jig (head), five is 'Shin' J|p (body), one is *Bir 
Hi (tail), four is ‘I1 (comer).” Soil, Water, Mstal Fire and 
Wood, these are "Gyonenyo” (Destiny stars), <70)
4 9 2 "I" JTo" "Kaku"
3 5 7 "Sa" "Shin" “Yu"
8 1 6 “Soku" “Bi" “Soku"
Fig. 4-1
(the original book does not actually show the magic square)
It is the “Luo Shu", and the describing method is similar to the way of Shu 
Shu Ji Yi |$$ff|ic8 (Memoir on some Traditions of Mathematical Art). There were 
two describing methods for magic squares. One is in the Da Dai Li Ji 
(Record of Rites Compiled by Dai the Elder) (Fig,4-7), which describes only the 
order of mrabers. The other, in the Shu Shu Ji Yi (Memoir on Some Traditions of 
Mathematical Art), describes positions of numbers (see section R-2-c) and is 
called the method of the Kuchizusmi (Humming).
The author, Minamoto-no Tamenori (fl.970), suggested this magic
square is related to fortune-tel ling. He suggested the characteristic of the 
Five Phases, however, the order of the Five Phases he maintained, is not
correct. Thus his comprehension of magic squares was not so deep, since he 
imitated the philosophical aspect of “Luo Shu” erroneously.
There are two three degree magic squares in the RenoMsho (Records
of Court) during 12c and 13c. These are called "Jugo(15)-date" -p77tr (lit.
standing fifteen) because sums of columns and rows are fifteen.
"Jugo-date" (standing fifteen); four four seven, eight five two, 
three six six (Fig. 4-2).
Six seven two, one five nine, eight three four (Fig.4-3). (71)
3 8 4 8 1 6
6 5 4 3 5 7
6 2 7 4 9 2
Fig. 4-2 Fig. 4-3
In Fig.4-2, four and six are used two times, thus it is not a magic square 
by our definition, however the sums are fifteen.
In Fig.4-3, it is the reverse figure of "Luo Shu".
In the Muromachi period (72), the name of magic squares is also "Jugo-
date". The Ri CM  Reki (TW° Hand Almanac) which was written between 1444
and 1448 has the following material on magic squares C73) :
“15-date" (Standing fifteen); six seven two, one five nine, eight 
three four (Fig. 4-4) .
Another method; four four five, two three six, six seven eight.
Arrange three lines, Make nine numbers (Fig. 4-5).
Another method in another book; four four seven, eight five two, 
three six six. Arrange three lines, neks nine nunbers (Fig.4-6),
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2 7 6
9 5 1
4 3 8
Fig. 4-4
5 4 4
6 3 2
8 7 6
Fig. 4-5
7 4 4
2 5 8
6 6 3
Fig. 4-6
4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
Fig. 4-7
Da Dai Li Ji
In Fig. 4-4 is a “Luo Shu". Fig. 4-6 is the same as Fig. 4-1. However, 
Fig. 4-5 does not have even the same sums.
In the same period, in the section of the seventh year of Kansho HIE 
(1466) of the Kmnon Zakki (Note of Experience) is written:
Fifteen stones are arranged as in the following figure (74> .
4 9 2
3 5 7
8 1 6
Fig. 4-8
Although the "Luo Shu1* was introduced into Japan, it was a game, and there 
is no evidence that Japanese mathematicians studied it.
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(b) The early Edo period
In the early Edo period, the Suan Fa Tong Zong (Systematic Treatise on 
Arithmetic) was introduced to Japan, so that some of Yang HuiTs magic squares 
became known by Japanese mathematicians. And Japanese mathematicians started 
to study magic squares.
One of the oldest studies in this age is the KigOL lidsu, (Odd and
Even Squares, or another name is Narabemonrrjutsu. (Arranged Matter) about
1653, a manuscript preserved at the Nihon Gakushiin B ^ P d ®  (Japan Academy),, 
The author is unknown, I wonder if it was written by Shimada Sadatsugu tfHHBjit
m  (1608-1680)(75).
The author designed magic squares from 3rd degree to 16th degree. He 
explained the “arrangement method" and the "Qiu Deng Shu" method, and made the 
core of larger magic squares. Then he used the "stratiform pair method” to 
complete larger magic squares.
For example, a five degree magic square was made from the "Luo Shu". He did
not describe the details of milking it, but the method must have been
i ) Add eight to each item of "Luo Shu" (Fig. 4-10).
ii) Make the outer stratum so that the sun of each pairs is 26 (Fig. 4-11).
4 9 2 12 17 10
3 5 7 11 13 15
8 1 6 16 9 14
“Luo Shu"
Fig. 4-9 Fig. 4-10 Fig.4-11
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He sugested some numerical values, these are for n degree magic squares,
terms formulae
Kyokusu (extremity numbers) 2 (n ~ 1)
Ichigyd Shosu — (samll nunbers of one row) n (n — 1) X 4
Ichigyo Tasu — (large numbers of one row) (n (3 n — 1) +  2)
4
Nigusu ZiPMf (two comer nunbers) 2 n
Shosu Kyokusu (small extremity numbers) n — 1
Ruisu (tied numbers) n 2 + 1  -
Of these numbers, "Kyokusu” and "Ruisu" are important. "Kyokusu" is the 
number added each item of the core magic square. And "Ruisu" is the sum of 
pairs.
For greater than eight degree magic squares, he designed only the outmost 
numbers, for example, the nine degree magic square in Fig. 4-12. A completed 
nine degree magic square is in Fig. 4-13.
8 78 75 76 81 15 12 14 10 8 78 75 76 81 15 12 14 10
66 16 66 57 22 56 55 19 17 61 16
71 11 71 54 32 47 49 29 48 28 11
69 13 69 18 36 40 45 38 46 64 13
73 9 73 58 51 39 41 43 31 24 9
5 77 5 20 52 44 37 42 30 62 77
2 80 2 59 34 35 33 53 50 23 80
3 79 3 21 60 26 27 63 65 25 79
72 4 7 6 1 67 70 68 74 72 4 7 6 1 67 70 68 74
Fig.4-12 Fig.4-13
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His original figure is not a complete magic square, he drew each stratum. 
The independent strata square (until 16 degree) is
10 24 23 22 21 3 2 15 227 296 237 238 239 244 243 252
11 6 176 5 183 18 182 26 181 25 180 2 196 9 190 246
12 174 140 135 126 9 7 21 14 2 13 130 134 139 23 245
25 13 3 97 15 84 13 9 100 6 83 2 96 142 184 232
26 178 18 93 61 9 2 14 60 58 53 3 8 127 19 231
27 189 1 11 54 2 29 33 7 6 34 11 90 144 8 230
240 12 133 94 55 10 O O O O 27 10 7 12 185 17
251 173 128 14 1 28 O O O O 9 64 87 17 24 6
250 193 141 91 6 32 O O O O 5 59 10 4 4 7
229 11 125 12 8 36 O O O O 1 57 89 20 186 28
228 194 137 85 13 3 8 4 30 31 35 52 16 8 3 29
249 22 16 3 62 56 63 51 5 7 12 4 98 129 175 8
248 187 22 5 86 17 88 92 1 95 18 99 4 133 10 9
241 20 6 10 19 136 138 124 131 143 132 15 11 5 176 16 176 should
4 7 21 192 14 179 15 171 16 172 17 195 1 188 191 253 be 177.
5 233 234 235 236 254 255 242 30 1 20 19 18 13 14 247
Fig.4-14
In Fig. 4-14, he made a mistake in 14 degree, it is the underlined 176, it 
should be 177. He made mistakes in odd degree magic squares, too, they are, 
eg. 15 degree: 299->199, 298->198
In that age, the “stratiform pair method" was popular among Japanese 
mathematicians. But Shimada Sadatsugu could not find a general method to 
arrange pairs, his method was by trial and error. Thus larger magic squares 
are more difficult. Therefore, the theme in that age was making larger magic 
squares. Japanese mathematicians probably knew about “compound magic squares". 
So the theme was the magic squares which could not be made using the “conpound
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magic squares" method, i.e., the magic squares of prime number degree. The 
typical theme was to make 19 degree magic squares.
This question was posed in the Sampo Ketsugisho (Solving
Mathematical Questions) in 1659. And the first answer was given in the Sanso ^  
(Mathematical Cutting Board, 1663) by Muramatsu Shigekiyo (d.1695),
the magic square is as follows ns) ;
359 2 5 7 8 10 11 13 14 326 328 331 332 334 335 339 341 343 1
358 323 296 41 42 43 45 47 48 49 294 299 300 301 302 304 306 37 4
356 52 291 70 72 75 76 79 80 266 267 269 272 273 276 280 69 310 6
353 53 94 263 98 100 102 103 105 242 244 246 249 250 254 97 268 309 9
350 54 92 261 222 231 230 229 228 227 129 127 125 121 122 101 270 308 12
347 55 91 258 123 171 176 169 216 221 214 153 158 151 239 104 271 307 15
346 57 88 256 124 170 172 174 215 217 219 151 154 156 238 106 274 305 16
345 59 87 255 126 175 168 173 220 213 218 157 150 155 236 107 275 303 17
35 64 85 119 128 162 167 160 180 185 178 198 203 196 234 243 277 298 367
33 65 84 117 130 161 163 165 179 181 183 197 199 201 232 245 278 297 329
32 67 83 115 223 166 159 164 184 177 182 202 195 200 139 247 279 295 330
29 311 289 114 224 207 212 205 144 149 142 189 194 187 138 248 73 51 333
26 312 288 111 225 206 208 210 143 145 147 188 190 192 137 251 74 50 336
25 316 285 110 226 211 204 209 148 141 146 193 186 191 136 252 77 46 337
24 318 284 109 240 131 132 133 134 135 233 235 237 241 140 253 78 44 338
22 322 281 265 264 262 260 259 257 120 118 116 113 112 108 99 81 40 340
20 324 293 292 290 287 286 283 282 96 95 93 90 89 86 82 71 38 342
18 325 66 321 320 319 317 315 314 313 68 63 62 61 60 58 56 39 344U T T
361 360 :357 355 354 352 351 349 348 36 34 31 30 28 27 23 21 19 3
Fig. 4-15
It is certain that he used the "stratiform pair method" to make this magic 
square because the core magic square is the "Luo Shu" with 176 added.
180 185 178 4 9 2
179 181 183 3 5 7
184 177 182 8 1 6
Fig. 4-16
After Muramatsu Shigekiyo, Japanese mathematicians continued to study magic 
squares. The largest one during that period was a 30 degree magic square by 
Ando YQeki (1624-1708) in the Ki Gu Ho SU (Odd and Even
Squares, 1694), However, they had no general method to arrange pairs, except 
by trial and error. The era when Japanese mathematicians competed by intuition 
was soon over, and they tried to find the general method.
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(5) Works of Seki Kowa
(a) Terms of magic squares
In the early Edo period, magic squares were usually called "Narabemono"
$). And the name 4‘Luo Shu" was introduced into Japan. But Seki Kowa called 
magic squares a new name, "Hojin" ([?£) (lit. square formation). I think
that the “Luo Shu" in the Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang HuiTs Method of Computation) 
was mistaken, thus he did not want to use the name "Luo Shu", and must use other 
names for magic squares.
In China, this term, "Fang Chen" Jjffi (|Sfi), has never used. But there is a 
similar term to it in the Shu Shu. Jiu Zhang, it is “Fang Bian Rui Chen (Zhen)" 
(1^ ) (Changing Formation from Square to Sharp Triangle) which is the 
title of question 2 of chapter 15 c77). It does not mean magic squares, thus it 
is difficult to conclude that Seki Kowa used Shu Shu Jiu Zhang’s term. But is 
it an accident that Seki Kowa’s unique term, which has never been used in both 
China and Japan, is very similar to Qin Jiushao’s one?
Seki Kowa’s methods are also "stratiform pair methods". He used many 
technical terms and explained the structure of magic squares numerically. For 
example, "Zo Su" (lit. increase nunbers) is the number of items in outmost 
sturatum.
I wonder why Seki Kowa did not refer only to Japanese mathematicians’ works 
but also Yang Hui Sum Fa, when he considered these nunbers. Yang Hui described 
the question of square’s strata, which is question 12 of chapter 1 of Tim Mu 
Bi Lai Chsng Cku Jie Fa (Practical Rules of Arithmetic for Surveying);
A bundle of arrows with a square cross-section has 40 arrows on the 
boundary of the square. Find the total nunbers of arrows.
Answer: 121 arrows, 
i ) The original method: Add 8 to the nunber of arrows on the boundary
and then multiply this by the number on the boundary. Divide by 16, 
and add the arrow in the centre.
ii) By the method of square (“Fang Tian Fa” Halve the number
of arrows on the boundary twice, add 1 to give the length of one side
of square (“Fang Mian1 /Hi). Square this result.
iii) Alternatively use the method of the trapezium (“Ti Tian Fa"
): Add the number of the innermost and outermost layers. Halve the 
sum and multiply it by the number of layers (“Ceng Shu" Jjffft). 
Finally add the arrow in the centre to obtain the resolt<v 8) . To 
obtain the number of layers, divide the number of arrows on the 
boundary by 8. (79)
Yang Hui indicated the connection between total number and the numbers on 
the boundary clearly, (let the length of one side of the square be n> the 
nunber on the boundary c ), these are:
i) n 2 = c ( c  + 8) /16 -f- 1
b) n 2 =  (c/4 + 1) 2 (.\n = c / 4  +1)
iii) n 2 =  ( (c + 8) /2) • (c/'s) + 1
These formulae are not the same as Seki Kowa’s, but this question was a good 
exercise that Seki Kiowa studied concerning the relations between the nunber of 
total items and the nunber of items on the boundary.
Seki Kowa’s terms and the formulae described in the Hojin w  Ho 
(Method for Magic Squares) are:
“Soshisu" (nunber of items) ; Put “Hosu" (degree),
square it, obtain "Soshisu".
“Kyosekisu" (sum of item numbers); Put two “Soshisu"
(nunber of items) on two m e  (counting board rows, not magic square
rows), add one to the lower, multiply it by the upper, divide it by 
two, obtain “Kyosekisu" (sum of item nunbers).
“Jyuo Shakaku Heisekisu" (sura of one side); Put
“Kyosekisu" (sum of item numbers), divide it by “Hosu" (degree), 
obtain “Jyuo Shakaku Heisekisu" (sum of one side).
“25su" (increase of item); Add new “Hosu" (degree) with the
previous “Hosu" (degree), to obtain “Zosu" (increase of item). Then 
add it to each nunber of previous magic square, to obtain the numbers 
of now inner magic square.
"Sotaisu" (sum of each pair); Put “Soshisu" (nunber of
items), add one to it, to obtain “Sotaisu" (sum of each pair).
“Hyo(su),Risu" Put “Hosu" (degree), take away one from
it, multiply it by two. “Hyosu" H-jgfc (front numbers) are numbers 
from 1 to this number. “Risu" (back numbers) are numbers from 
“Soshisu" (nunber of items) going downwards(8 0)
That is, his formulae are (in algebraic notation):
“Hosu" = n
'‘Soshisu" = n 2 
“Kyosekisu" ( £ k 2 ) = n 2 (n2 +1) / 2  
‘Jyuo Shakaku Heisekisu" = n 2 (n2 +1) / 2 n  
“Zosu" =  2 n - 2 
“Sotaisu" = n 2 +1 
“Hyosu" : 1, 2,— , 2 (n - 1)
“Risu” :n 2 , n 2 - 1, n 2 - 2  (n - 1) +  1
“Zosu" (increase of item) is half the numbers of items in the outermost 
boundary, and is the number to add to the core magic square. Seki Kowa
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described these numbers clearly, then he explained the general method to 
arrange pairs. He classified all magic squares into three categories, “Ki 
Hojin" (odd nunber degree magic squares), "Tan-gu Hojin"!^/^ (oddly-
even number ( 4 n — 2 ) degree magic squares) and "So-gu Hojin" 
(doubly-even number (4 n) degree magic squares). The details will be 
described from section H-4-b to H-4-d.
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(b) Odd nunber degree magic squares
Seki Kowa confuted how many items needed to be added to make the next large 
magic square, then he arranged "Ilyosu" (front numbers) and JJRisQ" (back nunbers) 
around the outer circumference of the new magic square symmetrically. The 
method of arrangement for odd degree magic squares is as follows.
The degree to be is n = 2 m +  1 : We will demonstrate with an eleven degree 
magic square, therefore the value m, (his term was "Ko Dan Su" (nunber
of A, see Fig.5-1)), is 5. The direction of row is from right to left 
normally.
First, arrange of "Hyo su" (Front Numbers) (see Fig. 5-1);
Put 1 next to top-right comer, arrange m  numbers, from 1 to m  
from here. The direction is clockwise, arriving at the comer to the 
below.
Arrange ( m — 1 ) numbers, his term was “Otsu Dan Su”
(number of B> from (m+ 1 ) to 2 m -  1 ) > from the third position 
on the top row to the left.
Arrange ( m +  1 ) numbers, his term was “Hei Dan Su”
(number of C, from 2 m  to 3 m)> from the next position of A 
downwards.
Arrange m  nimbers, his term was "Tei Dan Su" Tlxlfr (number of D„ 
. from (3m  +  1) to 4 m), from the next position from B to the 
left. <81)
Second, arrange 'Hi Su” (back nimbers) symmetrically with the front nunbers; 
the corner nunbers are arranged diagonally.
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119
118
117
112
111
110 qc)
109
108
107
120 103 104 105 113106 114 115 116 121 102
Fig. 5-1
—  12 6 —
Third, interchange some items, the method is;
Interchange m  columns from 1 symmetrically. 
Interchange rn rows similar with it. C82)
m
V
20
119
118
117
112
11
12
13
14
15
19 18 17 16 113 114 115 116
120 103
121
3
4
5 
10
111
110
109
108
107
104 105 106 9 8 7 6 102
m
-HL
Fig. 5-2
We cannot know how he found this interchanging method, but Fig. 5-2 is 
certainly a perimeter magic square.
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(c) Doubly-even degree magic squares
“So Gu Ho" (doubly-even degree magic squares) were aiso obtained by a 
similar method, as follows. We will explain the case of a twelve degree magic 
stpiare, n = 4m, so m  is 3 (see Fig. 5-3).
Arrange ( 4 m — 2) numbers, his term was *'K6 Dan Su" (A, from 
1 to (4m — 2 ))> from the third position of the top row to the left.
Arrange two numbers, his term was "Otsu Dan Su" (B, (4m - 1 )
and 4 m, from the tcp-right comer to the left.
Arrange ( 4 m — 2) nunbers, his term was “Hsi Dan Su" (C , from
( 4 m  + 1) to (8m~2))> from just below the top-right comer 
downwards. (83)
Interchange within the columns;
Interchange two numbers, the fourth and fifth position from top- 
right comer. Do not interchange next two numbers. Interchange next 
two numbers, do not interchange next two numbers. Continue 
interchanging in the same way. (84)
Interchange within the rows;
Interchange two numbers from the top-right corner. Do not 
interchange next two numbers, interchange next two numbers. Do not 
interchange next two numbers, interchange next two numbers. 
Interchange in the same way until the third position from bottom-right 
corner is readied. (85)
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T m =rY
132
131
130
129
128
127 4 m — 2
126
125
124
123
134 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 133 135
Fig. 5-3
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11 8 138 139 142 143 12 10
13
131
130
16
17
127
126
20
21
123
134 136 137 7 6 140 141 3 2 144 133
[132
14
15 
129 
128
18
19
125
124
22
H35
Fig. 5-4
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{(i) Oddly-even degree magic squares
“Tan Gfl Ho" {oddly-even degree magic squares) were also obtained by a 
similar method, as follows. We will explain the case of a fourteen degree magic 
square, n =  4 m l  2 , so m  Is 3 - (see Fig. 5-5)
Arrange 4 m  nimbers, his term was “Ko Dan Su" (A, from 1 to 
4 m) » from the third position on the top row to the right.
Arrange 4 m  numbers, his term was “Otsu Dan Su" (B » from ( 4 
m +  1) to 8m), from the top-right comer downwards until the third 
position from the bottom-right comer.
Then arrange one number, his term was “Hei Dan Su" (C » the number 
( 8 m +  1 ))» left of the top-right comer, arrange one number, his 
term was "Tei Dan Su" ( D , ( 8 m  + 2 ) ) above the right-bottom
comer. (8G)
Interchanging by columns;
Interchange three numbers from the top-right corner. Do not 
interchange next two numbers, interchange next two nunbers. Do not 
interchange next two numbers, interchange next two numbers. Continue 
until the third position from top-left comer is reached. (87)
Interchanging by rows;
Interchange in one row below top-right comer (2nd row). Do not 
interchange next two numbers, interchange next two numbers. Do not 
interchange next two numbers, interchange next two numbers, Continre 
interchanging until second last row. <8 8)
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1 (C)
183
182
181
L80
179
178 4 m
177 dB)
176
175
174
173
171 1 (D)
184 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 194193 195 196 185172
Fig. 5-5
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181
180
179
178
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176
175
174
173
171
184 186 189 190 193 194 185
Fig. 5-6
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(6) Conclusion
(a) Studies of magic squares in the Edo period, Japan
Seko Kowa's method was based on calculation. The magic square is a 
geometrical matter at first glance, but he solved the problems by calculation.
He probably used a particular calculating tool such as the abacus. Seki Kowa 
could make any degree magic squares by those methods. His method was the 
application of the “stratiform pair method". He was influenced by the Yang Hui 
Sum Fa and some Japanese mathematicians' methods, so his method was not totally 
original. However, he was first to find the method of arrangement (89) . He 
advanced step by step, and this was a most important advance. The study of 
magic squares as "normal science" had been transfered to another culture, i.e., 
from China to Japan. During the Edo period in Japan, mathematicians continued 
to study magic squares.
Now, we list the studies of magic squares by Japanese mathematicians (90> .
Author
Isomura Yoshinori 
(d. 1710) 
Muramatsu Shigekiyo
wmm (d, 1695)
Sato Masaoki
(f1.1669) 
Hoshino Sanenobu 
M F M :  (1628-1699) 
Isomura Yoshinori
mmm. (d.mo)
Seki Kowa
Title
Sampo Ketsugi Sho
Sanso
Sampo Kongmrki
Ko Ko Gen Sho
mmsp
Kashiragaki 
Sampo Kongen~ki
tioj in no Ho
year Subject 
1659 the question of making 19 
degree magic square 
1663 the 19 degree magic square
1669 the 19 degree magic square
1672 the 20 degree magic square
1684 the 19 degree magic square
(It is the same as Sanso*s 
magic square.)
1683 any degree magic squares
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m  m i  (1642-1708) 
Tanaka Yoshizane
(1651-1719) 
Ando Yueki
mpfffi: (1624-1708) 
Suzuki Shigetsugu 
(f1.1694) 
Takebe Katahiro 
I S ® ;  (1664-1739) 
Matsunaga Yoshisuke 
(d. 1744) 
Kurushima Yoshita 
(d. 1755) 
Kurushima Yoshita 
(d-1755) 
Nakane Hikodate?
d7oi-i76i) 
Murai Chuzen 
f f l W m  (1708-1797) 
Matsuoka Yoshikazu 
(1737-1803)
Rafaisho Kigan.
Ki Gu Ho Su.
Nakata Takahiro
(1739-1802)
Sampo Choho-ki 
Hojin Shin-jut su 
Hoj in Shin-jutsu
W f f i m
Ku-shi I bo 
Ritsu Hojin 
Kanja Otogizoshi
m m m m -
Sampo Doshi Mon 
Hojin Bnjin Kai
- m w m
Hoj in Genritsu 
Hojin Genkai
1683 any degree magic squares
another method of Seki’s one 
1694 up to 30 degree magic
squares
1694 Yang Hui’s method for 5
degree magic squares 
(1760) "diagonal methods"
? Yang Hui’s method for odd
degree magic squares 
1755 “totter method"
1755 a 4 degree magic cube
1743 magic squares using the
same value items 
1784 new diagonal method
? using matrix symbols
1790’s? 5 degree magic squares
? a new stratiform method
Shi Hojin Renrjutsu ?
Shi Hoj in Tanrjutsu ?
Yamaji Shuju Sekiryu Go Hoj in Hensu
4 degree magic squares
4 degree magic squares
a new stratiform method
Ju.tsu.ro mrabini Sukai 1771
l!jg&£8& (1704-1772)
9
Aida Yasuaki
(1747-1817) 
Aida Yasuaki
Ishiguro Nobuyoshi 
(1760-1836)
Go Hojin Hensu-jutsu ?
Uchida Kyumei
(d. 1868) 
Ichikawa Yukihide
Okayu Yasumoto
Komatsu Donsai
/NS&BSf (1800-1868)
Sato Mototatsu
(1819-1896) 
Hagiwara Teisuke
(1828-1909)
Ho-Enjin no Ho ?
Hoj in Henkan no Jutsu ? 
Shi Hojin Hensu ?
Hojin Henkan-jutsu. ?
Hoj in no Ho 
Gorei Sampo
1825
(=13
Sampo Seimon Sho 1840 
Hojin Puretsurho ? 
Sampo Hoj in Enj inr jutsu ?
a new stratiform method
transforming magic squares
computing how many varia­
tions of the same M.S. 
four degree magic squares
valiations of four degree 
magic squares 
a new interchange method
1836 a new interchange method
Haohi Hoj in ?
/ x m
diagonal methods (the same 
as Takebe’s method) 
a new interchange method 
(similar to Matsunaga’s) 
a new diagonal method
a perfect 8 degree magic 
square
Seki Kowa had already created the method for eoqposing all magic squares in 
18th century, therefore later mathematicians could continue to study more 
advanced methods of making magic squares. Some mathematicians, Tanaka, 
Matsunaga and Uchida, studied magic squares in a similar way to that of Seki 
Kowa, i.e., classifying magic squares into three categories, then considering
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separate methods of composition*
Another inportant method is Takebe Katahiro's (1664-1739). He is a
student of Seki Kowa. His method, for example in the case of a seven degree 
magic square, is:
i ) Arrange a natural square (Fig. 6-1).
ii) Thus four lines or rows are already the same as the lines in a 
magic square. These are the middle column, the middle row and the 
two diagonal lines. The diagonal line from top-rigjht to bottom-left 
is called “Usha" (right diagonal) and the other is called
“Sasha" (left diagonal).
iii) Arrange the original middle row as the new “Usha", the original 
“Usha" as the new middle column, the original middle column as the 
new “Sasha", the original "Sasha" as the new middle row (Fig. 6-2).
iv) Reverse the middle column and row, interchange the "Usha" and 
the “Sasha" (Fig. 6-3).
v ) There are some irregularities (Fig. 6-4), but these are able to be 
corrected by interchanging one item in each column and row. For 
example, interchange 15 and 29, or 21 and 35 for correcting third and 
fifth row.
43 36 29 22 15 8 1 22 1 4
44 37 30 23 16 9 2 23 9 11
45 38 31 24 17 10 3 24 17 18
46 39 22 25 18 11 4 43 37 31 25 19 13 7
47 40 33 26 19 12 5 22 33 26
48 41 34 27 20 13 6 39 41 27
49 42 35 28 21 14 7 46 49 28
Fig. 6-1 Fig. 6-2
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+42 +28 +14 -14 -28 -42
4 49 28 -6 4 <36>(29) 49 (15)< 8> 28
11 41 27 -4 <44> 11 (30) 41 (16) 27 < 2>
18 33 26 -2 <45>(38) 18 33 26 (10)< 3>
7 13 19 25 31 37 43 7 13 19 25 31 37 43
24 17 32 +2 <47>(40) 24 17 32 (12)< 5>
23 9 39 +4 <48> 23 (34) 9 (20) 39 < 6>
22 1 46 +8 22 <42>(35) 1 (21)<14> 46
Fig. 6-3 Fig. 6-4
Takebe Katahiro’s method was also applied by later Japanese mathematicians 
such as Murai Chuzen (1708-1797), Mikayu Yasumoto (fl.1840)
and Sato Mototatsu (1819-1896).
As given above, Japanese mathematicians regarded the works of Japanese 
mathematicians in the 18th century as immortal, and the studies of magic 
squares were advanced in Japan. In any case, it is certain that Japanese 
mathematicians’, at least Seki Kowa’s, most important reference book was the 
Yang thi Sum Fa whether directly or indirectly referred to.
(b) Studies of magic squares in the Qing dynasty, China
On other hand, Chinese mathematics in the Qing dynasty did not admit that 
the magic square was a part of mathematics. Mei Juedieng (1681-1763)
suggested;
The original book (Sum Fa Tong Tung) drew "He Tu" and "Luo Shu" 
in the initial volumes. They seemed to be mathematics at first 
glance because they used numbers. Ffcwever they were used for future- 
telling, and all books about divination commented on them. Since they 
were not useful for arithmetic, they were omitted in this book <91) .
Most works in Sum Fa Tong Zong were imitations of Yang Hui Sum Fa s magic 
squares, however an in^ jortant explanation was given in Sum Fa Tong Zong (see 
section H-3-d).
But, in the Qing dynasty, magic squares were no more considered mathematics.
Magic squares of Shu Du. Yan (Generalisations on Numbers) by Fang
Zhongtong (17c) in 1661 was an imitation of Suan Fa Tong Zong(92) ,
although he corrected Cheng Dawei’s mistake, (concerning a five degree magic 
square.) Let us make a table of magic squares in Yang Hui Sum Fa, Sum Fa 
Tong Zong and Shu Du Yan.. In the table, “='* is the same as Yang Hui Sum Fa1 s 
magic square, " =" is similar to Yang Hui Sum Fa’ s magic square, and "no" is 
no figure.
degree Yang Hui Sum Fa (1275) Sum Fa Tong Tung (1592) Shu Du. Yan (1661)
3 “Luo Shu” = =
4 "Ikia Shi-Liu Hi” no no
"Hua Shi-Liu Yin l\i" = =
5 “Wu Wu Tu" = (error) = original
“Wu Wu Yin 'hi" no no
6 "Liu Liu TU" no no
“Liu Liu Yin Th" = = SFTZ
7 “Yan Shu TU" = =
“Yan Shu Yin Tu" no no
8 "Yi Shu Tu"
“Yi Shu Yin Tu" no no
9 “Jiu Jiu Tu" =  =
10 “Bai Zi Tu" =  =
TABLE 4 MAGIC SQUARES IN THE QING DYNASTY
It was the age of introduction of modem western science. It cannot be said 
that the studies of magic squares were influential although it was very 
influential in Japan. I suspect it was no accident that Mao JinTs manuscript 
of Yang Hui Sum Fa omitted the part concerning magic squares, which is the 
first chapter of the Xu Gu Thai Qi Sum Fa.
One reason for this was that there were no systematic schools for 
mathematics in China <93) . In contrast, there were many schools called 
Terakoya and they were competitors among themselves in Japan. Most
Japanese mathematicians were teachers of mathematics, and magic squares were a 
good advertisement for their schools.
Magic squares were an embodiment of philosophy in China. But it was also a 
kind of hobby for Japanese mathematicians. It was often said that Japanese 
mathematics was “Muyo no (the practical use for impractical use).
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The magic square is a typical example of this.
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Iff: THE A N A L Y S I S  FOR S O L V I N G  
I N D E T E R M  I NATE E Q U A T I O N S
(1) Study history
It is said that indeterminate equations are classified into two categories 
(*l) , “the Sunzi Theorem" (lit. the Master Sun's Theorem, the Chinese
remainder theorem) and development, and “Bai Ji Shu" (One Hundred Fowls
problem) (*2) . But these two problems are not the same in their origin, their 
solution or their developments, such as the way Yang Hui (f1.1274) classified 
them in traditional Chinese mathematical thought (*3).
In this chapter, we will only consider “the Sunzi Theorem" and its 
development, because we wish to compare with Seki Kowa's work.
These fields of indeterminate equations have been studied by many historians 
of mathematics . Since Wylie (fl.1852) {*5) introduced the subject in 1852, 
all books about the history of Chinese mathematics have devoted several pages 
to it. The work of Mikami Yoshio FLbiii# (1875-1950) {*6) is one of the 
oldest analyses using modem mathematics, while the work of Li Yan (1892- 
1963) c*7) was one of the most complete studies about “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu"
— (The Technique of Acquiring “One” in Dayan), development of "the Sunzi 
Theorem" (the Chinese remainder theorem). Qian Baocong (1892-1974) {*8>
discussed the relation of indeterminate equations with astronomy, and the 
method of “Jiu Ding Shu" (the method of finding mutually prime nunbers).
lii the Occident, Needham's (b.1900) works (*9) provide one of the most 
complete discussions. Libbrecht (f1.1973) ao) compared “Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" 
(the General Solution of Dayan Problems) with Indian and Western 
mathematics; moreover he solved most of the problems concerning relations 
between “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" and Indian work, and posed the problem of making 
mutually prime nunfcers. Lu Zifang gH1#  (1895-1964) tin and Li Jimin 
(b.1940) <12> analyzed the problems for astronomy, and specifically Li Jiming
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analyzed, using modern theorems, the remaining mathematical problems, that is, 
ascertaining what methods Qin Jiushao used, to greater or lesser effect, to make 
the divisors mutually prime.
On the other hand, Japanese mathematicians from the MeiJi period onwards, in 
spite of being trained in Western mathematics, also were based on the 
traditional pre-Meiji mathematics and therefore were able to analyse the old 
mathematics using Western mathematics. Hayashi Tsuruichi —  (1873-1946)(13) 
did his work in this age. Japanese mathematics was analysed completely by 
Fujiwara Shozaburo (1881-1946) (1 4) , including all problems of
indeterminate equations. In 1964, Kato Heizaemon (fl-1956)(15)
concluded historical studies of number theory in China and Japan. These three 
scholars understood that "Da-Yan Jiu Yi Shu" (or "Senkan-jutsu" which was
Seki Kowa’s term) involved the application of "Geng Xian Jian Sun"
(Mutual Subtraction Algorithm, “Chinese Euclid's Algorithm") C16) . They 
concluded that the traditional method is not the same as a series of numerators 
of continuing fractions <t7).
We will refer to the works of these scholars and compare Chinese and 
Japanese mathematics. Then we will consider the historical influence of 
Chinese mathematics on Japanese mathematics. Next we will consider how Japanese 
mathematicians solved the problems remaining at the beginning of the early Edo 
period, and vhether they made good use of Chinese works in the 13th century.
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(2) “The Sunzi Theorem1 (Chinese Remainder Theorem)
(a) In China
The origin of indeterminate equations is probably to be found in the 
construction of the calendar (18). When a new calendar was to be made, the 
first thing that was done was to compute "Shang Yuan Ji Nian" (the
accumulated years from the epoch) from certain conditions. In Chinese 
philosophy, "Shang Yuan'1 Jiju (the epoch) must be the starting point of the 
astronomical period. It was commonly thought that that year had to be the 
first year of sexagenary cycle, "Jia Zi" This year, in 1993, is the year
of "Gui You1 I ® ,  the 10th year of the sixty year cycle, let the "Shang Yuan
Ji Nian" be x, it is the same value as the congruence expression;
x-(10-l) (mod 60 )
= 9 (mod 60 )
Some specific conditions were assumed in the construction of each calendar. 
The first day of the epoch year, which is the winter solstice, had to be a new 
moon, which is the first day of a lunar month. For example, if it were 5th day 
of 11th lunar month at the winter solstice cm , the total number of days from 
the first day of the epoch year, be expressed asy, and one tropical year be 
given as 365 1/4 days. Thus it is the same value as the congruence expression;
y =  (5-1) (mod 365 1/4) 
ee 4 (mod 1461/4)
Every four years, 1461 days, the fraction is eliminated, thus;
y ee 4 (mod 1461) .
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Because the calendar was one of the most important things in an agricultural 
state like China, the method of solving indeterminate equations, which was the 
method of computing the length of iJShang Yuan Ji Nian", was also important in 
all ages in China.
In the field of mathematics, indeterminate equations also appeared early. 
It was recorded in question 26, chapter 3 of the Svmrzi Suan Jing 
(Master Sun's Mathematical Manual) , which is known as the question of “Wu Bu 
Zhi Qi Shu" (The Question of Unknown Number of Articles):
QUESTION: Now there are an unknown number of things. If we count 
by threes, there is a remainder 2; if we count by fives, there is a 
remainder 3; if we count by sevens, there is a remainder 2. Find the 
number of things.
ANSWER: 23
METHOD: If we count by threes and there is a remainder 2 put 
down 140. If we count by fives and there is a remainder 3 put down 6 
3. If we count by sevens and there is a remainder 2 put down 30. Add 
them to obtain 233 and subtract 210 to get the answer. If we count 
by threes and there is a remainder 1 put down 70. If we count by 
fives and there is a remainder 1 put down 21. If we count by sevens 
and there is a remainder 1 put down 15. When a number exceeds 106, 
the result is obtained by subtracting 105 to get the answer.C20)
The "question" of “Wu Bu Zhi Qi Shu" is equivalent to the following set of 
indeterminate equations:
x =  2 (mod 3)
= 3 (mod 5)
= 2 (mod 7)
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The “method", it is called “The Sunzi Theorem", gave the answer;
x =  2 x70+ 3x21+ 2x15 (mod 3x 5x 7)
= 233 (mod 105)
Xmi n —  23
This answer is the correct one, but Sunzi (fl. 4c) did not comment on 
the process. He suggested three nunbers, 70, 21 and 15. We can understand 
that these numbers are the products of the other two divisors. 21 is 3 times 
7, and 15 is 3 times 5.
Sunzi, however, did not give any comments about the meaning of these 
numbers. Moreover, the exception to this pattern occurs in the case of the 
first equation. For its treatment, the instruction is to "put 70 which when 
divided by 3 gives a remainder of 1" yet the product of the divisors of the 
second and third equations, 5 and 7, is 35, not 70. There is an integral factor 
of 2 that seems to come into play that is not accounted for in the description 
of the general method.
In the 13th century, Qin Jiushao suggested the meaning of these nunbers, so 
Sunzifs method was very probably the same as Qin JiushaoTs method. His method, 
however, described only the "junction" (the procedure of computation), but it is 
difficult to understand his method. Then historians of mathematics after Gauss 
(1777-1850) <2l) explained Qin Jiushao1 s method using Gauss’s mathematical 
symbols (22> . Let us express the problem in modern notation, Chinese terms 
are Qin Jiushao’s terms.
The Chinese remainder theorem is the method for solving simultaneous 
indeterminate equations, thus given equations are expressed generally;
x =  R, (mod a , ) (i=l,2,3..-n) -  (1.1)
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and with m = n a ; ("Yan Mu" (lit. extension mother)), m; = m / ' a l
(“Yan Shu" (lit. extension number)), that is to say, mi are the products 
of other divisors. And this ms has a strange character, it is 3 constants 
of ki , trfrich satisfies modulus equations, if mi and ai are mutually prime, 
i-e.., (mi , a i ) =  1 ;
k i irh =1 (mod a t )  (1.2)
Then multiply two sides of modulus equations (1.2) by R 5 ;
Because if;
a = b (mod d) , 
a c = b c (mod d) •
R s k m  i = R i (mod a i )
Thus each R, ki m  i satisfies one of modulus equations (1.1).
On the other hand, from definition of mi , we can see that
mi U i  (i ^j)
thus Ri ki mi | aj , that is to say,
R i k i m  i = 0  (mod a j )
And if;
a =  b (mod d) , 
a +  c =  b +  c (mod d) .
Therefore:
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R i k i  mi  + R 2 k 2 m 2 H h R n k n m n = R i  + 0  I  (-0 (modai )
=  0 + R 2 I  HO (moda2 )
=  0 -HO H H R n (mod a „ )
n
Thus HR; ki mi fulfils the condition of all modulus equations (1.1).
And there are fl a i cases in the permutation of the remainders, so x m> n is
A  - iy\,
less than Ha,,
x =  £Ri k; ms (mod m)
•t —r
x mi„ =  £R-, ki m t - p m  (pGI, P ^ O )
A ~ i
So in the case of “Wu Bu Zhi Qi Shu”, ai =3,5,7 (23) ; Rj =2,3,2;
ki = 2
k 2 =  1 
k 3 =  1
Thus;
ki mi =70 
k 2 m 2 =21 
k 3 m 3 =15
These are just the numbers which Sunzi suggested, i.e., Sunzi described the 
value of ki mi (“Fan Yong” gLftJ (lit. extensive use) which is Qin Jiushao’s 
term) in the “method”.
Ri (2) xki (2) Xmi (35) =  2 (mod3 ) =  0 (mod5 ) =  0 (mod7 )
R 2 (3) x k 2 (1) X m 2 (21) =  0 (mod3) = 3  (mod5 ) =  0 (mod7 )
R 3 (2) x k 3 (1) X m 3 (15) = 0 (mod3) =  0 (mod5 ) = 2  (mod7)
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ERi k i  mi (233) = 2  (mod3) = 3  (mod5) = 2  (mod7)
This process gives a correct answer as above. But two important points were 
not explained in Surtrzi Sum Jing.
One is: there are no comments on how k i is found. If Qin Jiushao had not 
explained this method, it would have been very difficult to understand it (this 
method will be described at section fl[-3-c).
The other is: the condition computing k , (see modulus equation (1.2) is;
(ms , a •, ) =  1 - 
(a , a j ) =  1
Thus all divisors must be mutually prime nunbers. The question of ll\hi Bu Zhi 
Qi Shu" is that divisors are already mutually prime, but when Chinese 
astronomers computed “Shan Yuan Ji Nian", the divisors were sometimes not 
mutually prime numbers. Therefore, if divisors were not mutually prime, the 
problem divisors must be changed to be mutually prime numbers. But Sunzi did 
not approach this subject. These two subjects remained for future ages.
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(b) In Japan
The Sunrzi Sum Jing was one of the most important mathematical texts used 
in the “Daigaku-ryo" (university) (24) during the Ritsuryo age
(710-1192), so "The Sunzi Theorem" was also studied there.
Then when the “Shogun age” {Upf? (1192-1867) (25) started. “Daigaku-ryo" 
fell into inactivity and decay but “The Sunzi Theorem" was not lost. We cannot 
find historical references in the Kamakura (1192-1333) period but there 
are some from the Muromaehi period (1336-1573): in the question of “Shichi 
Go San" (Seven-Five-Three) in the Kemmon Zakki (Things Seen
and Heard);
First, put 15 which when divided by 7 gives a remaining stone of 
1. Secondly, count 21 which when divided by 5 gives a remaining 
stone of 1. Thirdly, count 70 which when divided by 3 gives a 
remaining stone of 1. Then add these together, take away 105, and 
the renainder is the required number. <2G)
This is describing ki mi , the describing contents was actually the same 
as that found in the Sunrzi Sum Jing • Even divisors were not changed.
In the early Edo zip period, Jinteo-ki Sli&IS (Permanent Mathematics), 
which is one of the most famous mathematical books of that age also mentions 
indeterminate equations; question 42 of chapter 5 (2'n , “Hyaku-go Gen to Iukoto" 
(Subtracting 105):
A problem is stated which is equivalent to:
x =  2 (mod 7) =  1 (mod 5) =  2 (mod 3 )
The method was;
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First, put 15 which when divided by 7 gives a remainder of 1, so 
put 30. And put 21 which when divided by 5 gives a remainder of 1. 
And put 70 which when divided by 3 gives a remainder of 1, so put 140.
Then add these three numbers together, take away 105 (Z8) , a 
reminder, 86, is the required number.
It is about one thousand years ago that 'The Sunzi Theorem" was received in 
Japan. But it was only imitated, not applied. From the above evidence we can 
conclude that Japanese mathematics could not create a method to compute k s 
and could not even change a i from the values originally used in the Sm~zi Sum 
Jing .
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(3) The General Solution of Dayan Problems
(a) The name of “Da-Yan Shu” ;^CMr (Dayan Technique)
“Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" (The General Solution of Dayan Problems) is a method 
used in Qin JiushaoTs main work, the Shu. Sku. Jin Zhang (Mathematical Treatise 
in Nine Sections). The term “Da-Yan" also occured in the Da Yan Li 
(Dayan Calendar) (29). But there are not any similarities between "Da-Yan Zong 
Shu Shu" and the method of the Da Yan Li C30).
This mysterious term, "Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu”, is from one of the most 
important terms “Da-Yan" (lit. great extension) in chapter Xi Ci Zhian Sha
ng flll'fiLh (Comnentary on the Appended Judgment, part I) of the Yi Jing 
(the Book of Changes);
The number of total (“Da-Yan" is fifty. Of these, forty-
nine are used. (31)
We cannot understand what the “Da-Yan" is, but anyhow the “Da-Yan" is a 
symbol of the Yi Jing.
The similarity between the "Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" and the Yi Jing is 
suggested by Li Jimin. "'Da-Yan Shu* essentially means the solution of one 
degree indeterminate equations, and its primary meaning is based upon the 
concept of ‘residue*. The Yi Jing is based on the concept of ‘Yin Yang Qi Ou’
(even and odd numbers), the even and odd numbers composing the most 
simple and primitive system of residues" (32). Therefore Qin Jiushao chose the 
name of “Da-Yan".
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(b) The content of “Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" (The General Solution of
Dayan Problems)
The key to solving indeterminate equations involves two points, both found 
in the modulus equation (1.2) in section Ift“2-a. One is “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" ^  
^  (The Technique of Acquiring “One" in Dayan), which means the method for 
computing thek * , for which Qin Jiushao's term<33) is "Cheng Lii" 
(Multiplying Ratio). The other is to make mutually prime nimbers, “Ding Shu" 
(Definite Numbers, called a t hereafter) from “Wen Shu" fyjlgf (Problem 
Nunbers, called Ai hereafter), the original divisors in the questions.
So the "Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" consists of three steps, as follows:
[1] Changing the divisors of the question into mutually prime nunbers.
(Ai , A 2 1 An ) —^> (a 1 , 3 2  1 a n )
[2] Computing the k , -
“Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu” (The Technique of Acquiring "One" in Dayan)
[3] “Sunzi Theorem" (Chinese Remainder Theorem).
Let us consider each step in the following sections, H-2-c, d and e.
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(c) “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu” (The Technique of Acquiring "One" in Dayan)
Among these steps of "Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" (The General Solution of Dayan 
Problems), step [2] is very important, Qin Jiushao creates a mechanical method 
for computing ki using the algorithm of "Geng Xiang Jian Sun"
(“Chinese Euclid's Algorithm"). Libbrecht (34) translated it into English; let 
us follow his version and analyse the algorithm:
0  You multiply the “Ding Shu" /ggft (definite nunbers, a i ) with 
each other, and you get the “Yan Mu" ftfflfc (extension mother, called 
m  hereafter).
(2) You divide the "Yan Mu" (extension mother) by all the “Ding 
Shu" and you obtain the "Yan Shu" (extension numbers, called
mi hereafter).
0  Or you set up all the “Ding Shu" as "Mu" [factors] in the right 
column, and before all these, you set up the "Tian Yuan" 
(celestial element) 1 as "Zi" [factors] in the left column. By the 
“Mu" you mutually multiply the "Zi" and you get the “Yan Shu", too.
0  From all the “Yan Shu" you subtract all the [corresponding] 
"Ding Mu" as many times as possible. The part that does not suffice 
any more [literally, the incomplete part], is called the “Qi" 
[remainder].
0  Ch the “Qi" (remainder of step 0, called r 0 hereafter) and 
“Ding Shu" (definite numbers) one applies the “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu". 
With this method one will find the "Cheng Lu" (multiplying ratios). 
[Those of which one gets the remainder 1 are the "Cheng Lu"].
0  The "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" method says: Set up the “Qi" at the 
right hand above, the “Ding Shu" at the right hand below. Set up 
“Tian Yuan" 1 at the left hand above.
0  First divide the “right below", and the quotient obtained,
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multiply it by the "left below". Set it up the left hand below [in 
the second disposition].
0  After this, on the "upper" and "lower" of the right column, 
divide the larger number by the smaller one. Transit [the numbers to 
the following diagram] and divide them by each other. Next bring 
over the quotient obtained and cross-multiply with each other. Add 
the "upper" and the "lower" of the left column.
0  One has to go on until the last remainder ["Qi"] of the "upper 
right" is 1 and then one can stop. Then you examine the result on the 
"upper left"; take it as the "Cheng Lu".
©  Sometimes the "Qi" [remainder] is already 1; this is then the 
"Cheng Lu". (35)
A short explanation is in order concerning Qin Jiushao’s use of the terms 
"left", "right", "below" and "above" in his instructions for following "Geng 
Xiang Jian Cun" ("Chinese Euclid’s Algorithm").
Chinese mathematicians computed numerical values using counting rods on the 
counting board. They divided the counting board into four parts for this 
computation.
left above right above
left below rigjht below
In my explanation and analysis, I will respect this "matrix organization" by 
representing the result obtained at each step of the algorithm in the same 
graphical form (see Table 2-1, 2-2).
Qin Jiushao also used the very suggestive terms, "Tian Yuan" (celestial
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element), "Qi" (remainder) that can be more transparently represented using 
algebraic symbols. Li Yan’s work (3S) is the best in this regard, so I will use 
algebraic symbols which he defined to explain this algorithm.
The modem representation of the original problem is
x = R , (mod ai ).
Qin Jiushao set his terms up in a way that suggests the following 
correspondence:
algebraic symbols
7V.
m  =11 a i
mi — m / a  t
r o —  mi - q 0 x a ,
Qin Jiushao’s original text 
: 0  “Yan Mu" (extension mother)
: ®  “Yan Shu" $fJSf (extension numbers)
: 0  "Qi Shu" ilfggf (remainder of step 0)
The "Geng Xiang Jian Cun" computes the k t > “Cheng LU" which satisfy the 
indeterminate equations;
ki r o =  1 (mod a , ).
The method is a sort of “Euclid's Algorithm", i.e., divide the former 
divisor by the remainder until the last remainder becomes 1 (because the last 
remainder becomes the Greatest Common Divisor (called G.C.D. hereafter), thus it 
becomes 1).
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m i  =  q 0 x a i  +  r o  (37)
a i — q i x  r  o + r  i 
ro — Qz x r  i 1 r z 
r  i = q 3 x  r 2 +  r  3
r  (n-2) = q n r  („-n + r „  ( r .  = 1)
In order to transform these expressions into expressions using only r o and 
a i , Li Yan set up the following equations (some formulae were already 
explained by Qin Jiushao, as indicated by the circled indices in the translated 
text, e.g., 0, 0, etc.).
algebraic syiribols
P n q>i p (n-1) p (n-2)
CL n q n CL (n— L) CL (n — 2)
P  0 = 0  
Pi =  1
a~i =  0
a o =  1
Qin Jiushao1s original text 
none
00
none
none
(zero)
(D "Tian Yuan" (celestial element) <38)
Now we can clearly see how the remainders at each step (r n ) can be 
expressed in terms of r o and a i
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ri = p i as - a x r0 : 01 =1 , a i =Qi a 0 + ar_i = qi
r2 = -  (jO z a : - a 2 r0 ) : 02 = q 2 jOi + 0o . ffz = q2 a i + a 0
r 3 =  Ps ai - a s  r0 : 0 3 = q 3 jO2 -f-0i) a:3 = q 3 a2+<2:i
r a =( ~  1 ) n+l (j0„ a i
Because r „ = 1 ,
a„ r0 ) :
0  n q  n P  (n — 1) "t" P  <n — 2)
q n Ot (n-1) CZ <n —2)
a n To = I (mod a ( )
a, mi = 1 (mod a i )
ki — a n *
(2.1)
Qin Jiushao computed this algorithm on the counting board mechanically. 
According to Qin Jiushao1 s text, the a %k were put at "left above" and the a <2 
k_n were put at "left below" (see (J)- (g)) as in table 2-1. But we must pay 
attention to the paragraph which states that "One has to go on until the last 
remainder of the Jupper right1 is 1 and then one can stop." TTiat is to say, 
this operation is done an even number of times.
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a o =  1 r o (Qi ) 1 r o (q2 ) a 2 r 2
a~ =  0 a ; a i r i ~ > a i r i
(q2J Oi 2m r 2ni -1
> a  (2m— I) T  (2m— 1) ( 2 m = n )
TABUE 2-1 OPERATION OF "DA-YAN QIU YI SHU"
Sometimes r  <2k-n becanes 1 before reaching the computation of r2k» in an 
odd number of steps <3 91 . In this case, the answer is a (2k-n at "left 
below". However the answer is a negative (see expression (2.1)), so Qin 
Jiushao regards q ’ 2k as q 2k ~  1 (or r  2k — 1 <40)) and continues computing 
one more time to change the answer from negative to positive. Thus he is always 
able to obtain the answer a 1 2k at "left above".
.Q to 1 1id«1idc* (q2k“D Ot 2* Ot (2k-l) 1
.... Ot (2k- I) r (2k-1) -t Ot (2k- 1) 1
(q2k) Ot 2k =  SL i 0
Ot (2k-L) 1
TABLE 2-2 SPECIAL OPERATION OF “DA-YAN QIU YI SHU11
Let us consider that a T 2k is the positive answer using algebraic synfcols.
Because r 2k" 0 in formula (2.1)
a 2k r o = 0 (mod a i ) 
but (a , r o ) =  1» therefore
a, | a 2k (4l) .... ...........(2.2)
and Chinese (and Japanese) mathematicians regarded q f as q 2k- l,
Ot' 2k =  ( Q. 2k 1 ) Ot (2k-l) +  Ot <2k-2> *............. (2.3)
On the other hand
Ot 2k =  q 2k Ot {2k-l) H~ Ct (2k-2) 
ex' 2 k ~ ^ 2 k  Ot {2k— 1)
after formula (2.2)
ot 2k—  & 2k ot (2k-n (mod a i )
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=  —  a  <2k-n (mod a s )
and a (2k-u < 0
a' 2k> 0
on the other hand
(Q 2 k 1 ) ^ 1 )  <2 (2k-2> =  1
and from formula (2.3)
I CL 2k | > I QI (2k-1) I
Qin Jiushao, however, did not explain the case of table 2-2. This method 
was the same as the last step of computing “Deng Shu" (G.C.D) {42) , so he 
regarded this case as normal. In the Shu Shu Jin Thong, he used fourteen cases 
(43) of table 2-2.
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(d) Changing the divisors of the question into mutually prime numbers
In “Da Yan Qiu Yi Shu" (The Method of Acquiring "One" in Dayan) 
computations, the r n (°r r 2k) must be 1, otherwise the ki can not be 
obtained. r n (or r 2J  is the G.C.D. between mi and a, i , and mi = (II
a m ) /ai • Thus "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" requires that ail of a i be mutually 
prime. In order to treat problems in which the A* “Wen Shu” (problem numbers) 
are not mutually prime, Qin Jiushao created the method of acquiring mutually 
prime a i (“Yuan Shu") from the original divisors Ai *
This procedure seeks to construct a set of moduli whose numbers meet the 
following three conditions U4) :
(1) A: I a ; ( i -1,2, n )
(2) ( a i , a j ) =  1 (Vi, j ;• i V  j)
(3) IIam —  (Ai , A 2 j » An )
According to these three conditions, transform
rAi = K a ’ ,
Ai = K a 1 j (a1 m , a T „ ) =  I
lA k =  a 1 (k=l, 2,.. n; k ^  i» j)
into
r ai =  a T
a j = K a ’
A n 1 a„ , i.e., condition (1), thus R n is not changed;
b=Ri (mod Ai ) => b=Ri (mod a 5 )
b=Rj (mod A j ) <=> b=Ri (mod aj )
b - R k  (mod A k ) ^  b =  R k (mod a k ).
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According to the "Chinese Remainder Theorem", the answer X is as follows 
when divisors are a„ ,
X = Ri ki ms +Ri kj iru +  R k k k m k - c m
( m = n  a n , m m =  11 a „ / a ra , c£:N)
Letting X* =Ri ki iru +Rj ki m,- , 
we have
X — X ’ + R k k k m k - c m - 
Let us check whether this answer meets the original conditions:
X  = R P (mod A P ), (p=l, 2, --n)
All Ap , except Ai , are a P , therefore it is enough to consider the
remainders of the divisor A  i •
Moreover, the remainders of R k k k m k and cm, when divided by A P are:
R k kk m k = 0  (mod A P ) 
c m  = 0  (mod A P )
because m k |K, m k I a P and m  | K, m  | a„ , i.e., condition (3). 
Therefore, we will only consider the remainder of X 1 by the divisor Ai , 
or K a s • But the remainder of R, k t m*t divided by a s is not the same as
the remainder of R; ki mi when divided by K a  i , and the remainder of Rj
kj mi divided by a { is also not the same as the remainder of Rj kj mi
divided by K  a * . Because
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Ri ks mi =Ri (mod a-, )   (2.4)
and Rj ki mi - 0  (n»d a, ) , • . (2.5)
then
Ri ki ms ^Ri + p a i (mod K a i ) 
and Rjkjirij^O +qai (mod K a s ) *
(0 ^  p < K, 0 ^  q <K)
Thus we cannot consider the remainder of Ri ki mi and R } kj mi 
separately, so they must be considered together.
Let us consider the remainder of X ’ divided by K- 
Since m-, | K,
R> ki m, = 0  (mod K)   (2.6)
Oh the other hand,
Rj ki mi =Rj (mod ai )
or Rj kj mj =Rj (mod Ka' j )
Rj kj mi sRj (mod K)   (2.7)
From expressions (2.6) and (2.7), it follows that
(X* -Rj ) IK
From expressions (2.4) and (2.5),
(XT -R, ) |a,
(X' -Ri ) (Xf -Rj ) | Ka,
(X’ -Ri ) (X1 -Rj ) s o  (mod A, )
X f 2 - (Ri +Rj ) X ’ -R« Rj = 0  (mod A, )
X 1 sR, (mod Ai )
or X 1 =Rj (mod Ai )
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but (X1 -Ri ) I a; , therefore
X ’ =R, (mod As )
and
X^ R i  (mod Ai )
Therefore, by meeting the three conditions (1X2) and (3), it is possible to 
transform the "Wen Shu" numbers to "Ding Shu" numbers.
Then he considered how to change "Yuan Shu" numbers into mutually prime 
numbers. The general method, which he called "Yue Qi Fu Yue Ou"
(divide odd, do not divide even), was “using the algorithm of ‘Geng Xiang Jian 
Sun' ('Chinese Euclid Algorithm1), caipute the 'Deng Shu’ (G.C.D.). Divide the 
‘odd numbers1, do not divide 'the even ones1" (see historical material 
following).
Qin Jiushao used the terms “odd numbers" and "even numbers", but these are 
not actual odd and even numbers. In fact sometimes both are odd numbers or 
both are even numbers. These terms must sinply refer to "one side" and "the 
other".
Remaining one side and dividing the others, so the L.C.M. of processed 
numbers is the same as the L.C.M of original numbers.
We only considered the case when "Wen Shu” numbers are integral numbers
above, however Qin Jiushao also considered the cases of decimal fractions and
general fractions. He classified "Wen Shu" (problem numbers) into four 
categories, “Yuan Stw"jci& (lit. original numbers, integral nunbers), "Shou Shu" 
l&jgr (decimal fractions), "Tong Shu" (fractions) and "Fu Shu"
(multiples of ten). Qin Jiushao developed these categpries in order to treat 
astronomical constants, which are either decimal fractions or general 
fractions. For example, in question 2 of chapter 1 in Shu Shu Jiu Zhang 
(Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections), Qin Jiushao used 365 1/4, i.e., 
365.25, to number the days in one tropical year, and 29 499/940 to number the 
days in one lunar month. Thus these fractions had to be changed to “Yuan Shu"
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nunbers, then to “Ding Shu" (definite numbers).
His method was:
“Yuan Shu" (integral nunbers); first of all, using the algorithm of 
“Geng Xiang Jinn Sun" ("Chinese Euclid Algorithm"), compute the “Ceng 
(Shu)" ^  (i£) (lit. equal number, G.C.D.). Divide the odd numbers, 
do not divide the even ones(4 5). [Sometimes one divides and gets 5, 
and the other number is 10. In this case, one has to divide the even 
numbers and not the odd one. ] Sometimes all the numbers are even. 
After all the nunbers have been divided, we may keep only one even 
number.
Sometimes after dividing all the numbers there still remain 
numbers with “Deng (Shu)" (G.C.D.). Provisionally set them up until 
you can divide them with the others. Finally, find “Deng (Shu)" 
(G.C.D.) of ones you have provisionally set up and divide them. Or 
(if) all nunbers cannot be changed (to “Ding Shu" (definite numbers)), 
manage them as “Fu Shu" (multiply number).
“Shou Shu" (decimal fractions) are the nunbers whose last part is 
“Fen" 51 (1/10) or "Li" |g (1/100). Move “Wen Shu" (problem nunbers) 
some columns until they become integral numbers. Then manage them as 
“Yuan Shu" (integral numbers). Or choose any number as the 
denominator, change (“Wen Shu" (problem numbers)) into fractions 
(using chosen denominator). Then manage them as “Tong Shu" 
(fractions).
“Tong Shu" (fractions): Set up “Wen Shu" (problem nunbers), then 
transform the improper fraction into a proper fraction(4 6). These are 
named "Tong Shu" (fractions).
Coopute the “Zcng Deng (Shu)" (Jfc) (G.C.D. of all nunbers), 
(choose one number and) do not divide it, divide the others by "Zong 
Deng (Shu)" (G.C.D.). You obtain “Yuan Fa Shu" (lit. original
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method numbers). Manage them as “Yuan Shu" (integral nunber).
If the denominators are not mutually prime numbers, i.e., these 
are able to be reduced to a common denominator, do not use the 
original denominators. Compute "Deng (Shu)" (G.C.D.) of all 
denominators, do not divide one number, divide the others by “Deng 
(Shu)" (G.C.D.). You also obtain "Yuan Fa Shu" (original method 
numbers). Manage them as “Yuan Shu" (integral numbers).
“Fu Shu" (lit. multiplied number) is the “Wen Shu" (problem
number) whose last part is ten or more. Compute “Zong Deng (Shu)" 
(G.C.D. of all numbers) from all numbers, do not divide one number, 
divide the others by it. You obtain “Yuan Shu" (integral numbers).
Using the algorithm of “Geng Xiang Jian Sun" ("Chinese Euclid 
Algorithm"), compute "Deng (Shu)" (G.C.D.), divide the odd nunbers, do 
not divide the even ones. (Compute next “Deng (Shu)", divide the 
even numbers,) multiply the odd numbers by it ("Fu Cheng" W.3^ . 
(multiply again). Or divide the even nunbers, do not(47) divide the 
even ones. (Compute new “Deng (Shu)" (G.C.D.), divide the odd 
numbers,) multiply the even numbers by it. Or if nunbers still have 
“Deng (Shu)" (G.C.D.), compute “Xu Deng (Shu)" (J&) " (next
G.C.D.) and divide the one by next G.C.D. and multiply another by next 
G.C.D.. You obtain “Ding Shu" (Definite Numbers). In three 
categories of "Yuan Shu" (integral number), “Shou Shu" (decimal 
fraction) and "Tcng Shu" (fraction), you must sometimes do “Fu Cheng" 
(multiply again). In this case, do this procedure. {48>
He explained these four categories, and considered the cases in which the 
divisors were fractions, decimal fractions, multiplies of ten and integral 
numbers. First, he transformed them into integral nunbers.
In the case of “Shou Shu" (decimal fraction); “move ‘Wen ShuT some columns 
until it becomes an integral number". That is to say,
365.25 ->36525.
There is no example of "Shou Shu" numbers in the S/m Shu Jiu Zhang. And 
"Shou Shu" numbers are sometimes transformed into "Tong Shu" (fractions). It is 
very probable that "Shou Shu" numbers were more difficult than "Tong Shu" 
nuntoers for Chinese mathematicians in that age.
365.25 >365 1/4
The general method of "Tong Shu" numbers is; "transform the improper 
fraction into a proper fraction", and use only the numerator.
365 1/4=1461/4 >^1461 
That is, Qin Jiushao regarded "1/4" as the unit.
The question of "Gu Li Kuai Ji" (L.C.M. of the ancient calendar),
question 2 of chapter 1 in the Shu. Shu Jiu Zhang treats the cases in which "Wen
Shu" nunbers are 365 1/4 , 29 499/940 and 60.
365 1/4 > 1461/4 -> 1461 X940 Xl >1373340
29 499/940 ->27759/940 ->27759 X 4 X U  111036
60 60/1 -> 60 x940 x4 -> 225600
Then "Conpute the Deng Shu* (G.C.D.), do not divide one by it, divide the 
others by the ‘Deng Shu* (G.C.D.). You obtain ‘Yuan Fa Shu* mnribers."
The G.C.D. is 12;
(1373340, 111036, 225600)= 12
Thus "Yuan Fa Shu" nunbers are;
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1373340 ->1373340/12 = 114445 
111036 -> 111036/12 =  9253
225600 -> 225600 =  225600.
Generally, a “Yuan Fa Shu" number is one of “Yuan Shu" nunbers, thus he used 
the general method;
(225600, 9253) =  1,
225600 “> 225600 
^9253 -> 9253
then (114445, 225600) =  235,
,114445 -> 114445/235 =  487
1225600 ~> 225600 =  225600
then
487
9253
(487, 9253) =  
► 487
9253/487
487,
487
19
Thus
' A i =114445 r a , =  487
A 2 =  9253 -  ■ a 2 =  19
A 3 =225600 w a 3 =225600.
The special case is when the numerators are not mutually prime numbers, 
i.e., these are able to be reduced to a common denominator. This question, 
question 2 of chapter 1, is this special case, but Qin Jiushao did not use this 
special procedure " “Do not use the original denominators. Coqpute “Deng (Shu)" 
(G.C.D.) of all denominators, do not divide one number, divide the others by 
‘Deng Shuf (G.C.D.). You also obtain “Yuan Fa Shu" (original method numbers)11.
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Thus
{4, 940) = 4
365 1/4 -> 1461/4 -> 1461x940 x 1/4 -> 343335
29 499/940 -> 27759/940^ 27759 X 4 x 1/4 -> 27759 
60 GO/1 -> 60x940 x 4 > 225699
These "Yuan Fa Shu" numbers are not the same as the above, but by the 
general method of "Yuan Shu" numbers, we can obtain the same "Ding Shu" nunbers 
as the above.
(225600, 27759) =  3,
27759 -> 27759/3 =  9253
225600 -> 225600 =225600
then (343335, 225600) =  705,
343335 -> 343335/705 =  487
225600 -> 225600 =225600
then
Thus
(487, 9253) = 487,
r 487 —> 487 = 487
9253 -> 9253/487 = 19.
Ai ’ =343335 
A 2 t = 27759 
A 3 1 =225699
ai = 487
SL 2 —  19
a 3 =225600.
In this example, this method is a similar process to the above, thus Qin 
Jiushao used the general method of ‘Tong Shu" numbers.
In the case of "Fu Shu" nunbers, the method is "Compute 'Deng Shu* (G.C.D.)
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from all nunbers, do not divide one number by it, divide the others by the G.C. 
D. You obtain ‘Yuan ShuV
The question of “Cheng Xing Ji Di" (measuring distance), question
2 of chapter 2 in the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang, is a typical example of “Fu Shu" 
numbers, Qin Jiushao made from “Wen Shu" numbers;
r Ai = 300 (= 2 2 X 3 x 5 2 )
- Az = 240 (rr24 x 3 X 5 )
 ^A 3 = 180 (= 2 2 x 3 2 X 5 ) ,
G.C.D. among them is 60, do not divide Ai 5 but divide A z and A 3 by the 
G.C.D., into "Yuan Shu" numbers;
r Ai * =  300 
■ A* ' = 4
' = 3.
These “Yuan Shu" numbers are not mutually prime, thus we must continue to 
reduce. But "‘Yuan Shu’" nunbers transformed from "Fu Shu" numbers are special 
characters; the L.C.M. of '“Yuan Shuf" numbers tranaformed from "Fu Shu" numbers 
is equal to the G.C.D. of "Wen Shu" numbers, i.e.,
CAi A 2 f» A 3 1 !) =  (Ai » A 2 1 A 3 ) j
thus they must be transformed by the "Fu Cheng" operation — "Compute next 
Deng Shu*, divide the even nunbers, and multiply the odd numbers by it".
These nunbers are transformed into 
a i =  25 
a —  16 
a 3 — 9,
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by the "Fu Cheng" operation twice;
(300, 4) =  4 
300 -> 300/4 =  75
1 4 -> 4x4 =  16,
then
(75, 3 ) =  3 
r 75 75/ 3= 25
3 ~> 3x 3=  9.
And these ‘Ding Shu" nunbers meet three conditions.
Concluding the above, the relationship of the four categories of "Wen Shu" 
numbers and "Ding Shu” numbers is as in table 2-3.
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“Yuan Shu" {integral mnters) "Divide ones, do not divide another." '
“Shoo Shu” ------
{decimal fractions)
1
“Tong Shu” — ----
{fractions)
uFu Shu" ------------- > IJFu Cheng"
(multiplied numbers)
'Ding Shu" (definite numbers)
TABLE 2-3 The relationship of the four categories and "Ding Shu"
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(e) “Fu Cheng11 (multiply again)
The "Fu Cheng” (multiply again) operation is the special case of "Yuan Shu" 
numbers, while the general case of "Fu Shu" nunbers.
The “Fu Cheng" operation is carried out when there is a remaining (next) 
G.C.D. after dividing one side by the first G.C.D.. In this case, operators 
must continue dividing one side by the next G.C.D., and, to assume the L.C.M. 
remains unchanged, multiply the other by the next G.C.D.. Qin Jiushao expressed 
it thus: "using the algorithm of ‘Geng Xiang Jian Sun’ ('Chinese Euclid 
Algorithm'), conpute 'Deng Shu’ (G.C.D.), divide the odd nunbers, do not divide 
the even ones. (Compute next 'Deng Shu’, divide the even numbers,) multiply 
the odd nunbers by it".
This explanation is given in a part of "Fu Shu" numbers, that is, he 
regarded the "Fu Cheng" operation as the general method of "Fu Shu" numbers. 
But the "Fu Cheng" operation is neither a necessary condition nor a sufficient 
condition for transforming "Fu Shu" nunbers into "Ding Shu" nunbers. Of course, 
there is the first G.C.D., which is a multiple of ten, among "Fu Shu" nunbers. 
Thus next operation is "Fu Cheng" operation after the first transformation, if 
there is a next G.C.D.. But there is sometimes no next G.C.D. among "Fu Shu" 
nunbers after the first transformation. On the other hand, in some cases of 
“Yuan Shu" nunbers, the "Fu Cheng" operation must be done (I will consider the 
case in which we must perform the “Fu Cheng" operation in the next paragraph). 
Therefore the "Fu Cheng" operation must be independent from his four categories 
as in table 2-3.
Why did Qin Jiushao describe the “Fu Cheng" operation in the part concerning 
“Fu Shu"? Are not there any relations between the "Fu Cheng" operation and "Fu 
Shu" nunbers? Let us consider this problem. First, we will consider the 
general formula of "Wen Shu" in the case of "Fu Cheng" operation, then consider 
the relation between the "Fu Cheng" operation and "Fu Shu" nunbers.
First of all, resolve two “Wen Shu" into factors. And let us consider the
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case in which there is one kind of caimon prime factor, i.e.,
A, =an+k 0 Ai , Am e I
Am — a n O). a' prime nunbers
0, co- possibly composite factors 
k, n ^  1
The G.C.D. between Ai and Am is a n , so divide one of them by it, do not 
divide the other. If A t were divided and Am was not divided, they would 
become
A, 1 =ak 0
Am = a n &).
There is new G.C.D. between At ’ and Am > a:min(k- n). Thus we must do the
“Fu Cheng11 operation, divide A m by the new G.C.D., and multiply At ’ by new
G.C.D..
A, " = an+k 0
Am 1 =a° (D
But if Am were divided first, the answer would be the same as At 11 and 
Am 1 directly. Thus it is not necessary to do the “Fu Cheng11 operation.
Considering the above, in the case of one kind of cannon prime factor, we 
can avoid doing the “Fu Chang11 operation if we choose to divide first by the
Am with larger power of a .
There are, however, some cases in which we must do the "Fu Cheng11 operation 
in the cases of multiple cannon factors between "Wen Shu11. This is the case in 
which Ai and Aj can be written in the following forms:
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Ai =  a n+k 0
A, &'"+i o) ..................... (2.8)
At , A , G I  
a , /3: prime nunbers.
0, co: possibly composite factors 
k, 1, m, n ^  1
The first G.C.D. is a" jSm ; divide A, by it and do not divide A, , or 
divide Aj by it and do not divide Ai , but there is still new G.C.D. in both 
cases. Thus we must do the "Fu Cheng11 operation.
a' 0 ("Fu Cheng11)
» 1 a n fim+l [amin (k-n) ]
A-, 
A j ■[ a n B m 1
a a+k 0 ("Fu Cheng11) 
B x c o [ B mi n(Um) ]
aj = a nK 0
v a j =  jSm+l oj
If there is still G.C.D. after the first "Fu Cheng" operation, we continue 
to do the "Fu Cheng" operation, so we can obtain the "Ding Shu" numbers <49). 
This method was the same as Seki Kowa’s (see section H-3-h).
In any event, the final result is the same, and this meets three conditions;
(1) a i | Ai , a j j Aj
(2) (a i , a j ) =  1
(3) a i  x a i  =  (A i , A j  ) (= a a+k £ m+1 0co)
Next, we must consider "Fh Shu" nunbers. These are the nunbers of multiple 
of ten. And the number ten is the product of two prime numbers, two and five,
i.e., it Is the case of a —  2 and 5 in formula 2-8. Of course, only
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the number ten itself does not meet the condition of formula 2-8. For example, 
the ease of Ai =30, Aj =70, it is not necessary to do the "Fu Cheng" 
operation;
(30, 70) — [10]->(3, 70)
— [10]->(30, 7)
The numbers 2 and 5, however, are two of the simplest prime numbers. 
Sometimes Ai , rather than Ai /10, is a multiple of 2 and Aj , rather than
Ai /10, is a multiple of 5. In this case, we must do the "Fu Cheng" operation.
And these cases are not rare case. For example, i f As =20 and Aj =50,
(20, 50) -[103^(2, 50) -[2] ->(4, 25)
— [10]->(20, 5) -[5] ~*(4, 25)
If the other factors of "Fu Shu" numbers met the condition of formula 2-7, 
of course, it would be the case of "Fu Cheng" operation. Therefore the 
probability of “Fu Cheng" operation in "Fu Shu" numbers is stronger than in 
"Yuan Shu" nunbers. If the cases in which the one side met the condition of 
formula 2-7 were “Fu Cheng" operation, they would be stronger than the “general" 
operation. I think very probably that Qin Jiushao found many examples of "Fu 
Cheng" operations among "Fu Shu" numbers, and that he therefore regarded the 
"Fu Cheng" operation as the general operation in “Fu Shu" nunbers.
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(f) “Jian Guan Shu” jgflffljf (the Technique of Cutting Lengths of Thbe)
in the Yang Mi Sum Fa (Yang Hut *s Method of Computation)
The indeterminate equations in the Yang Mi Sum Fa (Yang Hui’s Method of 
Computation) are very simple though the Yang Hui Sum Fa was published after Shu 
Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections). And even the terms of 
the Yang Hui Sum Fa also differ from the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. TVw key issues for 
solving indeterminate equations: "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu11 (The Technique of 
Acquiring "One" in Dayan) and for making a , mutually prime, are not described 
in the Yang Mi Sum Fa.
The problems of the Yang Hui Sum Fa are:
x =  2 (mod 3) = 3 (mod 5) = 2 (mod 7)
x =  2 (mod 3) = 3 (mod 5) = 0 (mod 7)
x =  1 (mod 7) = 2 (mod 8) = 3 (mod 9)
x — 3 (mod 11) = 2 (mod 12) ee 1 (mod 13)
x =  1 (mod 2) = 2 (mod 5) = 3 (mod 7) =  4 (mod 9)
These divisors are not the same as in Sun-zi Suan Jing (Master Sun’s 
Mathematical Manual) — Yang Hui had advanced a little beyond the 4th century 
treatise. But the divisors in the problems are already mutually prime as given. 
The methods put forth in the Yang Hui Sum Fa to solve these problems are on 
the level of those given in the Sunrzi Sum Jing, and do not attain the level of 
the solutions found in the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. As indicated in chapter 1, above, 
there is good evidence that Seki Kowa had access to the Yang Hui Sum Fa, but 
did not study the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. As for the comparison of his methods and 
the methods presented in the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang, I shall return to this point in 
my conclusion to this chapter, after a thorough analysis of the methods of the 
Yang Mi Sum Fa.
The Yang Hui Sum Fa usually uses the term “Jian Guan Shu” (the
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Technique of Cutting Lengths of Tubes), but also introduces other names; “Qin 
Wang An Dian Bing" (Prince Qin’s (S0) secret method of counting
soldiers) and JiFu She" fUff (guess the thing covered by the cup).
The two former terms refer to fairly obvious situations producing 
indeterminate equations.
"Guan" (tube) of “Jian Guan Shu" must be lengths of bamboos* cells, and it 
is equivalent to with the divisors, "Ding Shu" (fixed numbers) or “Wen Shu" 
(problem numbers). And “Jian” (cut) suggests dividing. That is to say. there 
are some bamboos whose length are the same. Also we know the lengths of the 
bamboo’s cells and the remaining length at the end. The question is to compute 
the whole length.
a 3 r 3
“Qin Wang An Dian Bing" (the Prince Qin’s secret method of counting 
soldiers) refers to the situation where soldiers are assembled in rank 
formations, and from the remainder of each line the total number of soldiers 
may be found.
“Fu She" (guess the thing covered by the cup) was explained by Li Jimin <51># 
“Fu She" means the same as “She Fu". “She Fu" was a game linked with the Yi 
Jing method of divination. The oldest material on “Fu She" can be found in the 
chapter entitled Dong-Fang Shuo 1hum (biography of Dongfang Shuo),
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which is chapter 65 of the Han Shu WLWi (History of the Western Han Dynasty).
The emperor let “Shu Jia“ ("Reckoner”) guess the matter
covered by some cups.
Yan Shigu’s (581-645) ccmment: "Shu Jia” means "Shu Shu Zhi
Jia” (numerological diviners). Something is hidden by the
cup which is laid face down, and guess the object was to them, so it 
was named "She Fu". (52)
Yang Hui probably collected questions of indeterminate equations from books, 
since there is no original work by Yang Hui in the Yang Hui Sum Fa*
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(g) Before Seki Kowa in Japan
There is no direct evidence that the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical 
Treatise in Nine Sections) was ever brought to Japan* The evidence suggests 
that indeterminate equations were probably introduced into Japan by the Yang Hui 
Suan Fa (Yang Hui’s Method of Computation) and the Suan Fa Tong Zong 
(Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic): the same term, “Jian Guan Shu" M W W  (or 
Japanese style pronunciation "Sen Kan Jutsu" to describe the method of
cutting tubes was used. The achievement of these books, however, is not more 
advanced than that of the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. They use many sets of divisors;
a i , but these a j are mutually prime. And there are no rationales for the 
most important part; “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" (The Technique of Acquiring "One" in 
Dayan).
Some applications from this age can be found. "Metsuke-Ji" (Find the
Chinese Character in the Tables) was one of the most popular mathematical games 
in Japan. The most typical one is described in the Jinko~ki (Permanent 
Mathematics), where some Chinese characters are set up in matrices, as in 
tables 3 and 4.
b 1 1  b  21 b  3 1 b  11 b  12 b  13
b  12 b  22 b  32 b  21 b  22 b  23
b  13 b  23 b  33 b  3 I b  32 b  33
TABLE 3 TABLE 4
An optional character is selected from table 1. Let it be known in which 
file it occurs in, and let this number be k. Then let it be known in which 
column it is shown in table 4, and let this number bem* The character is 
found at a km in table 4.
Isomura Yoshinori (16407-1710) applied indeterminate equations to
"Metsuke-ji" (53) in the chapter entitled, "Iroha Metsuke-ji"
(Find the Chinese Character in the Tables by Japanese Character’s Order,
—  18 7 —
written in 1659 (54),
He used 47 Japanese Hi ragana-characters which are numbered 1 to 47,
snd selected any character in it. Then it is counted by three types of measure.
These are by 7, lJI Ro Ha Ni Ho He To" which are the first seven
Hiraganas of the old order, by 5, "Ye Hi Mo Se Zu" which are the
last five Hiraganas, and by 3, Sho Chu Go $jcfcH (First, Middle, Last), and if 
the selected character were pointed up at "Ni" (C, "Ye" and “Chu" it
means;
x =  4 (mod 7 ) = 1 (mod 5) = 2 (mod 3 )
Then he solves this indeterminate equations and gets the answer of 11 which is
“Ru”
He stated that this method is the same as the computation of "Hyaku-go Gen" 
H E M  (Take Away 105) of the Jinko-ki (Permanent Mathematics). In
"Hyaku-go Gen" computation, 105 answers are possible, from 0 to 104. But in 
"Iroha Metsuke-ji" must be 47 answers, the number of Japanese characters, not 
105. Thus many cases of codbination of R , are impossible, for example
6 (mod 7) =  3 (mod 5 ) ^ 0  (mod 3 ) -
He probably did not consider the relationship between the product of divisors
( ; m> “Yan Mu") and how many answers are possible. The product of divisors is 
the cycle, i.e., the numbers of remainder term, for example, 1 and 106 are the 
same remainders, R, , in “Hyaku-go Gen". Anyhow, it is the first case of 
original application in Japan.
Hoshino Sanenobu Mir If it (1628-1699) also tried to apply indeterminate 
equations to “Metsuke-ji" game in "Metsuke 60-ji" (Find the Sixty
Chinese Characters in the Tables) on the Ko Ko Gen Sho (Manuscript of
Triangle's Three Side) written in 1672;
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He used 60 Chinese characters, which are numbered 1 to 60 now, and made 
these three matrices having 3, 4 and 5 rows, respectively (see table 5};
rows {Ri ) Rs ki mi (mod m)
GROUP 1 1 1 4 7 10 --- 58 40
2 2 5 8 11 ... 59 20
3 3 6 9 12 ... 60 0
GROUP 2 1 1 5 9 13 -57 45
2 2 6 10 14 - —  58 30
3 3 7 11 15 -59 15
4 4 8 12 16 60 0
GROUP 3 1 1 6 11 16— -56 36
2 2 7 12 17 -57 12
3 3 8 13 18— -58 48
4 4 9 14 19 - 59 24
5 5 10 15 20 - 60 0
TABLE 5 Matrix of “Metsuke 60"ji”
Select any character, and let it be known to which row it belongs in each of 
the groups. Determining the identity of the character, given knowledge of only 
this information, is equal to solving the indeterminate equations
x =  Ri (mod 3) = R 2 (mod 4) = R 3 (mod 5) •
There are two new points to this. One is that he understood the 
relationship between the products of divisors and the cycle. In this 
computation, 60 answers are possible, and the lumber is the same as the product 
of divisors. And Hoshino Sanenobu use the value of Rj k t mi which takes
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away m, is not original. Because R, k» mi easily becomes a huge value,
so he computed R; k, mi (mod m) before computing SR, ki m; . The 
other point is that we are no longer limited to the case of a ■, =3,5,7, which 
is the case of the Sirn-zi Sum Jing. This was the first case in Japan.
Next, Hoshino Sanenobu computed the case that a f are not mutually prime.
x =  5 (mod 6) = 7  (mod 8) = 5  (mod 10) ...  (2,1)
The answer, given without comment, is
x =  5 X40+ 7 X45+ 5 X36 (mod 120)
=85
This answer is correct, but it entails the following equations:
k i m i =40 
k 2 m 2 =45 
k 3 m 3 =36
(2.2)
(2 .3 )
(2 .4)
If we confute according to the method of “The General Solution of Dayan 
Problems";
A i = 6 = 2 X 3  
A 2 =  8 =  2 3 
A 3 =10= 2 X 5
a t * =  3 
a 2 = 8  
a 3 f = 5
x =  5 (mod 3) s 7  (mod 8) = 5  (mod 5) ........-— (2.5)
Therefore, the values in formula (2.1) and (2.5) are the same. Solving 
formula (2.5),
k i  * mi 1 =  40 
k 2 ’ m 2 ’ =105 
k 3 f m 3 ’ = 96
(2 .6)
(2 .7)
(2.8)
The values of formula (2.7) and (2.8) are not the same, and
ki mi =ki ’ mi f
k 2 m 2 = k 2 1 m 2 ' — xA m
k 3 m 3 ~ k 3 1 m 3 ’ - lA m
The values in formula (2.3) and (2.4) are acquired by taking away A m  from 
the value computed by JIThe General Solution of Dayan Problems". This is done 
with the aim of sinplifying the confuting of the sum total. However, the value 
taken away is not m, but A m , so this calculation does not hold good 
generally.
However, | a 2 - a 3 | =  2
So R2 +R3 | 2
R3 (k2 m 2 — xAm) +R3 (k3 m 3 -/4m)
=R2 k2 m2 +R3 k3 m 3 - A m  (R2 + R2 )
= R 2 k 2 m 2 + R 3 k 3 m 3 (mod m) ........ (2.9)
This case is a special one. We do not know how well Hoshino Sanenobu knew 
indeterminate equations and how he arrived at formula (2.9), but he was at 
least more advanced than the Sunrzi Sum Jing and the Ycmg Hui Sum Fa-
He did not only use indeterminate equations for mathematical games, but 
could also compute indeterminate equations whose a i are not mutually prime.
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(h) Works of Seki Kowa
The first work which surmounted the level of the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang 
(Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections) is that of Seki Kowa. His method of 
solving indeterminate equation is called “Senkan-Jutsu" (the Technique of 
Cutting lengths of Thbes), and he probably received help from the Yang Hui Sum 
Fa (Yang Hui’s Method of Computation) because the term is similar to one used 
in the latter work. However, “Senkan-Jutsu" is only the third step of "Da-Yan 
Zong Shu Shu" (general method of Dayan rule), which consisted of three steps. 
Seki KowaTs method included the other two steps.
This method was described at chapter 2 of the Katsuyd Sampo 
(Essential Points of Mathematics) published in 1712. He described many 
questions in this chapter, but these are not only explanations for solving 
indeterminate equations. We can pick up three subjects;
step Seki Kowafs work the function of Qin Jiushao1 s one
[1] Goyaku (reduce each other) “Fu Cheng11 (multiply again)
[2] Joichi-jutsu “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu"
(method of one remainder)
[3] Senkan-jutsu “Sunzi Theorem"
(cutting tube method) (Chinese Remainder Theorm)
TABLE 6 CONSTRUCTION OF SEKI KOWA’S METHOD
Seki K6wafs method also consists of three steps, the basic structure is the 
same as “Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu". However each step shows some advance. Let us 
consider each steps of Seki K6wafs method.
First step is the making mutually prime numbers. Qin Jiushao touched the 
case of fraction or decimal fraction. But Seki Kowa studied only the case of 
integral numbers.
He wrote at question 1 of “Goyaku" (reduce each other) in chapter 2 of
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the Katsuyo Sampo.
There are two numbers, six: and eight. Divide each other, hew many 
the numbers are obtained?
Answer: six becomes 3, eight is not divided.
Method: G.C.D. is obtained using the Chinese Euclid Algorithm, it 
is two. Then reduce six by it, six becomes three. [G.C.D. of three 
and eight becomes one. That is, if G.C.D. became one, stop reducing. 
Do the same method as the later problems. ]
The other method: G.C.D. is obtained using the Chinese Euclid 
Algorithm, it is two. Thai reduce eight by it, eight becomes four. 
G.C.D. of four and six is two, so multiply four by it, four becomes 
eight. Reduce six by it, six becomes three (55).
This exanple is for making a pair of numbers, (6,8) mutually prime nunfoers. 
The G.C.D. of (6,8) is 2, so reduce one of the nimfcers by 2;
(6.8) ->{3,8)
or (6,8) ^(6,4)
But in the latter ease, there still remains the G.C.D., 2, so reduce 6 by 2, 
and multiply 4 by 2;
(6.8) ->(6,4) -^ (3,8)
This solution is the same as “Fu Cheng" (multiply again) of the Ski Ski Jiu
Thong. Seki Kowa commented clearly, “if G.C.D. became one, stop reducing." i.e.,
he pointed out the need to continue to "Fu Cheng" computation. He supplements 
Qin JiushaoTs brief explanation.
Let us consider step 3 firstly. Although Seki Kowa used the same term as 
that of Yang Hui, but the content is not only the imitation, but it is also the 
solution of general indeterminate equation of first degree. He solved the 
following indeterminate equations;
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b i x = R i (mod a i ) (2.10)
His new work was written at chapter 2 of the Katsuyo Sampo. This time, he
used "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" (The Technique of Acquiring "One" in Dayan), which he
called “Joichi-jutsu" pj— (Technique of One Remainder) twice. He sets up the 
equivalence
1 , b i =1 (moda i )  (2.11)
and he computes 1 t . Then he continues as follows, computing k , :
k i mi =1 (moda i )  (2,12)
He multiplies the left side of expression (2.11) by the left side of
expression (2.12),
b i k i Is mi =1 (moda i )
Then he also multiplies by Rj
b 5 Ri ki li m s =Ri (modai )  (2.13)
and posits i =£ j, because mi | a i , so
bt Ri ki li mi = 0  (modaj )
Sbi Ri ki li mi =Ri (modai )
x =  SRi ki 1 i mi
Xmin = 2 R i  ka 1 i ms - p m
This procedure is not "Sunzi Theorem" (Chinese Remainder Theorem) itself,
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but the way of thinking is the same in both. Seki Kowa only improved “Sunzi 
Theorem" a little.
And step 2 is; in computing 1 , k i , he used "Joichi-jutsu" (method of
one remainder): This method is presented in question 2, chapter 2 of the Katsuyo 
Sampo (Essential Points of Mathematics), his question is the solving the 
equation as follows;
179k-74p=l
Or 179 k =1 (mod 74)
And he comments:
A number, which Is a multiple of 179, is on the left, from which a 
multiple of 74 is subtracted, giving a remainder of 1. What is the 
"Sosu" (general number, = 179k) on the left?
ANSWER: 7697.
NEMD: Reduce 179, on the left, by 74, on the right [If the left 
is smaller than the right, do not reduce, or the remainder is (just) 
the first number of left]. Reduce 74, on the right, by 31 (which is 
"Qi Shu" of “Ca Yan Qiu Yi Shu"), on the left, and the quotient is 2.
The remainder, which is named "ko" is 12.
Reduce 31, on the left, by 12, "ko", and the quotient is 2. The 
remainder, which is named "Otsu" Zut is 7.
Reduce 12, “ko" by 7 of "Otsu" and the quotient is 1. The 
remainder, which is named "Hei" pf, is 5.
Reduce 7, "Otsu" by 5, “Hei", and the quotient is 1. The 
remainder, which is named “Tfei" T> is 2.
Reduce 5, "Hei" by 2, "Tei", and the quotient is 2. The remainder, 
which is named “Bo" is 1.
Take away 1, “Bo" from 1 of "Tei", the quotient is regard as 1.
The remainder, viiich is named “Ki" g, is 1. (Because the remainder 
on the left became 1, stop computing) .
Multiply the quotient of "Ko" and the quotient of "Otsu", then add 
1, the answer, which is named “Shi" -71, is 5.
Multiply "Shi" and the quotient of "Hei", then add the quotient of
“ko" and the answer, which is named "Chu"®, is 7*
Multiply "Chu" and the quotient of "Tei", then add "Shi", the 
answer, which is named "In" f|, is 12.
Multiply "In" and the quotient of "Bo", then add "Chu"; the answer, 
which is named "U" JJ|J, is 31 -
Multiply "U" and the quotient of "Ki", then add "In", the answer 
is 43 (that is, the nunber on the left ) .
Then multiply 179, on the left, by it. The answer, the "Sosu"
(general number) on the left, is 7697, and that is right answer <56),
179=2 X 74+31 (the left)
74=2 X 31+12 ("Ko”)
31=2 X12+ 7 ("Otsu")
12=1 X  7+ 5 ("Hei")
7=1 X  5+ 2 ("Tei")
5=2 X  2+ 1 ("Bo")
2=1 X  1+ 1 ("Ki")
This method is similar to the one used in "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu", but has been 
improved by the use of algebraic symbols, like "ko” and "Otsu". This 
calculation is limited, so this advantage of Seki Kowa’s method is not clear. 
However, vhen calculating unlimited values, e.g., the approximate value of the 
root by fraction, his method exhibits its power <57).
We must examine the amputation of "Bo" and “Ki". "Bo" had already been 1, 
but Seki Kowa continued to coopute, and obtained "Ki" of 1. This method is
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exactly the same as the special case of "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu".
Moreover, it is interesting that Seki Kowa uses the terms "left" and "right". 
Doesn’t that remind us of the position in the method of Qin Jiushao? (see Table 
2 in section m-3-c).
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(i) Advanced works in China and Japan in the 19th and 20th centuries
After Seki Kowa, some Chinese and Japanese mathematicians improved the 
solutions of indeterminate equations. They in r^oved each of the three steps, 
but the construction was the same as "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu” (The Technique of 
Acquiring "One" in Dayan).
The method of making mutually prime numbers from problem numbers, Qin 
Jiushao’s method, gives the correct answer, but it is necessary to compute G.C.D. 
several times. And it is quite difficult to choose which nunber to divide first. 
So there is scope for improving it, as seem for example in Huang Zongxuan's 
7^1^ (fl. 19c) method {58> - the divisors are resolved into factors, (his term 
was “Fan Mu" lit. extention mother), then the highest degree of each
prime nunbers is retained and the others are erased, for example,
6=_2 x 3 -> 3
8= 23 X_3° -> 8.
The other method of “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" was discovered in 1929. This 
formula was as follows:
Let k i in-, = 1  (mod a i )
1 1 1
k , = r o  { -------------+ --------- + ---+  ( - 1 )  n“1 ----------------}
r 0 r 1 r i  r 2 r n- i  r n
“Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" utilised used the sequence of quotients q n , but these 
quotients can be rewritten in the following form (see section U[-3-c);
r o r n—2 Q. n r n— i
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We see by this transformation the equivalence of “Da Yan Qiu Yi Shu” and the 
more modem formulation (i.e., complex fractions), that is, between the q n 
and r n • But this computation, involving complex fractions, is not in the 
Chinese tradition <s9). This method was found by Euler before 1734, and 
Tanigawa Hideyuki (19-20c) and Hayashi Tsuruichi (1873-1935)
rearranged it to illustrate 'Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" (60).
Saito Naonaka (1773-1844), who was not in Seki Kowa’s School but in
the competing School — Saijo-ryu IjtJiiSfii (lit. Best School) (61), endeavored to 
apply Seki Kowa’s works. In his manuscript, Saito Haonaka Sofeo jf 
(Saito Naonaka’s Manuscript), which is preserved at Nihon Gakushiin 
(The Japanese Academy) (62) , he described the improved “Sunzi Theorem" vhich is 
the third step of “Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu" (The General Solution of Dayan Rule) 
(see Table 1).
Wien we solved indeterminate equations of the form
x = Ri (modai ),
we had to compute 'Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" i times; if there were four congruence 
expressions, we would have to compute four “Cheng Lu" (Multiplying Ratio, k i 
). But the method of “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" is very complex. It is easy to make a 
mistake. Therefore, Saito Naonaka improved the method so that it used “Da-Yan 
Qiu Yi Shu" only one time.
He solved as follows: let
x ^ R i  (roodai )
= R 2 (rooda 2 )
He designated ( ai x R 2 +  a 2 x R ,  ) as “Ko" Q3 (A), (ai + a 2 ) as 
“Hidari" ;£ (Left), (a, X a 2 ) as “Migi" (Right). Firstly, he 
computed x' as it appears in the following expression:
-(2.14)
(2.15)
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{ a i + a 2 ) x' = 1 {mod a t a 2 )   (2.16)
left right
Then he computed the answer y, vhich depends on x \  as follows:
y — x' ( ai R 2 + a 2 R t ) (mod ai a 2 ) --(2.17) 
ko
This formula gives the correct answer, because y of formula (2.17) is 
equivalent to x of formula (2.14) and (2.15).
Let us show it.
Multiplying formula (2.14) by a 2 , we have;
a 2 x = a 2 Ri (roodai a 2 ) -..... (2.18)
and multiplying formula (2.15) by a 1 j yields
ai x^ai R 2 (roodat a 2 )  (2.18),
add (2.18) and (2.19),
(ai + a 2 ) x=ai R 2 +  a 2 Ri (modai a 2 ) 
and divide by (Sl R 2 + a 2 R t ), to obtain
ai +  a 2
------------   x — 1 (mod a! a 2 ) .(2.20)
ai R 2 +  a 2 Ri
Oh the other hand, from formula (2.17),
y =  (ai R 2 -La2 Ri ) x' + p  (at a 2 )
when p ; 0,
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yx ’ =   ----------------
a i R2 + a 2 R i
substitute it into formula (2.16)
a 1 + a 2
--------------- y =  1 (mod a 1 a2 ) ....(2.21)
a 1 R 2 a 2 R i
Conperativing formula (2.20) and (2.21), we can conclude
y = x-
Saito Naonaka gives details of his method for application of "Senkan Jutsu" 
(cutting tube method) increasing up to three simultaneous congruences, but we 
can obtain the general formula;
n- 2"'-
£ a i x' =1 (mod n a t )
a-/
x = x' ( E( Dai /ak ) Rk ) (rood Ilai )
■ & M  .-C-/ /t'i (
Because he also used algebra method it is easy to obtain this formula.
His originality is finding the multiplication method in the indeterminate 
equations;
x = R (mod a) o kx^kR(mod k a)
He probably obtained a hint from the works of Seki Kowa; because Seki Kowa
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developed the method of solving indeterminate equations whose coefficients of 
first degree are not one, such as;
b i x = R i (mod a s )
Because it looks unlikely that he considered only formula for computing "Shang 
Yuan Ji Nian" (the accumulated years from the epoch);
x = R i (mod a •, )
Moreover his terms are similar to those of Seki Kowa, "Migi" (right) 
"Hidari11 (left) "Ko" (A) "Jo Ichi Jutsu1* (Technique of One Remainder) and so on. 
So I conclude that Saito Naonaka’s work was based on Seki Kowa*s.
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(4) Conclusion
Before Seki Kowa, the influence of the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical 
Treatise in Nine Sections) in Japan was very small. Japanese mathematicians 
studied indeterminate equations from the Sun~zi Suan Jing (Master Sun’s 
Mathematical Manual), Sum Fa Tong long (Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic) and 
perhaps Yang Hui Sum Fa (Yang Hui’s Method of Computation). Their work was not 
on a very high level.
Seki Kowa also studied these books including the Yang Hui Sum Fa, but 
these books also would not provide sufficient basis for his work.
We do not have proof that Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical Treatise in Nine 
Sections) was brought to Japan, but I strongly suggest that Seki Kowa had 
studied it. There are many points of similarity between the “Da-Yan Zong Shu 
Shu” and "Sen Kan Jutsu”. That is, there was the same value method with “Da- 
Yan Zong Shu Shu”. In other words, Qin Jiushao’s method was one stage of 
developing the Chinese Remainder Theorem, not the final method. But Seki Kowa's 
method was "Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu”. However Seki Kowa’s method was similar to 
Qin Jiushao’s method. Can it be a coincidence?
Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu another method
[1] Make mutually prime numbers o  Huang Zongxuan’s method
[2] ‘Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu” <^> Hayashi’s method
[3] “Sunzi Theorem" (C.R.T.) <=> Saito’s method
TABLE 7 Another Methods of 'Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu"
Seki Kowa’s work did not constitute a theoretical advance on the process of 
three steps method of “Da-Yan Zong Shu Shu". However his method was a great 
inprovement from the part of view of facility of application.
Firstly he abandoned the calculating rods with their systematic layout and 
used the symbols of algebra. Secondly he computed as follows;
b, x = R-, (modai )
His purpose was not to compute "Shang Yuan Ji Nian" (the accumulated years 
from the epoch).
Of course, the counterargument that he derived the principles involved from 
Chinese astronomical method is possible. Because he researched the Shou. Shi Li 
(Season-granting Calendar) ce3) deeply. But this calendar is the first 
one which had not used the system of "Shang Yuan Ji Nian" (the accumulated 
years from the epoch), I think it is very unlikely that Seki Kowa derived 
"Senkan Jutsu” by induction.
At any rate, the works of indeterminate equations during this age in Japan 
also applied the works of the Song dynasty in China. Japanese mathematicians 
following Qin Jiushao’s method. While Japanese mathematicians did not create 
something entirely new, neither did they merely imitate.
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Nates
(*1): Needham, vol.3: 119-22. Li Jimin added them to the method of 
approximative value of the fraction (Li Jimin, 1987c: 246). Shen Kangshen 
classified the Chinese Euclid Algorithm into five categories, the greatest 
cannon divisor (G.C. D.), the least cannon multiple (L.C.M.), the method of 
approximative value of the fraction, “Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" and “Bai Ji Shu" 
(Shen Kangshen, 1982: 210-21.).
(*2): Question 38, chapter 3, on the Zhang Qiu-Jian Suan Jing 3 E £ B ^ E  (Zhang 
Qiujian’s Mathematical Manual) (Qian Baocong (ed.), 1963, vol.2: 402-5) is:
QUESTION: There are cocks whose cost is five coins, hens whose cost 
is three coins and chickens whose cost is one coins for three. I have 
one hundred coins and want to buy one hundred birds. How many cocks, 
hens and chickens can I buy?
ANSWER: Four cocks whose cost is twenty coins, eighteen hens whose 
cost is fifty-four coins, seventy-eight chickens whose cost is 
twenty-six coins.
Eight cocks whose cost is forty coins, eleven hens whose cost is 
thirty-three coins, eighty-one chickens whose cost is twenty-seven 
coins.
Twelve cocks whose cost is sixty coins, four hens whose cost is 
twelve coins, eighty-fcur chickens whose cost is twenty-eight coins.
METHOD: Every increasing of four cocks, implies a decreasing of 
seven hens and increasing of three chickens, so you can conpute.
This means;
f 5 x +  3 y +1/3 z =  l 0 0 { x =  0 +  4 t
y=25- 7 t
^ z = 7 5 + 3 t  (t =1,2,3)
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(*3): In Occidental categories, “the Sunzi Theorem" (the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem) and “Bai Ji Shu" (Che Hundred Fowls problem) are the same.
However, Yang Hui thought “Bai Ji Shu" was the application of the question 
of “Zhi Tu Tong Long" (Pheasants and Rabbits in the Same Basket,
Simultaneous Linear Equations Involving Tho Unknown) in question 31, chapter 
3 of the Sm-zi Suan Jing (Master Sun's Mathematical Manual)(Qian Baocong 
(ed.), 1963, vol. 2: 320). Therefore Yang Hui described “Bai Ji Shu" in 
chapter 2 of the Xu Gu Zhai Qi Suan Fa (Continuation of
Ancient Mathematical Method for Elucidating the Strange), however “the Sunzi 
Theorem" was described at another part which is chapter 1 of the Xu Gu Thai 
Qi Suan Fa .
Additionally, we think the question of "Zhi Tu Tong Long" is derived 
frcm the method of “Qi Lu Shu" (The Ratio Method) at questions 38-43,
chapter 2, Jiu Zhang Suan Shu (Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Arts) 
(personal communication of Bai Sbangshu Qjnlr&l).
(*4): See Li Di , “Guan Yu Qin Jiushao Yu Shu Shu Jiu Zhang Be Yan-Jiu Shi"
(On the History of Studies of Qin Jiushao's 
“Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections") (Conference Paper of ISCMTNC, 
Beijing, 1987).
(*5): Wylie, 1897: 175-81.
(*6): Mikami Yoshio, 1912: 65-9.
(*7): Li Yan, 1937: 118-20.
(*8): Qian Baocong, 1964b, 66-77.
(*9): Needham, 1959, vol.3: 119-22.
(10): Libbnecht, 1973.
(11): Lu Zifang, 1902, vol.1: 2CH96.
(12): Li Jimin, 1987b.
(13): Hayashi ‘feuruichi, 1937, vol.1.
(14): Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, 5 vols.
(15): Kato Heizaemcn, 1956-1964. Seisuron is published in 1964.
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(16): “Gen Xian Jian Sun" (Chinese Euclid's Algorithm) was described in question 
5 and 6, chapter 1, Jiu Zhang Suan Shu (Nine Chapters on the Mathematical 
Arts) (Bai Shangshu, 1983: 15-7). At first, this method was used to compute 
"Deng Shu" (G.C.D.), then used to apply computing the approximate value of 
the fraction (Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol.2: 394-5).
(17): Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol.2: 395
(18): Mikami Yoshio, 1912: 65.
(19): This condition is question 2 of chapter 1 in Shu Shu Jiu Zhang 
(Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections).
(20): Qian Baocong (ed.), 1963, vol.2: 318. Translated into English by Lam Lay- 
Yong and Ang Tian Se, 1992: 178-9.
(21): See Gauss, 1801.
(22) :Cde of the oldest studies is Mikami Yoshio, 1912: 65-9.
(23) :The longest calendar cycle, which is a primitive “Shang Yuan Ji Nian" (the 
accumulated years from the epoch) in the Zhou Bi Suan Jing (The 
Arithmetical Classic of the Gnomon and the Circular Path of Heaven), is 
31,920 years (1 "Ji"®(Qian Baocong (ed.), 1963, vol.1: 75-7).
And it is resolved into factors as folhxe;
31,92D=19X 7 X 5 X 3 X 2 4
The combination of (7,5,3), therefore, is one of the most important 
significance for canputing "Shang Yuan Ji Nian". Especially we must attend 
to the number of 7. In the Zhou Bi Suan Jing , each number had the 
astronomical meanning, for example, 19 is the cycle of Me ten. However, only 
7 did not have any meaning. I suspect that 7 was derived from the problem 
of indeterminate equations. Because 7 is the biggest prime number of one 
decimal place, therefore it can be "Ding Shu" (Fixed Number) directly not 
"Wen Shu" (Problem Number).
(24): The Sunrzi Suan Jing (Master Sun's Mathematical Manual) was listed as the
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first of mathematical textbooks in the section entitled Oyoso Sankyo no Jo 
(mathematical texts) of the Gaku Ryo (educational law);
Students of Mathematics Department must study Sonrshi Go So £
W, Kyu Sho Kai To Tetsu Jutsu, M$i> Saukai Jusa Hlffffil,
Shu Hi jH#| Kuji flM> each book becomes 1 unit.
So the San-shi, which means Sun-zi Sum Jing, was the first mathematical 
text to be studied. Probably it became the most popular text in this age. 
(See Jochi Shigeru, 1987).
(25): These ages were usually called the “Middle Ages". However, historians of 
culture have opined that there was no “Middle Age" in Japan, but that the 
ages should be named 8c-13c "Ancient Age", 13cH9c “pre Modem Age" (Ishida 
Ichiro, 1989: 363-5). Therefore I call these age individually in this paper, 
Kamakura period (1192-1333), Muromachi period ||rfHj (1333—1573), 
Azuchi-Mcmoyama period (1573-1603) and Edo period t£p (1603-1867).
(26): Oya Shin'ichi, 1980: 137. The original book is kept at Kunaicho Shdryobu
^  ZGR, vol.30-A, Chapter 872: 93-4.
(27): The question of indeterminate equations, “Hyakirgo Gen to Iukoto", was not 
described at 1st edition of the JinTo-ki H£/j§2 (Permanent Mathematics), 
which was a four volume bock. It was described in and after 2nd edition, 
which was a five voluoes bode (Yamazaki Yoemcn, 1966: 4-5).
(28): The original bock has "100", but it should be emended to "105".
(29): The Da Yon. Li (Da Yan Calendar) was made by Yi Xing — ff (683~727) in 727 
and used from 729 to 757.
(30): Needham, 1959, vol.3: 37. Qian Baocong, 196%: 208.
(31): Wilhelm (trs.), 1950; 1989: 310.
(32): Li Jimin, 1987a.
(33): Qin Jiushao's terms were very complex, therefore there were many
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translations, as follows (Libbrecht, 1973: 328-30)
Wen Shu Ai Problem Numbers (p.328)
Yuan Shu —  Original Numbers (p.328)
Ding Shu a i Definite Numbers, Fixed Numbers (p. 329)
Yan Mu m  Extension Mather (p. 329),
Multiple Denooiinator (Needham, p. 120)
Yan Shu m  Extension Numbers (Wylie), Operation Numbers)
Erweitrungszahlen (Biernatzki, translated from Wylie) 
Multiple Nunbers (Needham)
Extension Mother (p. 330),
Cheng Lu k •, Multiplying Factors (p. 330)
Qi Shu r 0 Remainder (p. 330)
(34): Libbrecht, 1973: 329-31. from SKQS, vol. 797: 329-30.
(35): Another text is; Qian Baocong (ed.), 1963, vol.1: 2-3.
(36): Li Yan, 1933; 54, vol.1: 123-74.
(37): If m,- were larger then r 0 , perform this procedure. If m-, were less
then r 0 » 1st m  i become r 0 .
(38): This "Tian Yuan" (Element of Heaven) was thought to be a reference to 
“Tian Yuan Shu" (Chinese Algebra) (Wylie, 1897: 93-94), however this function 
is not “Han Yuan Shu" (Chinese Algebra) (Kato Ifeisaemon, 1956: 54). But it 
means numerical value of unknown quanity, so Qin Jiushao used this term (Mo
Shaokui, 1987: 185). In my opinion "Tian Yuan" means the value of one (see
section 2-7 chapter 3, Ding Yidong’s material).
(39): This case was studied by Libbrecht (Libbrecht, 1973, 344 and 357-8), he ex 
plained
- a  <2k-Dirii =  1 (mod a * ) 
ai mi ^ 0 (mod a t )
(at - a  uk-n) mi (mod ai )
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Exactly & ? k = a , , so his explanation becomes the same as my
explanation. But Seki Kowa and Huang Zongxian (fl. 19c) did not use the
value of a i directly, thus I will explain this case according to their 
methods.
Takebe Kataaki itnlS’JPJi (1661-1716), who was a student of Seki Kowa, 
suggested a 2k —  a i using the same concept as Libbrecht at section 5 of 
chapter 6 in Taise Sankyo (Complete Mathematical Manual) (Nihon
Gakushiin, 1954, vol.2: 394-5).
T O ’- q 2k- = q 2k-l
=  r (2 k— 2) /  r (2 k— 1) — 1
r <2k-l> = I J
thliS Q 2k' =  r (2 k — 2) —  1
(41): Actually, a 2k is ai .
(42): The cooputation of “Deng Shu” (G.C.D.) was used “Geng Xiang Jian Sun1' 
(Chinese Euclid Algorithm), however the quotient of the last step was q n 
— 1, not q„ (see Bai Shangshu, 1983: 15~7):
a =qi b +ri a =  q i b +ri
b =  q 2 ri +  r 2 b =  q 2 ri + r 2
ri — q 3 r 2 + r 3 ri =  q 3 r 2 + r 3
rn—2 = q n r n-i r„-2 =  (qn ~1) r n-i +  r„-i
(present method) (Chinese method)
(43): Qin Jiushao computed 38 examples of "Da-Yan Qiu Yi Shu" (The Method of 
Acquiring "Che" in Dayan) in the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang .
r o = 0  (k= 0, need not to ccqpufce) 7 tames
r o =  1 (k =  1, need not to ccopute) 7 times
r 2m= 1 (normal) 10 times
r 21 —  0 (fecial) 14 times
(44): Li Jimin, 19#7b.
(45): These terms, "Qi" (odd nunbers) and "Ou" (even nunbers), are not literal.
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Libbrecht thought that they meant “belonging to the same class" (Libbrecht, 
1973: 333). Then Li Jimin concluded that they meant the positions on 
calculating board ( Li Jimin, 1987b: 222).
(46): The original term is “Tong Fen Na Zi" It means ‘^transforming
into a complex fraction".
(47): The original text is “or". But the similar paragraph of “Yuan Shu" 
(integral number) is "divide the even numbers and do not the odd one". Thus 
this “or" must be corrected to “do not".
(48): SWVSG, vol.1: 1-2. or SKQS, vol.797: 327~9.
(49): Li Jimin, 1987b.
(50): The general who counted soldiers was changed to Han Xin Hff- (?-B.C. 196) 
in the Sum Fa Tong Zong (p.21B of Chapter 5).
(51): Li Jimin, 1987a.
(52): ZHSJ, vol. 9: 2843.
(53): Seki Kowa also studied "Mstsuke-ji" and his term was “Kempu" (Check
the Sign) in the Sandalsu no Ho, Kempu no Ho (Methods of
Solving Josephus problems, Methods of the Check of Sign) in 1683.
(54): Sanpo Ketsugi Sho (Solving Mathematical Questions) was said to
be published in 1660, but Shimodaira Kazuo found the 1659 edition
(private coamunication).
(55): Hirayama Akira et al (eds.), 1974: 297.
(56): Hirayama Akira et al (eds.), 1974: 301-2.
(57): See Jochi Shigeru. 1991b.
(58): Chapter 1 of the Qin. Yi Shu Tong Jie (Comments of the 
Technique of Acquiring One).
His method was influenced by western natbematics. There was no concept of
prime number in Chinese mathematics. Euclid’s Elements, the first book
that described prime nunbers, contains a part on prime nunbers in vol. 7, 
which had been translated to Chinese by Wylie, Alexander (1818-1887) and Li 
Shanlan (1811-1882) in 1858. Moreover Li Sbanlan had published Kao
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Shu Gen Si Fa #$£{gE9& (Four Methods of Studying Prime Number) in 1872, 
which was one of the oldest works on prime numbers in China. Then Huang 
Zongxuan's work was planned (see Li Di, 1984: 35CH88).
(59): Chinese mathematicans avoided calculation of fraction if possible, the
preface of Zhang Qiu-Jian Suan Jian (Zhang Qiujian's
Mathematical Manual) said, “Generally, multiplication and division are not 
difficult in mathematics, reducing fractions to a common denominator is 
difficult."(Qian Bhoccng (ed.), 1963, vol. 2: 329)
(60): Hayashi Tfeuruichi, 1937, vol.1: 720.
(61): This School was founded by Aida Yasuaki (1747“! 817) in 1785. He
was bom at Yamagata ikffc prefecture, and the most famous river is the 
river Mogami -f? Lf[| so he was named in reference to the river name of his 
home town, but in the pronunciation “Onyomi" ilf|t (ancient Chinese 
pronunciation) its name was Saijo jjUi. Saijo means "the best"; he wished 
his school to become the best, especially better than Seki Ryu [$!$£, which 
was Seki Kowa’s School.
There were disputes between the Seki Ryu and the Saijo Ryu, which grew 
ever sharper as time went by. The weak point of Aida Yasuaki had been the 
problem of indeterminate equations, but Saito Naonaka, who was the third 
genaration of Saijo Ryu, created new methods.
(62): Nihon Gakushiin, 1954, vol.5: 279-282.
(63): Shou Shi Li (Season-granting Calendar) was made by Wang Xun
and Guo Shoujing in 1280 and used frcm 1281 to 1368, and it was also
used frcm 1368 to 1384 under the name Da Tong Li (Large Unification
Calendar).
Seki Kowa studied it, then wrote the Juj i Hatsmsi (Comments of
the Works and Days Calendar) in 1680, Juji Reki Kyd Rissei no Ho
(Methods of Manual Thbles of the Works and Days Calendar) in 1681.
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C O N C L U S I  O N
In China, the magic square was not only a mathematical game, but was also 
bound up with Chinese philosophy. Chinese philosophers believed that the 
smallest magic square, which was called “Luo Shu" (a writing from Luo river) a 
magic square of order three, had mysterious power. That is to say, Chinese 
magic squares not only had the property that the sums of each column and row 
were the same numerical value, but also that each item was also arranged in 
counter clockwise order in accordance with the notion of Five Elements. 
“Counter clockwise" is the direction of Heaven moving. Chinese philosophers 
thougjht that this mysterious magic square embodied a micro-cosmos.
Chinese mathematicians had to consider the philosophical aspects of magic 
squares. Thus they were limited within the framework of philosophical 
practicality when they tried to make larger magic squares.
Japanese mathematicians, however, only considered the mathematical interest 
of magic squares. Thus it was easier for Japanese mathematicians to make larger 
magic squares than it was for Chinese mathematicians. In other words, Seki 
Kowa took only the mathematical aspects of magic squares from Yang Hui Sum. Fa 
(Yang Hui's Method of Computation). He used Chinese mathematical books, but it 
was not only imitation, he also applied the essential points of Chinese 
mathematical books for his own original researches. The metaphysical aspect of 
magic squares do not seem to have interested him.
If Seki Kowa used Chinese mathematical books like this, what was his 
approach to the problem of solving indeterminate equation?
In China, indeterminate equations were studied for computing “Shang Yuan Ji 
Nian" (accumulated years from the initial epoch). For this purpose, it was 
enough to solve the simultaneous modular equations of;
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x = r i ( m o d  a 1 )
=  r 2 ( m o d  a 2 )
=  r„ ( m o d  a n ) -
That is, the coefficient of the unknown number is always one. It was not 
necessary to solve the general indeterminate equation of first degree.
As with magic squares, "Shang Yuan Ji Nian" also had a metaphysical 
significance for Chinese mathematicians. Qin Jiushao, who was limited by this 
notion, nevertheless succeeded in developing a method for solving the case when 
the divisors were fractions (including decimal fractions). The divisors were 
astronomical constants, such as one tropical year, i.e., 365.25, and thus he 
was confronted with this case.
On the basis of his use of the Yang Hui Suan Fa , our expectation would be 
that if Seki Kowa had studied the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang (Mathematical Treatise in 
Nine Sections), he would ignore mataphysics and concentrate on the purely 
mathematical aspect of solving indeterminate equations, i.e., solving the 
general indeterminate equation of first degree. This is exactly what we find 
in the works of Seki Kowa.
We do not know whether Seki Kowa studied the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang or not. If 
he did, he evidently ignored significant parts of its content, just as he had 
in the case of Yang Hui Suan Fa. He works contain no reference to the 
philosophical significance of "Shang Yuan Ji Nian" problem.
Nevertheless his method of computing ki j which fills the modular 
equation;
ki mt =1  (mod a i ),
was very similar to the method of Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. It was not only the same 
process, but the case when k i was negative was also processed by similar 
methods.
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Seki Kowa’s contribution was limited to developing methods already basically 
contained within the Shu Shu Jiu Zhang. Although his achievements in his 
respect were substantive, his work did not constitute a fundamentally new 
theoretical departure.
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ZU CHONGZHTS DA MING ALMANAC AND COMPUTE %
Shigeru Jochi
(Department of Mathematics)
Abstract
Da Ming Almanac's new device is the method of computing a tropical year, 
which uses the concept of ‘lu’ (linear ratio), a Chinese traditional one.
So the present writer set up by a hypothesis that the method of Zu Chongzhi's 
computing it and Liu Hui's one was the same. If Zu ChongzKi used same method 
and computed down to seven decimal places, he had to compute 24 576 polygonal 
area. Bpt even if the figures were increased, this method cannot compute down 
here because it used fixed point operation, not floating point operation. So he. 
perhaps used the formula of Liu Hui, and had the approximate value of n.
Key words computing a tropical year,, the concept of ’lu’ (linear ratio), fixed 
point operation.
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